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29th ANNUAL 
DISTRICT 2 TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL RESULTS 
WOMEN AND MEN /9 (5 S 
WOMEN DISCUS F[rtJP.tT I 
PLACE COMPETITION SCHOOL 
1 Paula Wittenburg 
2 Theresa Church 
3 Sandra Early 
4 ~1olly Corrigan 
5 Diane Dukeshire 
6 FRancis McDonald 
WOMEN LONG JUMP 
PLACE COMPETITION 
1 Cindy Fulks 
2 Antonette Blythe 
3 Susy Chaffee 
4 Julie Leslie 
5 Mary Robinson 
6 , . · Esme Jensen 
7 Me 1 ody Groen ve ·1 d 
8 Carol Marchand 
WOMEN 4X 800 RELAY 
















Alexander, Rose, Jones, and Robinson 
WOMEN 3,000 Meters 
Place C0~1PETITI ON SCHOOL 
1 Bri gget Cooke wosc 
2 Anne 0' Leary EOSC 
3 Janet VanFleet UP 
4 Kara Crisifulli UP 
5 Nadine Price L 
6 Kathy 01 Conne 11 UP 
WOI'<1EN 10 ,000 METERS 
Place COMPETITION SCHOOU 
1 Kathy Keller UP 
2 Sabra Soulin sosc 
3 Suzanne Tovrea L 
A ROX}{' Cate GF 
PERFORMANCE 
138 1 511 
121 1 211 
118' 511 
117' 6 11 
117' 511 
115' 0 11 
PERFORMANCE 
18' 2 3/411 
H· .. 11 3/4 11 
17' 4l;j 11 
17' 211 
16'9 11 
15 I 8l;j 11 
15'7 3/4 11 -
























Blythe, Worth, Galloway, Johnson 
George Fox>. 
Still, Hurliman, t1attson, Pitts 
Will amette Uni v. 





1) Mjke Watts. GE, 148'9" 2) Dave Saranto, NNC, 143'2~11 , 4) Charles ~~ard, S6SC, 140'8~ 
-3)Don Backman, WU 142'6 11 , 5) Todd Goergen, WU, 136'0", 6) Dave Novotney, WU, 134'9", 
7) Brian Caster, L, 133'6", 8) Jerd Soares, L, 133'4", 9 Nathan Whitham,GF, 122'4", 
10) Don Haston, EOSC, 118'3", 11) TErry Outcalt, L&C, il8'2 , 1 reg 1 1, WOSC, 112'10 11 
MEN LONG JUMP 
1) Mike Austin,L, 22'6~", 2) DAvid Crume, WU, 22'1", 3) Kent Toomb, L, 21'( 11 , 
4)Mike Lipke, WU, 21'6 3/4", 5) K.B. Oforo, WU, 21'5 3/4", 6) Larry Conaway, EOSC, 
21'4 3/411 , 7) Ron Mobley, WOSC, 21'2~11 , 8) Steve Graham, GF, 21'1~, 
9) Brian McKinnis, SOSC, 20'2", 10) Ken McGee, EOSC, 19'6!,i". 
t1EN HAt~MER 
1JTbdd Geor~gen,WU, 161'11", 2) Glen Hill, WOSC,161'0", 3) Don Backman, WU, 159'7" 
4) Brian Caster, L. 154'11", 5) Ron Miller ,L, 146'5", 6) Nathan Whitham. GF, 145'~ 
MEN HIGH JUMP 
1) David Crume, WU, 6"9~ 11 , 2 
4) John Gabriel, WU, 6'3", 
MEN 10~000 Meters 
Owen James GF 6'7" 3) Phil Hayes, WU, 6'5 11 
Brian t~cKinnis, SOSC, 6'3". 6) Jeff Vipperman, EOSC, 6'3" 
1) Kris Muelle,r, L, 30:56.6, 2) Don Stearns, EOSC, #!:22.3, 3) Glen Giovanetti, L, 31:29.4 
4) Paul Mattson, L&C, 31;54 •• 0, 5) Frank Knight, WOSC, 32:09.9. 
6) Pat Williams, WU, 32:51.5, 7) Paul Yunker, WU, 33:19.4, 8) Jon Aday, GF, 33:44.4 
9) Mark Young, NNC, 33:46.7. 
MEN STEEPLECHASE 
1) Mark Holmund, WU, 9:33 •. 8, 2) Chris VanCauteren, WOSC, 9:44.3 
3) Steve Fisher, L&C, 9:47.4, 4) Ken James, EOSC, 9:49.9, 5) Scott Ball, GF, 9:50.0 
6) Phil Jones, NNC, 9:54.5 
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MEN SHOT PUT 
1) Kelly Highberger, 'WOSC, 50 1 6", 2) Don Backman, WU, 50 1 5!4", 3)Dave Novotney, WU, 49 1 1~11 
4) Todd Goergen, WU, 48 1 9 3/4 11 , 5) Kerii'y Fagerberg, L&C, 48 1 8~11 , 
6} Mike Pressley, L&C, 47 1 811 
MEN 1S 10,000 METER WALK 
1) Fred Clair, EOSC, 53:49.9, 2) Charlie Hart, L&C, 54:38.2, 3) Bob Feasel, EOSC, 59:55.9 
4) Jeff Kilday, WU, 61:25.2, 5) Kirk Reynolds, L&C, 62:26.1, 6) Mark Young, NNC, 63:03.2 
MEN 400 RELAY 
1) Lewis & Clark, Harry Mamizuka, Randy Coombs, Brent Carbajal, Tomc.Mell, 42:3 
2) Linffe]iJ!r~ Mike Austin, Kyle Tarpenning, Greg Will, Jeff Bowman, 42:6 
3) Southern Oregon, Martin Turner, John Maussardt, Morgan Cottle, 42:9 
4} Eastern Oregon, Jeff Hoskisson, Kev~n McCadden, Larry Conaway, Martin Stearns 43:6 
...... 5) George Fox, Steve Byers. Mark Young, .Jim Moody, Owen James, 43:L 
6) Willamette, Jeb Smythe, Don Hicks, Mark Lipke, Sid Elliot, 43:9 
7) Western Oregon, Ron Mobley, Mark Kelley, Jide Akanbi, Jon Goodman, 44:4 
WOMEN400 RELAY 
1) Northwest Nazarene ,Shan a Ga 11 oway, Lorry Wirth, Robin Johnson, Antonett Blythe 49:1 
2) Willamette, Jessica Slavich, Tammy Moland, Kim Kl~dn, Linda Robinson 49:9 
3) George Fox, .Joyce Still, Key Mattson, Valerie l:lurliman. Lisa Pitts, 50:9 
·Lf)Western Oregon, Debbie Hirons, CAtherine Seuell, Michelle Wentzel, Karin Sandberg 51:7 
5) Univ. of Portland, Nancy Newmarnik, Leaon Holliman, Julie Leslie, 52:0 
6) Lewis & Clark, ~Hchelle McArthur, Stephanie Davis,. Carrie Keeee, Esme Jensen 53:4 
WOMEN SHOW PUT 
1) Diane Dukeshire, SOSC, ,42 1 7~11 , 2) Sandra Early, NNC, 41 1 11 11 , 
3) Molly Corrigan, UP, 39 1 7~11 , 4) Theresa Church, WU, 36 1 11 11 , 
5) Sheryl Ward, WOSC, 36 19", 6) Jennifer Jacoby, WU, 36 1 8!;t, 
7) Sandy McCartt, WOSC, 36 '2 11 , 8) Paul a Wittenburg, GF, 36 '2" 
WOMEN JAVELIN 
l)Kathy Sanders, L, 134'5", 2) Regina Norris, P, 133 1 10 11 , 3) Esme Jensen, L&C, 132'5 11 , 
4) DeAnne Hogue, L, 121'6 11 , 5) Bobbi Page, SOSC, 119'6 11 , 6) Barbara Day, NNC, 110'10" 
WOMEN 1500 METERS 
1) led ~~orgaully1UJP., 14~430C.f.3, 2) Anae O'Leary, EOSC, 4:48.8, 3) Janet Van Fleet, U~, 4:52.( 
4) Kathy O'Connell, UP, 4:53.8, 5) Kara Crisifulli, WU, 4:56.3 6) Cathy Hanss, L&C 4:58.6 
7) Julie Righardson, EOSC, 5:01.5 8) Tamrey Jatrtolimek, WOSC, NT 
MEN 1500 METERS 
Mike Friess, L, 3:52.6, 2) Kevin O'Conno~~ WU, 3:53.2, 3) Lynn Purdue, WOSC, 3:53.7 
4) Ken James, EOBo 3:56,Groene..vd~a:l WU, 3:59.4, 6) Scott Ball, GF, 4:01.0 
7) Tim Beiger, L&C, 4:09.8, 8) Tim Brewer, NNC, 4:14.-3 
WOMEN HIGH HURDLES 
1) Carol Marchand, WOSC, 16.1, 2) Cindy Fulks, WB, 16.2, 3) Michelle McArthur, L&C, 16.3, 
4) Cynthia, Hoekstra, WU, 16.3, 5) Leanne Holliman, UP, 16.5, 6) Debbie, Hirons, WOSC, 17.3 
7} Karyn Bignell, NNC, 17.6, 8) Leslie VanDeusen, WU, 17.7 •• 
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MEN HIGH HURDLES 
1) Mark Gianneschi, L&C, 15.4, 2) Dan Cripps, SOSC, 15.6, 3) David Crume, WU, 15.7 
) Doug Rauer, L, 16.0, 5) Larry Conaway, EOSC, 16.1, Mark Kelly, WOSC, 16.7 
_7) KeithWigley, GF, 17.2 
WOMEN 100 METERS 
1) Antonette Blythe, NNC, 12.5, 2) Lisa Pitts, GF, 13.0, 3) Tammy Moland, WU, 13.0, 
4) Jessica Slavich, WU, 13.3, 5)-Nancy Newmarnik, UP, 1~.4, 6) Cathy Seaell, WOSC, 13.6 
7) Kim Klein, WU, 13.6, 
MENt:OOO METERS 
1) Jeff Johnson, WU, 48.8, 2) Morgan Cottle, SOSC, 49.6, 3)Tim Seivers, NNC, 49.8 
4) Randy Coombs, L&C, 49.9,_5) Mark Young, GF, 50.2, 6} Brent Carbajal, L&C, 50.5 
7) Vic Sears, L&C, 50.6, 8~ Rich Sears, L&C, 50.9 
WOMEN 400 METERS 
1) Kelly Wosepka, UP, 58.7, 2) Robin Johnson, NNC, 60.1, 3) Valerie H11rliman, GF, 60.4 
4) Karin Sandberg, WOSC, 61.8f;) 5) Jodi Peters, GF., 62.7 6} Spring Alexander, WU, 64.0 
MEN TRIP.eE JUMP 
1) Brian McKinnis, SOSC, 45'7 3/4", 2) Kent Toomb, L, 44'10", 3) Tom Ofori, WU, 44'8 11 
4) Mike Lipke, WU, 44'4!211 , 5) Larry Conaway, EOSC, 43'5~ 11 , 6) Don Dicus, NNC, 42'5 3/4 11 
7) n.ee Reed, Wosc, 42'4", 8) Dave Beemer, P, 41'8 3/4", 9) Jeff Bowman, L, 40'11~" 
10) Keith Wigley, GF, 
WOMEN HIGH JUMP 
MEN POLE VAULT 
NNC, 5'2 11 , 3) Kim Trinidad, WU, 5'1" 
4) Esme Jensen, L&C, 5'1" 
1) Mark Unicume, NNC, 15'0", 2) Kyle Tarpenning, L, 14'6", 3) Dave Saranto, NNC, 14'6" 
4) Brent Heydel, GF, 13'6", 5) Tim Barr, NNC, 13'0"", 6) Jon Gabriel, WU, 13'~· 
MEN 100 METERS 
1) Terry Hendr·ix, SOSC, 10.9, 2) Greg Will , L. 11.2, 3) TomcMell, L&C, 11.2, 
4) Toby Robes, L&C, 11.5, 5) Ron Mobley, WOSC, 11.7, 6) Derrick Mizuguchi, L&C, 11.8 
WOMEN 8000METERS 
1) Gayle Roth, WU, 2:17.2, 2) Michelle Wentzel, WOSC, 2:18.3, 3) Margie, Morris, WU, 2:19.7 
_4) Kay Mattson, GF, 2:20.2, 5) Donnie Kraemer, UP, 2r;20.8, 6) Lori Morgan, UP, 2:21.3 
~1EN 800 METERS 
1) John Cole, SOSC, 1:55.2 2) Marvin Stewart, EOSC, 1:55.6, 3) Andre Hajnal, WU, 1:56.0 
4) David Lewis, WU, 1:56.3, 5} Davi~ Trotter, L&C, 1:56.4, 6)S~eve Yerger, NNC, 1:56.6 
WOMEN 400 HURDil.ES 
1) Cindy Fulks, WB, 64.6, 2) Michelle Mc~rthur, L&C, 69.2, 3) Karyn Bignell, NNC, 70.3 
4) Cynthis Hoekstra, WU, 70.8, 5) LeanneHolliman, I:.IP, 72.2, 6) Carolyn Marchand, WOSC, 77.8 
PAGE 5 
MEN400 HURDLES 
1) Randy Reason, L 54.5, 2) Don Hicks, WU, 54.9, 3) Dan Cripps, SOSC, 55.0 
4) Kevin McCadden, EOSC, 57.2, 5) Tim Clark, L&C~ 57.5, 6) Doug Rauen, L, 57.9 
MEN JAVELIN 
1 Mike Watts GF 207' 11 , 2) DAve Scott, L, 202'1 11 , 3) Jim Coor, L&C, 192'611 
4 Owen James, GF, 182~3", 5) Don Dicus, NNCt 166'0", 6) Kyle Tarpenning, L, 156'11" 
MEN?@OO METERS 
1)Terry Hendix, SOSC, 21.8, 2) Greg Will, L, 22.2, 3) Tom Me11, L&C, 22.6 
4) Brent Carbajal, L&C, 23.0, 5) Morgan.Cottle, SOSC, 23.0, 6) Jeff Hoskissont E6SC, 23.6. 
WOMEN 200 METERS 
I) Jessica Slavich, WU, 26.4,_2) Lisa Pitts. GF, 26.4, 3) RobinsJohnson, NNC, 26.6, 
4) Tammy Moland, WU, 26.7, 5) Ke}:}y Wosepka, UP, 26.7, 6) Nancy Newmarnik, UP, 27.1 
WOtv1EN 5000 METERS 
1) Bridget Cooke, WOSC, 17:28.6, 2) Janet VanFleet, UP, 18:15.0, 3) Nadine Price, L, 18:37.3 
4) Kathy O'Connell, UP, 18:45.2, 5) Sabra, Soulia, SOSC, 19:09.8, 
6) Wendy Weidkamp, L&C, 20:18.3. 
MEN 5000 METERS 
1) Don Stearns, EOSC, 14:44.5, 2) Robbie Wright, WU, 14:52.2, 
3) Mark Holmlund, WU, 15:03.7, 4) Glen Giovannetti, L, 15:10.9 
5) Mark Friess, L~n., 15:12.2, 6) Frank Knight, WOSC, 15:13.2. 
WOMEN 1600 METERS RELAY 
1) Univ. of Portland, Nancy Newmarnik, Lori Morgan, Kelly Wosepka, Donna Kraemer, 4:07.0 
2) Gear e Fox .Li a Pitts J d' Pe lerie H r · an Ke Mattison 4:07. 
3 Willamette, Cathy Jones, Jessica Slavich, Margie Morris, Kim Klein, 4:11.0 
4) Western Oregon, Karin Sandberg, Debbie Hirons, Catherine Seuell, Michelle.'Wentzel 4:12.3 
5) Lewis and Clark, Esme Jensen, Michelle McArthur, Stephanie Davis, Cathy Hanss, 4:15.2 
6) Nacthwesib:.tYazarene, Price, Shana Gallov1ay, Lorry Wirth, Robin Johnson 4:22.8. 
r4EN 1600 METERS RELAY 
1) Willamette, 3:22.1, 2) Lewis & Clark, 3:22. ~. 3) Eastern Oregon, 3:24.5 
4) Soutmern Oreon, 3:25.5, 5) Linfield, 3:26.1 
6) George Box, 3:35.7. 
!E t_ '>-. IV) I:O I~ ·I I J G) (V) ::; ((I if\\ (\ ~· !? ~ .... ~ + -. E (\\ ' v'l .. r :5 "' I"" l ('\ ~~ ~ ¢ -1) PO 0 .... 9'1 ;s- -.. .. 1ft "1 C' 
I~ "f AI ... c:- • j w "'( .... -\ (l> ~ (tl (\ 1::- :; -1, (' ~ -~ !~ p ;a p.- ("\ ?' 0 1\ .., N - ~ ~ +- 4- J' p " ~ "S ~~ 
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RESULTS OF NAIA DISTRICT 2 MARATHON 
Men's Division 
1. Kris Mueller Lin. 
2. Paul Mattson L&C 
J. Glen Giovannetti Lin. 
4. Frank Knight WOSC 
5, Marcus Mayfield SOSC 
6. Pat Williams Will. 
7. Mark Young NNC 
8o Scott Martin SOSC 







Nadine Price Lin •. 
Susanne Tovrea Lin. 
Alii Ray SOSC 
Kristin Finkbeiner NNC 
Michelle Houle Lin. 
















There were over 1402 finishers. 























Mens Linfield 16, L & C 8, WOSC 4, SOSC 2, Will. 1 
Womena Linfield 20, SOSC 6, NNC 4 
Next NAIA District Events Decathlon/Heptathlon April 25-26 at L & c. 
Past District Champions 
197.3 Curt Ankeny 
1974 Larry Miller 
1975 Mark Adamson 
1976 Mark Adamson 
1977 Terry Zerzan 
1978 Terry Zerzan 
1979 Tim Rutledge 
1980 Bill Pewen 
1981 Bill Pewen 
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~JiliTnJ~,l L~VITATIJ,JAL TRAC:~ llEt:T 
~L\L LA ;-ud. L/\, :1 A. tlarch 25s 1983 
~JJ :'·H:..J'S SllJT PUT---1. Cole tte Tompkins. !·J.J 3~sg i/ 4 11 ; 2. Sand'l Ear 1y, 
.J.~C9 39'G"' 3. 3rend~ r'iills E_liU, 37' 4 "l/2 11 ; 4. Rhod-a Tu rcott, ~ -u, 
33'9 1/2; 5. Janey !lor·ris, EUU. 3S '5 11 • 
3 K STEEPLECHASE~~--·1. Seott Red111an, :J .l, "!0: 07.'J; 2. Phil Jones, ;uc, 10:12 o3 
;w; i E. J ' S 4 J J R E LJ.\Y 'g' -- - L E ~JU ( L a. iA ri e D r o c k ~ Do r e en B r o e c kid , Ll en n f f e r 
A l me t a z , C he I".Y 1 K r i e g ) 51. 9 , 2 • !; F C , 52-. 6 ; 3. 8 :~1 C C , 55 , 9 • 
HAH!i£R-- ---L Steve Curtis~ Ui~at, 1G2 ' 3"; 2 . ;Jathan ~1hit!iam, '1FC, 135' 9 11 
J, i-like vlatts. GFC, 139'2!', 4 . Randy Renfro, f1FC. 91' G11 
:lE :~ ' S 43J :!ETEi1 P-EL/\Y - ~- ~ 1. D!!CC (Sam Ca liff, ~-iark Henneke. Steve H·lckey, 
S t e v e G r· e e n } 4 3 • 8 ; 2 , t; F C ~ 4 4 • 9 
~-lE,J.'S JAVELiiJ·~--L 'like ~Jatts, GF C, 191' G"; 2. Ov1en James, GFC, 177'8" 
3. il.uss Fagg, IJ,J, 175:nu; 4-. Dan Dicus, ;me, 174' i l/2 11 ; 5. Dave 
Saranto, :we, 156 1 4" 
:·JEil's ll.O i(--- --1. Don Stearns, EoSC, 32 : 59.1; 2 , David tHtchell, tU, 
33:14.2; 3:-AT i·lartines, TVCC , 33:15 . 5; 4. Jon Aday, r:Fc, 33:18.1 
·s. Rob i~o1lan, ~u. 34:59.0; G. Jake Schas, EJSC, ;n 
~-JJi~E;~·s I.OilG J U i1P--·--~-Antc.nette Ulythe, .·HJC~ 17' 9 1/4 11 ; 2. Lona 
J o s 1 i n , C iJ U , 1 5 ' 11 11 ; 3. i·1 a r i e C fJ on r a t 11 , £ 1·J U , 1 5 1 8 11 ; 4 o J en n i f e r 
A "I me roy • E U U , 1 5 • 7 11 ; 5 • C h e r i e C l a r k 9 E ~W , i 5 1 4 ., I 4 !I 
!-7E.J'S 15uJ ;:JETER-----1. Thad dell s tlcCamant, U;l, 4:02.3; 2. Scott Ball, 
G F C , 4 : 0 4 • J ; 3 o D a v e :·1 i t c i1 e 11 , ~-J i·! , 4 : 0 9 • G ; 4 • J e ·f "f T a d l o c k ~ 1J F C • 4 : 1 !J • cJ ; 
5 " Dol> Daniel, TVCC, 4:l4 o3 
,J 0 f:l Ll c s H I G H J u f1 P- -- ~ 1. s us an t3 u x ton , i:! ;1 ; c h t' i s G n 1 e t t e , s r 1 C c , TI E 4 1 8" 
3. J;n n e n art i n 0:-1 c c , 4-• G 11 
\D i1Li's 15uJ f!ETER-·---·-1. Cher·yl Flom, DiU, 4:18.5; 2. fl.nne 0 1 Leary~ 
EJSC , 4:51.5; ~!laney Roley, GFC. 4:55.9; 4. Julie Richa r· dson ~ EOSC, 
5 : 9 3 , 6 ; 5 • I< e r r y b e V r i e s , G F C : :l : 2 7 • 0 ~ 6 • 0 i a n a T o \'I n s e n d , E :·JU • 5 : 2 7 • 6 
~~J:-.!Ell'S JAVELI;{-·---1. Jenny l.;;. rs on~ \i:l~ l2 3 ' 5 11 ; 2. i·~arie Cr·on ·rath, E\-IU . 
116 1 3"; 3. Jod·i~ Shern;an, l3~1CC, 103'4-11 ; 4 " Vickie Ba.ugh. GFC, 102'11 11 
5 • C h e r i e C 1 a r k , DJ U , 9 r> ' 4 " 
i-1E,J'S 11i) f1ETER HURDLES-~·--1. Brad Upto n , UncJ.tt , 1S.3; 2 . \Jeff tiiHer 
o;·!CC, 'l6 .3 ; 3 . Troy 8ean , TVCC~ 16. 6~ 4. i\ rlcn Ca0e. ~·iil , 1 G .7~ 5. John 
Chi 1 de r s • ~- 1. ~, 1 6. 8 
i·1£:·~'S Lo;u; JIJ~IP- -.- -1. Steve (;raham, GFC, 21'5 !i4"; 2. Sam Cal ·ift, !3f1CC, 
21' 2 1/2": 3< ,Jo rbert Solomonson, \·JI~. 20' 9 1/2 11 ; 4 . i·1arcus) ~Ji!cox. 
iJ 1 i • 2 0 1 4 1/2 " ~ 5 ,_ R i c h Hen de r s on , TV C C ! 2 J ' 0 a " 
PAGE T:-JO r1a r·ch 26, 1J C3 
:.n:::J'S 4JO f ·lETER~·~~·-1. Steve Hickey, B~ICC, 4fL9; 2 " t1att f(ob icg HJU •. 19.1 ; 
3. Tim Sieve r s, ,J.JC~ 5 J. 1 ; 4 ,. Jim 13oe tksti 9e1; 1m, 51.9; 5., J i m f1oody, 
GFC9 53.6! 
i1E . ~'S S HO:f- ·3 U~Q--L Dave San ranto ~ iWC 42''!0 1/2"; 2. fi1ke lJatts, I';FC, 
42'3"' 3. Dan ''Tarter~ T\/ CC, 41 1 B"; 4. flathan ~lith am, ~FC, 38 1 5 '1/ 4" ; 
5 • A r n o ·1 d tl a r de 1 1 ~ D n C C , 3 8 1 4 " 
i·1Ei!'S lHGii JUtW---~ -L Owe n J a. mes, GFC~ 6'8 11 ; 2. Steve Green~ Bi1CC~ 6'4 " 
3 , S t •:! v e K i r k 9 ~1;4 ~ 6 1 J n 
~JO r.J E; J 1 s 4 o J r·1 £ T E R ~ ~ •· - ~ 1 " s he ·J 1 a. H a 1 1 , DJU , 6 0 • 3 ; 2 • C he }ft y 1 K r 1 e 9 ~ HJ u , 6 ·1 • 3 
3. Vale r 1e Hurl i man, GFC. 62.7' 4. She r y'l Piper, EUU» 65.1; 5 . Becky 
Pr1r.e , ~~~~c, 69 . 0 
f 1 E ; ~ 1 s l 0 0 r 1 E T E R s ~ ~ - ~ 1. ;-J o r be r t So 1 om o n s on ~ \·m ~ n . 4 ; 2 • J e f f H o s k 1 s o n • 
EOSC, 11 06; 3. flat·k. Young . GFC, 11 .7; 4 . Ric.h Henders on~ TVCC$ 11. 8; 
5" Ch r· is Schock, ~i i i~ 12.3, 6. Randy Han··is~ eJU} flT 
~J Of·1 E I J ' S ) 0 0 r-1 £ T E R S - - - ~ 1 • An to n e t t e 13 l y t h e ~ N 1>1 C u 1 2 • 7 ; 2 • L il. 1..1 r i e B r o c !< , E\'1 U ~ 
13.0; 3. Lisa Pitts. G F C~ 13.2; 4 . Shana Galloway, N~C~ 13.2; 5. Kelly 
Paulinsky, CWU, 13.4 
1'11UPLE JUtJP~~~~=l. Sam Cal'lf 9 Bf1CC» 45l9 " ; 2 . DGln Dicus. fUJC~ !J.2 ' 11 3/4 " 
3. Rich Henderson~ TVCC~ 40' 10 l /4 11 
r~EN'S 800 t ·1ETER-~·"~~LRi c hard ~ ean, lH~ ~ 1:56.6; 2. Bob Feasel, EOSC, 
2:04.5; 3. Thaddeus ;:~ccamant, t-HJ, 2:06.1; 4·. Ste ve Gv·aham, GFC , 2:08 . 0 
i•1 E ~~ ' S D l S C US · b ~ --- 1. Da ve Saran to 9 H ;J C , l 't 5 ' 4" ; t·1i k e t~ at t s ~ G F C , 1 4 5 ' 4 11 
3. Dan Tarter, TVCC, 144 ' 8"; 4~ Nathan H itha m~ Gf-C , '130 ' 10 11 ; 5, Arnold 
~·Jardv1ell, B~1CC. 100' 5 1' 
ilf - 0 tl/- - 0 
POLE Vt\ULT-~- L Brent Heyde1 , GFC~ ~~~; 2. 11ark Uni c ume, ~WC, l -4--L&11 
3 Q Ste ve G r a. ham D G F C , 1--2 • 0.11- ; 4. D a v e E 1 k i n s , G F C 9 1-..;? .... !-- tJ" 
I\-..::> 11 - 0 
;·JOi·1EN 4 S 800 1·1f.TER-~ ~ L Bobbi Annette 9 El:JU, ?.: 2G.Gi. 2. ~ay r1attson., GFC. 
~ 3 ·~ Den a S a 1 e s; .~. E ~JU , ~ 2 : 2 4 • 7 ; 4 • l< a thy Fe d ~ r i co t , ~ ~W 9 2 : 2 5 • 5 
5 ~ r·1arie Ci .. on r a t l1, Ei{LJ, 2:26 . 9;, 6. Anne O'L e ar-y ~ LOSC~ :H 
MBN~S 400 HURDLES ---1. Je f f Smith~ N~ N. 57.4; 2. Mark Nenneke9 BMCC, 
58 o2; 3 . Je ff fH ller~ Bf·lCC, 58 . 6; 4 , Randy Re nfr·o } GFC~ 58 . 9; 5. Steve 
Byers9 GFC g 60.6 
w 0 f·1 E i 1 ' s 4 o o H u R D L E s -~ .. - ~ L s h e i 1 a H a 11 ~ E l~ U , 6 7 • 8 ; 2 , c h r i ~ G n 1 e t t e " 
l1 i~ C C ~ 7 4 . 7 ; 3 . Joyce S t'i 'l1 1 G F C D 8 4. 4 
i~~a~~s 200 f1ETER- .. ~· ~L Steve Hickey~ B~~ cc. 22.6; 2o iJla tt Rob ·fc9 EtJU, 23"2 
3 . No r be rt So'lomonson. ~li'l, 23 .. 4; 4. r~arl< Young 9 GFC~ 23 .4; 5. T·im Sievers 
Nii! Cs 23 , 5 
WHITr1M~ INVITATIONAL TRACK ~u:.:ET PAGE THREE i'1ARCH 26 ~ 19 83 
vJOMEN 1 S 200 ~1E TER--··- ~ ~" L;;.ur1e Brotk~ EWU~ .27"2; 2. Shana Ga11owa.y , rmcs 
27.2; 3. L1sa Pittsp GFC. 27.2; 4. Kelly Paul'lnsk.y, OW~ 28.0; 5. Oorreen 
Broeckel, HIU, 28 o5; 6, V~ler1e -.Hr11man, GFC. 28.6 
WOMEH'S DlSCUS---- -1. Sandy Early. NNC ~ 129 1 9"; 2. Rhoda Turc~tt, WN. 
123'3 11 ; 3. Colette To mp kin£: UN, 122 1 1 11 ; 4. Brenda f1i11sp E ~Wo 120'2" 
5., Karen, Fa.V'mer, HJIJ, i 17' 10 11 • 
HOf4EN'S 3K-~-~-L iHcr.~ne Ba11~ntine, El1U9 10:52.1~ 2, Cheryl Yo!<er EWU~ 
'10: 54.3; l~ Nancy Rclev. GFC~ 11:05. Qj 4. Di ane H1nzmant ltJN, 11:25.7; 
5. KF1s Gulb~·an~ WN, ll :5LG; 6. Eva Lansberr-y! Et~Us 13:21.1 
ME~'S 5 K-----1. Bruce Dudl~y, CWUs 15:35.9; 2. Mark DEVinney, Unatt, 
15:40=. 3. Bias Guerra9 TVCC~ 15:54o2; 4th Scott Bali g GFC, 16:00.6 
5. Mark Young, Nl~C~ '16:09.7 6. Dav1d Walker~ Unatt, 17:28.1 
i~OMEN 1 S 1600 RELAY~N·~-~L Ei~U #J'l (Cheryi F1orn~ Bohb1 Annettep Shena Ha ll~ 
c h e ry 1 K r f e g ) 4 : 1 2 • 5 ; 2 • nw if 2 4 : 2 o • 5 ; 3 • HJU ~ 9 # 3 4 : 2 o • 9 • 
MEN 1 S 1600 RELAY----1. WN (Jim Boeckst1ega1D Norbert Solomonson, Rtchard 
Bean; Thaddeus McCammant) 3:26.9; 2. GFC9 3:30cl; 3. WN 112, 3:44.4 
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J L\J. ·l ~~ .iichRra:;on ·~~"J~3C 
11•J.J 
:i~!'TT:f,RCOI.L..EGli\TE '!'RACK f< F1EJ..D .... c .. ~PRIL 30~ 1983 •• ~ •• GRIS\\OL1'l .~ADllil-i, I.ElrJ:tS .~ , CL.~I1:.1. COY."T.EC~E' 
'::iK.i:.'mG:':.:E MEE'l..,.---Le1til:.: & Clarkr Goorge :t:"'o::;•, Sou·cher~1 O'".ceqon s a:ce (Cla.cka"1:1a,;; cc also -..:o:m~He\iz~<J.· 
____ r ___ ---~-------~--····~-- ~·---•·•··--- ·-•·--·--· ---•·••·----· 
SHOT PUT Diane D\."\keshire, sosc., .cl0-6; Paula Wit.tenbe1.--g, GFg 34-3; Barh Crocker,LC, 32~4; 
Karen Barx, cc, 30-5. 
4 :{ 100 ME1l:'ERS. REI .. llY --- Lewis & Clar:•. (M<-...A:cth~ v Davis, Keene f c:·nshingk-.. ruu) 53.4; C1.ac;,;am;_s:g CC a. 
'f!':.C :!.CO METBR5 ~-· Stephani11:1 D~:~is, LC~ 13.5; Sherr<.{ Bully CC, 13 .. 9; :ticki Snyder,, SOf';.{.'..~ .. 1'1.~" 
.. ··--~--· ~~.~ Patte;~sonD sosc, l<G.5 .. 
fi0.2J.'!f.{!~~ .• ><~- Su:<:ia 'i'h~-yson~ cc,. 2::.!~ .. oi Suzy Gxa."P .. am.:- i.~c 2:25.2# i:,a;·c-.:ra l:e.'.~i'i .. "U.cn, ::r .. c, 2z30 .. 7 .. 
Hichelle Fobe~t, c~:~ 2~39 • .2 .. 
1_Qq__}'lf~g.J~!.~~ -·-.Michelle Mcft"Lh!U'6 LC~ 1:06o8; Denise Wheatle~{; r:~ .. l~:Go5; K.3.ti•.; Caxuey ,. 
LCt 1:23.,6 • 
. 'E:l$1Ml Jensen" LCo 134--5; Bobbie P<?.g~" SOSC 3 115-7~ Vick.t Bawrh 11 G::'r ll2-- 1);-
l1.aJ.ody Groenevol.d, Gf· r lOo-Oo 
.20iL_~~~ -··- Li.aa Pittl:lo GF, 27.2; l:he:rxy Bull 6 CC, 29~0;: Stephan:!.·. Davis~ XsCr 29o1o 
Ri~~i snzde~, sosc, ?0 .. 3 .. 
3(.!00 .l£f,T'~ . &l ·~-~ Sa.~ra Soulia, SOSCg 10:53 .. 01 rJe:m:ta St01id 5 r.c~ ~.h57 .. 4; 'l'J'endy We:i.Uk~-npg r.:~, 
11:00~5; Kathy HeBfttl, SOSCr 12~28~d2o 
LO~'!!l~~-·--- Emr,e J'0naen,. r.c~ lf~J; ~~lody Groenvold~ GF, 15"·3; S1T::.:li:'y Bu.''lr CC# 15~ :<. 3/d; 
Bonnie G~.'Otjoh:n~ G'f!. :JA,~:- 3/4o 
&!~~~2§.. ···-·~ :.r~'.lJ.2 iti'it.'~QWUqt GF, 1: 3·-·11J Dit.me D'..!kl'!llhd.~e 1 :S0;3(.q 116·-2.3 K.!.H~n~ CU~!:hi.ng~'l<Uil, 
:u.5-~~ P.,J!J:ob cro..;LeE"# r..c" 10·'3-7, 
j_::...._~}.Qf.l 1-J!:!:!!.J..~.!. Clae~>~o-~N Cf: t Wh~~~lsy g Bu!J_e Nil tot~~ ThOI'!Ef'a•:m. 4 ~ J 1 .. 5 ,. 
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WCIC CHAMPIONSHIP TRACK & FIELD MEET- MAY 6, 7, 1983 
Linfield College 
SCORING: lst-10, 2nd-8, 3rd-6, 4th-4, Sth-2, 6th-1 
IJ'• u t:: :::> () ,.. 
..., ..... ..... C1l 13 •r-
SVENT: 3000 M - Time <:.!J ,.... ,.... P-< p.. ::;; ::: 
~:ace Ann Je:::e ~o. 1~~~~:~t. ~~~ool ~ C 
:~. ----~N~a~n~c~y~M;i;l~le=r~~4~8~---=1~0~:~31~.2~----~P~L~U ______ _ 
3 • Nadine Pr.:j,cr; 30 ].0: 37. 6 Lin 
4. CQ;rr.inr; CalVQ 3Z 10;38;1 PLU 
5. Shelly .zawes-~B~o~~~~~e~r __ *z4z ____ ~zo~:w5~o~;~9~-----L~~~·nL-------
6. Wendy r,zeidkam~ 21 Zl:QZ.B L & C 
EVENT: DISCUS 
Place Name No. 
m-- Pau Za [V,itte.oberg lQ ~.----Christie aZba.oQ 34 
3 • The,;z:esa Cbzu:cb 69 
4. Chrj s seu~$ 86 
5. Kawena Cu.ahi.ogham 13 
6. CQnaie McKenzie 46 
EVENT: LONG JUMP 
Place Name No. 
1. Susie Chafee 56 
2 • Mary Robinson 81 
3. Esme Jensen 16 
4. Barb Sharts 50 
G. Melody Groeneveld 3 
6. Bobbi Jo Crow 58 
aturda.y Finals 
EVENT : Javelin 
alace Name 
-~ 
l. Esme J emijen 
2._Regina Norris 
3. Dee Ann Hogue 
A· Kathy S2.J1den;z 
l9. V:i:cki J3aua-h 
6. Kawena Cushingham 
EVENT: 400m Relay 
Place Name 
1. FLU 





























129 1 1" 
127'6" 
126 1 0 11 
'101 1 6 11 




























5. ___ __. ____ .__.__ _________ _._ __ __. ______________ .__ __ _._ _____ __ 
6.---._._. ________________ ._._ ______ .__. _______________ .___ ____ _ 
t:VENT: ·1 50 0m 
Place Name 
l.Ann Jenck 
2. Colleen Calvo 
3. Suzanne Tov:rea 
4 .1~ancy Niller 
5 .ca:ti1y Ha.nss 






















WCIC CHAMPIONSHIP TRACK & FIELD MEET- MAY 6, 7, 1983 
Linfield College 
Saturday's Finals 
SCORING: lst-10, 2nd-8, 3rd-6, 4th-4, Sth-2, 6th-l 
EVENT: High Hurdles-100m Time 
Pl,ace Name No. Ht/Dis t. School 
1. Heather Ja.hr 40 11). 5 PLU 
2. Karen Bell 35 15.6 PI,U 
3. c~~nthia Hoekstra 7.2 16.1 \.Jill, 
4. i•1ichelle EcArthur 19 16.1 L&C 
5. LoriLinR'le :1'1 16.6 PLU 
6. Bobbie Jo Crow 38 16.7 PLU 
EVENT: Shot rut 
Place Name No. School 
1. Christie A~o 34 PLU 
2. B,~rbara Crocker 12 L&C 
3. 'I'heresa Church 69 Will. 
Chris Suess 8 v.Jill. 
. I aula Wittenberg GF 
Jennifer Jacobi Will. 
EVENT: 400m Time 
Place Name No. Ht/Dist. School 
---1. Karina Zamelis 60.1 PLU 
1·,onica Johnson 42 62.5 par 
Jodi J)ete•~s (:__ ('"Z /. GF'' r. 
Spring Alexander 67 63.4 WiJ l. 
5. Sherry 1t/olfe 54 63,7 PLU 
6. Cathy Jones 74 64.8 Will, 
EVENT: 100m Time 
Place Name No. Ht/Dist;_. School 
~sa Pitts 7 13.0 GF 
r • Kara Kehoe 43 13.0 PLU 
3. J( c~sica Uavich BtL n. 2 Will. 
4. Tammy Jl'loland 77 13.4 Will. 
5. Kim l<1ein 77 13.6 Wi1l. 
6. Susi Chaffee 156 1}.6 Pac. 
EVENT:800 m Time 
'lace Name No. Ht/Dist. School 
,.,.1 .• Denise Stoaks 53 2:19.5 PLU 
cy. Kav JVI1;1ttson 5 2:(?Q.1 QF }"largie Mor~1s 76 2:21.5 \vill. 
4. Linda Robinson 80 2:23.3 Will 
5. Ann Jenck 41 2:24.8 PLU 
6. Colleen Calvo 36 2:25.8 PLU 
~VENT: Int. Hurdles Time 
Place Name No. Ht/Dist. School 
1. Ka~ep BeJl 35 1:05.7 PLU 
2. r<Jichell JVIcArthur 19 1:06.£1- I.&C 
3. QayJe ... Roth 83 );07.? Will, 
4. 3.13 1:09.3 PLU 
1:0 .4 PLU 
4 1:09.9 GF 
WCIC CHAMPIONSHIP T~~CK & FIELD MEET- MAY 6, 7, 1983 
Linfield College 
Saturday's Results 
SCORING: lst-10, 2nd-8, 3rd-6, 4th-4, Sth-2, 6th-l 
EVENT: High Jump Time 
Place Name No. Ht/Dist. School 
1. K. 'l'rioidad 87 4 1 10 11 WiJl. 
2. E. Jensen 16 4 I 10 11 L&G 
3. G. Roth 83 4 I 10" )Jill. 
!+. s Chaffee 56 4'10" Pac • (9. . ]Vj. Groeneveld 3 4'10 11 GF 
6. s. '1/olfe 54 4'e" PUI 
£VENT: 200m Time 
Place Name No. Ht/Dist. School 
l. Jessica Slayich 84 26.6 \!Jill • 
2. Kara Kehoe 43 26.8 PLU Q. Lisa Pitts 7 26,8 Gl<' Karina 7...a.meJ is ss 27.6 PLU 
5. Mary Robinson 81 27.8 WiJJ 
6. Suzie Bell 22 28.2 Linf. 
>. ______________________________________________ __ 
Page 3 
f,z; u '~ ;:::> (J ::: 
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2 I -
·-------------------------------------------------
3. _____________________________________________ _ 
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X Val Hurliman 
.)<- Lisa Pitts 
Spring Alexander 




\.JCIC TRACK AND FIELD 
1983 C~PIONSHIP MEET 










Lewis and Clark 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 












Lewis and Clark 




















































ROO meter run (2:28.3) 
Margie Morris Hlllamette 2:19.7 
Denise Stoaks Pacific Lutheran 2:20. 1 
Colleen Calvo Pacific Lutheran 2:20.6 
Ann Jenck Pacific Lutheran 2:20.9 
Kay Mattson George Fox 2:21.3 
Gayle Roth Willamette 2:22.6 
Honica Johnson Pacific Lutheran 2:23.2 
Jodi Peters George Fox 2:26.2 
Cheryl Kessler Pacific Lutheran 2:26.3 
Linda Robinson Hillamette 2:26.6 
Diane Hinzman Hhitman 2:28.0 
Laura LewAllen Lev1is and Clark 2:28.3 
Cathy Rose Hillamette 2:28.4 
Spring Alexander Willamette 2:29.3 
Susan Oatney Willamette 2:30.6 
Sarah Roy 't-fuitman 2:33.5 
1500 meter run (5:04.7) 
Kristy Purdy Pacific Lutheran 4:43.8 
Ann Jenck Pacific Lutheran 4:44.2 
Nancy Roley George Fox 4:52.9 
Colleen Calvo Pacific Lutheran 4: 5!~. 9 
Nancy Miller Pacific Lutheran 4:55.6 
Margie Morris Willamette 4:56.8 
Kara Crisifulli \•Til lame t te 4:57.5 
Denise Stoaks Pacific Lutheran 4:58.0 
Cathy Hanss Lewis and Clark 4:58.8 
Suzanne Tovrea Linfield 4:59.6 
Cecily McCow·en Hillamette 5:03.3 
Cathy Rose Hillamette 5: 13.9 
Susan Oatney Willamette 5:17.3 
3000 meter run (11:03.5) 
Kristy Purdy Pacific Lutheran 10:00.8 
Ann Jenck Pacific Lutheran 10:39.1 
Corrine Calvo Pacific Lutheran 10:40.5 
Shelley James-Hopper Linfield 10:42.7 
Nadine Price Linfield 10:44.7 
Lee Ann McNerney Pacific Lutheran 10:46.9 
Nancy Miller Pacific Lutheran 10:49.0 
Kara r.risifulli \villamette 10:50.6 
Lora Sprague Pacific Lutheran 10:52.0 
Dana Stamper Pacific Lutheran 10:56.9 
Jennie Stodd Lewis and Clark 10:57.4 
Hendy Weidkamp Lev1is and Clark 11:00.5 
Lori vJampach Willamette 11:22.0 
Roxy Cate George Fox 12:00.2 
Mona Phillips Pacific 12:13.0 
Kristy Purdy 






















Bohbi Jo Crow 















Leslie Van Deusen 



















100 meter hurdles (18.6) 
Pacific Lutheran 







Lewis and Clark 
Lewis and Clark 
George Fox 
400 meter hurdles (1:13.9) 
Pacific Lutheran 
Hillamette 

















































440 Yard Relay 
Willamette (Slavich, Holand, Klein, M. Robinson) 
Pacific Lutheran (Kehoe, Zamelis, Jahr, Bell; ftlt. Gustafson) 
George Fox (Still, Mattson~ Hurliman, Pitts) 
Lewis and Clark (McArthur, Davis, Keene, Jensen) 
Linfield (Preiss, Sanders, Hogue, Bell) 
Nile Rdav 
Pacific Lutheran (Stoaks, Kehoe, Zamelis, Bell; Alt. Johnson) 
Willamette (Slavich, Roth, Klein, Morris) 
George Fox (Pitts, Peters, Hurliman, Mattson) 


















































Bobbi Jo Crow 











Lewis and Clark 
Pacific Lutheran 







Lewis and Clark 
Hillamette 




Javelin (97 1 4 1/4") 
Pacific 
Linfield 
Le~vis and Clark 
\fuitman 
Linfield 













39 1 9 1/2" 
37' 10" 
37 1 3 1/2" 
37 1 1" 
36' 5 1/2" 
35 I 11" 
35' 10 3/4" 
35 1 R 3/4" 
33' 9" 
32 1 10 1/2" 
32' 9" 
133' 11" 
125 1 10" 
123 1 3" 
122' 8" 




104 I ]" 
101' 4 1/2" 
99 1 1 .. 
90 1 0" 
141 I 7" 
135 1 7" 






111 I 0" 
107' ()" 
102 1 5" 
101 1 2" 
101 I 1" 
97 I 11 1/2" 
97' 10" 
94 I 1" 
94 1 0" 
Long Jump (14' 10 1/2") 
Susi Chaffee Pacific 17' 7 3/ 4" 
Mary Robinson \Villamette 16' 11 1/4" 
Melody Groeneveld George Fox In' 0" 
Gayle Roth Willamette 15' 5 3/4" 
Esme Jensen Lewis and Clark 15' 5" 
Barb Sharts Pacific Lutheran 15' 5" 
Colleen Carter Hillamette 15' 1" 
Bohbi Jo Crow Pacific Lutheran 15' 0" 
Carrie Keene Le~vis and Clark 14' 10 1/2" 
Katie Carney Lewis and Clark 14' 6 1/2" 
High Jump (4' 9 1/2") 
Esme Jensen Lewis and Clark 5' 1 3/4" 
Melody Groeneveld George Fox 5' 0" 
Kim Trinidad Hillamette 5' 0" 
Gayle Roth Uillamette 4' 11" 
Susan Buxton Hhitman 4' 10" 
Susi Chaffee Pacific 4' 10" 
Sherry Holfe Pacific Lutheran 4' 10" 
Tammy Moland \Jillamette 4' 8" 
Lori Lingle Pac;ific Lutheran 4' 7 1/2" 
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OFFICIAL STATISTICS 
Hot Line (816) 842-7979 
NAIA TRAC!( 
FINAL REPORT 1221 Baltimore. Kansas City, Missouri 64105 505
i'1ay 16, 1983 (816) 842- 0 
I NAIA/Miller's 'Lite' Track & Field Report )=NAIA Qualifying r·1ark/w=l~ind AidGd/y:Yards 
All ~larks are Automatic Times 
All Running Events Are In Meters Unless Otherwise Noted 
All Capitals Denote Season Performances Surpassing National Record 
100 f.lETER DASH ( : 10. 64) NAIA RECORD-
Lee Roy Del!<, !-Iampton Institute VA 
Innocent Egbunike , Azusa Pacific CA 
Darryl Skinner, :-Iampton Institute VA 
Johnell Sloan, Central State Of{ 
Percy Hilliams, CollegG of Azarks AR 
Hodney l-lawkins, Central State 0:( 
f·lorichal Seymore, Edward !:Jaters FL 
~Jillie Pinkney, Edrmrd L~aters FL 
Anthony Daniels, Ouachita Baptist AP. 
Barry Ford, Central Arkansfl-:: 
l!Jade Hunt, Panhandle 5i:ate 0!( 
Uillie Joe , r'1:;;.'1Urry TX 
lJill .}4,1es, Southern Utah State 
:ieorge Pone, Pembroke State NC 
Dennis I!Joodberry, Southern Arkansas 
lnJillie Dodd, ~Jayland Baptist Ti( 
Darrell L~iley, Johnson c. Smith NC 
200 NETER DASH (:21 . 64) NAIA RECORD-
Innocent Egbunike , Azusa Paci f ic CA 
LHllie Hudson, Alcorn State ~'iS 
LeeRoy Delk, Hampton Institute VA 
Dennis lrJoodberry, Southern Arkansas 
Anthony Daniels, Ouachita Baptist AR 
D. Parker, St , Augustine's NC 
George Pone, Pembroke State NC 
Sammy Epps, Southern Arkansas 
Aaron lang, Pittsburg State i<S 
Anthony Granville, Prairie Vie~·J A&f-'1 f X 
Darryl Skinner , Hampton Institute VA 
i(en f·1d ·1illan , Pembro!<e Sta~e NC 
Anthony Daniels, Ouachita Baptist AR 
l-Jill James , Southern Utah State 
Quinton Futghan, Virginia State 
Percy lrJilliams, College of Ozarks AR 
Craig Tatum, Saginaw Valley State MI 
-more-
j\'JHJ' S DIVISION 
:10.31 
:10 . 3!!. 
: 10 . 34 
: 10 . !~5 
: lO . t~C 
:10 . 50 
:lQ . <;~ 
:!0 . 52 
. :10.53 
:10 . 53 




:10 . 54 
:10.58 
:10 . 59 
: 20 . 69 
: 20.88 
:21 . 10 
: 21 . 13 
:21 . 19 
:'21 0 2lt. 
:21.24 
~2L27 
: 21 . 27 
:21 . 30 
: 21.42 





: 21 . 51 
200 rlETER DASH ( Cont' ti ) 
Normail th·ovm, ~Jayland Baptist TJ( 
Willie Dodds Waylan~ Baptist TX 
Barry Davis, Virginia st~~d 
400 f'1ETfP :JA:stl ( : 4 7 o 64) NAIA RECORD -
1 ·-'~~lle Hudson , Alcorn State MS 
Innocent Egbunil<e, Azusa Pacific CA 
Robert Brown, !-Iampton Institute VA 
Jessie ~1cCallister, Alcorn State [•)S 
Rick Brown, Saginaw Valley State f·H 
Cecil Bland, Southern Arkansas 
~J . Baker , St . Augustine's NC 
Byron Bailey, Central Arkansas 
Terry vJare, Southern Arkansas 
Victor Baptiste, Francis Marion SC 
Perry Briggs, Panhandle State Of( 
Norman Brown, L·Jayland Baptist TX 
John l<aay, Simon Fraser CAN 
Ben Major, Pembroke State NC 
John Sherman, Alcorn State MS 
Calvin Dilt-JOrth, Southern Colorado 
Lloyd Benson, Lubbock Christian TX 
l<eith ~1cCarty, Moorhead State MN 
Orville, Peterson, Campbell NC 
: 2L5t~ 
:2L61 
:45 . 38 
:46 . 34 
: 46 . 8!1 
:47 . 00 
:ll7 o59 
:ll7 . 80 
:ll7 . 84 
: t~8 . 00 
: tlS . Otl 
: 48 . 0!1 
:48 . 31 
:4!3 . 3ll 
:48 . 39 
:48 . lll 
:43 . !14 
:48.44 
:48 . 45 
: 43 . 54 
:48 . 62 
:48.64 
.8Jl_Q._fJ.EJERS_l.l_;..50 .M) NA~InA.....!R~E,.!,C:J,!.OmRDL-___ 1"'-:!.::4!..!.7~ 0!:!.:.2 
Mel Trahen, Prairie View A&M TX 1:50 . 72 
Marshall Livingstone, Hampton Inst. VA 1:50 . 33 
l<enneth Fisher, Har.~pton Institute VA 1: 50.68 
Ernest Bell , Prairie Vie~v A&f·1 T)( 1:50 . 72 
Rick Sro~m, Saginaw Valley State m l: 50.75 
Char 1es ~Jhite, Saginaw Valley State FII 1: 51.29 
l<en Plude s Saginaw Valley State m 1 : 51 . 59 
i"li!<e r-'iichno, Hillsd<'Jle f1I 1 : 52 . 04 
~-1. vJeir, St . Augustine's NC 1: 52.46 
i·lar!< Adair, Oklahoma Baptist 1:52.49 
-more-
f\JAIA TRACt( & FIELD STATISTICS - FINAL REPORT - i'lAY 16 . 1983 
400 f•lETER HURDLES ( : 52 . 6L!) NAIA RECORD -
ED BROWN, SAGINA~~ VALLEY STATE NI 
Robert Brown, Hampton Institute VA 
Thaddeus Gamble, Prairie View MN T:< 
Gene Scholl, Saginaw Valley State m 
f-1arshall Carter, Johnson C. Smith NC 
~like r'rartinez, Azusa Pacific CA 
Dishoungh !~hi te, Central Arkansas 
Derick Bradley, Pembroke State NC 
Dishoungh t·Jhite, Central Arkansas 
Ted Campbell , Azusa Pacific CA 
Markeef Fluellen, Tarleton State TX 
Nicholas l(inaiyo, Southern Utah State 
D. Clarke, St . Augustine's NC 
: 50 . 17 
: l~9e77 
:51.82 
: 51 . 83 
:52 . 20 
: 52 . 59 
:52 .60 
:53 . 09 
: 53 . 35 
: 53 . 42 
: 53 . 54 
:53 . 56 
: 53 . 62 
:53.64 
J.600 f1H ER RELAY (3 :12 . ll!) NAIA RECORD -
Azusa Pacific CA 
Prairie View A&M TX 
St . Augustine's NC 
Saginaw Valley STate MI 
Southern ARkansas 
Alcorn STate ~1S 
Johnson C. Smith NC 
lrJay1and Baptist TX 
Hampton Institute VA 
Pembroke State NC 
DECATHLON (6819) NAIA RECORD -
ORVILLE PETERSON, CAI~PBELL NC 
Doug Loisel, Azusa Pacific CA 
.:..:l'lA:...:;R:..::A..:..:Tc.:..H:.::O;.:.N_(,_,2::..::~3-=-2~· l::.:L::..;I •:.::O'"'-)~I~'>JA.!;:I:o:.;A~RE::..:C::!:O~R::::D_-=-------'2~:~2o.:l~. ~38~.!.::5~3 r~arty Monee, Point lorna CA 
!{Hl .CRIWCRP.FT, NALONE OH 2:19 . 23 . 0 Phil Schot, Pacific lutheran WA 
NIC ~1ANCIV , ST . HIQ[•1AS f•1N 
DAVE SLADm , SOUHI DAt<OTA TECH 
Kris Mueller , Linfield OR 
Johnnie Engelhardt , Liberty Baptist VA 
Eric Woodard , Ol<lahoma ·Baptist 
Jeff langden, Belmont TN 
Chris Spitz , California Lut heran 
Brad Nick, ['lidland NE 
f1isa Fossas, Brandeis r•lA 
John Lisak, f·lanchester .IN 
.1.\rron f·lartinez, Azusa Paci fie CA 
Paul ~'la~tson , Lewis & Clark OR 
Pat Flanigan, Southwestern !(S 
Glen Giovannetti, Linfield OR 
Jim Brackeen, Central Stat e Ol< 
George Patriarca~ Brandeis f·1A 
Brady t·Jel1s, Hanover IN 
:<en Hughes, Cumberland :<v 
400 r·lETER RELAY ( :Lll.54) NAIA RECORD 
St . Augustine's NC 
Hampton Institute VA 
Azusa Pacific CA 
Southern Arkansas 
Wayland Baptist TX 
Pembroke State NC 
Virginia State 
Ouachita Baptist AR 
Ed1~ard Haters Fl 
Adams State CO 
Panhandle State 01< 
Central STat e Ol{ 
Johnson C. Smit h NC 
lubbock Christian TX 
California Lutheran 
Lubbock Christian TX 
2:19 . 31 
2: 21 . 00 
2:24 . 08 
2: 25'.18 
2:25.33 
2: 26 . 57 
2: 27. . 30 
2:28 . 24 
2 : 28 . 46 
2:29.22 
2: 29 . 31 
2: 29 . 36 
2: 30.15 
2:30 . 23 
2: 3!.06 
2:32 . 02 
2:32.51 
2:l!O. l4 
:40 . 03 
:40.33 
:40 . 89 
: 4.0 . 97 
:41 .04 
:lll.l7 
:L1l . 31 
:L!L 54 
:41 . 72 
: lll . 74 
:41 . 8Ll 
:42.01 
: L!2.D3 
:42 . 14 
: 42 . 16 
: £!2 . 20 
:42 . 20 
Ernie White, Campbell NC 
Doug Murry, Defiance OH 
Ted Campbell , Azusa Pacific CA 
Shane Paynter, Azusa Pacific CA 
Brad Rus~, Malone OH 
Tim Payne, Azusa Pacific CA 
Jeff Neubauer , Western Washington 
Mark Elliston, Oklahoma Baptist 
David Crume , Willamette OR 
Matt Carney, California lutheran 
Tracy Tuttle , Fort Hays State I<S 
Les Davis, Ar!<ansas-f1onticello 
Darren Harsir, Doane NE 
Sam Tilton, Azusa Pacific CA 
Rick Tucker, Park MO 
l(urt :<reml<e , Doane NE 
Paul r·1enter, Pacific Lutheran lilA 
LONG JU~JP (24) NAIA RECORD -
Tom Weatherspoon, WI-Stevens Point 
David Mcfadger , Virginia State 
Sammy Epps, Southern Arkansas 
Orville Peterson , Campbell NC 
Ray Smith , Wayland Baptist TX 
Aaron Sampson , Southern Utah State 
Derech Strickland, Virginia State 
T. leach, St . Augustine's NC 
Ant hony Daniels, Ouachita Baptist AR 
Mike Henson , Central Arkansas 
Todd Wallert , lla 111line MN 
Ralph Humphrey, Fort Hays State I<S 
Charlie Donnelly, Hampton Institute VA 
r~ . Bynum, St . Augustine Is NC 
Steve Hughes , Ouachita Baptist AR 




3:10 . 22 
3:11 . 30 
3 :11.38 
3:11.58 
3:12 . 34 
3: l3 o3Ll(mi) 
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HAi"lMER (Cant ' d) 
John Robinson, Saginaw Valley State m 
P. J . Jackson, Azusa Pacific CA 
Tim Shannon, Pacific Lutheran WA 
100 F1ETER DASH (: 12.24) NAIA RECORD -
SHELl A LABOf"lE, PRAIRIE VIElnJ A&:f"l TX 
JESSICA FERGUSON , JOHNSON C. Sf·1ITH NC 
PAf''l FLOYD, PRAIRIE VIEhl A&f\1 TX 
LURA DUNN, TARLETON STATE .TX 
DEIRDRE JAC!{SON, PRAIRIE VIEL'/ A&M TX 
Cathy Donald, Panhandle State m< 
Patsy Sanchez, Pan American Ti 
Easter Gabriel, Prairie View A&M T)(· 
Lorie Risenhoover, Adams State CO 
D. Dave, St . Augustine ' s NC 
Collene farrow, Johnson C. Smith NC 
C. lnJilliams, St. Augustine's NC 
JoAnn Turner, Hampton Institute VA 
Linda Lockyer, Simon Fraser CAN 
lllendy Thompson, Marquette WI 
200 METER DASH (:25 . 04) NAIA RECORD-
EASTER GABRIEL, PRAIRIE VIEW A&f1 TX 
Regina Bennett, Prairie View A&M TX 
Shelie LaBome, Prairie View A&r"' TX 
Lynn Gamble, Prairie View A&M TX 
Melba Lokett, Wayland Ba~tist TX · 
Deirdre Jackson , Prairie View A&M TX 
Pam Floyd, Prairie View A&M TX 
!"'yra Bennett, Dist . of Columbia DC 
~essica Ferguson, Johnson C. Smith NC 
A. Dooley, St . Augustine ' s NC 
Lorie Risenhoover, Adams State CO 
Elizabeth Bernard, Prairie View A&M TX 
Collene Farrow, l"larquette WI 
pat Achterhoff, Northwestern IA 
Val r~cCall , Dist. of Columbia DC 
400 METER DASH (:57 . 84) NAIA RECORD-
Easter G'~briel, Prairie View .A&f·l TX 
Sheila LaBome, Prairie View A&~l TX 
Norrie i"lcAfee, Prairie View A&fij f)( 
Julie Jenkins , Adams State CO 
Sandra Robinson, Prairie View A&M TX 
Pat Achterhoff, Northwestern IA 
Sheila Ingram, St . Augustine's NC 
Karen Calvin, Prairie View A&M TX 
Cynthia Bosie , Prairie Vie~ A&M TX 
Jeannette Palmer, Hampton Institute VA 
Corinna Lee, Simon Fraser CAN 
Angela Dooley , St. Augustine's NC 





:11 . 82 
:11 . 22 
:11.54 
!ll o74 
:11 . 75 






:12 . 03 
:12 . 06 
:12 . 20 
: ~2 . 24 
:12 . 24 
:23.98 
: 23 . 80 
:24 . 00 
: 24-;;12" 
: 24 . 13 
:2ll o27 
! 2ll o 34 
:24 . 46 
: 24 . 54 
: 24.74 
: 24 . 92 
: 24 . 94 
:24 .• 94 
: 24.95 
:25 . 04 





:55 . 97 
:56.84 
: 56.8ll 
:57 . 05 
: 57 .07 
: 57 . 24 
: 57 . 34 
:57.44 
:57·~ 65 
800 f•JETERS (2:16 .04) NAIA RECORD -
LILLIE TAYLOR , PRAIRIE VIDv A&F'I TX 
LEAH PELLS, SH10N FRASER CAN 
Cynthia Bosie, Prairie Vievd A&r·1 TX 
Mary Sedall , Adams STate CO 
Paula Behrendt, f•'loorhead State f•1N 
Regina Bennett, Prairie View A&M TX 
Brynette Smith, Prairie View A&f'1 TX 
Maura Bookout, Azusa ·Pac·ific CA 
Denise Levy, St . Augustine's NC 
l<ris l<eyser, Marquette Lvi 
l<im Pfaffle, WI-LaCrosse 
Cathy Schmidt, Saginaw Valley STate MI 
!(elly Vasold, Saginaw Valley State MI 
Beth Olson, Marquette WI 
Cyndy Short, St . Mary's IN 
Nary Kast elic, Lvi-LaCrosse 
1500 F'IETERS (4 :47 . 04) NAIA RECORD -
LEAH PELLS , SIMON FRASER CAN 
CATHY ·seHrUDT", SAGINAvJ- VALLEY STATE· Ml 
Pam Harty , ~loorhead State f'lN 
Glynn Watt , Puget Sound WA 
Lorie F1oreno, Adams State CO 
Carolyn Shields, WI-Eau Claire 
Lillie Taylor , Prairie View A&f'1 TX 
Denise Falzone , Adams State CO 
Heather Sullivan, Puget Sound WA 
~laura Boqkout , Azusa Paci fie CA 
~arla Miller, Manchest er "IN 
Bryette Smith, Prairie View A&M TX 
Jeanne f'.'iarchello, WI-E.au Claire 
:<ate Somers, WI-Eau Claire 
Col1een ·Booms, Saginaw Valley State Mi 
!(risty Purdy, Paci fie Lutheran ~JA 
Anne. Jencl<, Pacific Lutheran WA 
Cyndy Short' St. r1ary Is IN 
Anne O'Leary, Eastern Oregon 
5,000 r-lETERS (18 :15.04) NAIA RECORD -
l<ate L·Jebb , riarquette !III 
Luane Hottinger , Marquette WI 
Deanna t1archello, L·JI-Eau Claire 
Julie Schultz , ·Marquette l.JI 
Tori Neubauer , WI-LaCrosse 
Kristy Purdy, Pacific Lutheran LvA 
Leslie Tomlinson, Simon Fraser CAN 
-fjlore-
• • , • • J • • •• 
PAGE 5 
2:12 .05 
2:10 . 25 
2:10 . 74 
2:12 cl9 
2:13'. 04 




2:15 . 31 
2:15 . 34 
2:15 .42 
2:15.74 
2:15 . 78 
2:16.24 
2:16 . 93 
2:16 . 99 
4:32 . 35 
ll : 26 . 4ll 
4: 32 . 26 
4:34 . 73 
4: 35.94 
4: 37 . 37 
4: 38 . 54 
4:38.69 
4: 39.04 
!1 : 40,36 
l!:42 . 42 









16:46 . 97 
16: 5!!.0 
17 :00 . 1 
17:19 . 74 
17:20.3 
17:24 . 56 
17 : 25 . 3 
17: 27 . 0 
NAIA TRAC!< & FIELD STATISTICS - FINAL REPORT - f·1AY 16 . 1903 Page 7 
400 r·iETER RELAY (Cant' d) 
Central Washington 
UI-Eau Claire 
Tarleton State TX 
Northwest Nazarene ID 
Saginaw Valley State f"'I 
: 49 . 64. 
. :l!9 . 64 
:49 . 7lf 
:l!9 0 7l! 
:49 . 94 
1600 f·iETER RELAY (3:54 . 04) NAIA RECORD - 3: 37 . 82 
PRAIRIE VIEhl A&~1 TX 
Adams State CO 
St. Augustine's NC 
Simon Fraser CAN 
Hampton Institute VA 
Sagina~~ Valley State NI 
WI-Eau Claire 
Pan American TX 
l<earney State NE 
r1oorhead State f'-1N 
l..Jestern t~ashington 
t1EDLEY RELAY ( l: 50.0£1) NAIA RECORD -
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M TX 
Adams State CO 
f·1idland NE 
Distri~t of Columbia, DC 
~JI -Eau Claire 
!(earney State NE 
3:34.00 
3: L!8.24 
3:49 . 30 
3:55 . lll 
3:57 . 54 
'3:59-.24 
4:0U44 
4 : 02.19 
li:04 . 34 
4:05 . 36 
li:05 . ll4 
1 : 39.32 
1 : 38.76 
1 : l!l! 0 l!ll 
1 : 49.1£1 
1:49 . 89 
1 : 50. 6ll 
1:51.44 
~Jayne State NE 
(
. Nebraska I'Jesleyan 
lfC --Norlhwest Nazarene ID 
Iowa l~esleyan 
1 : 51 . 64 




1 : 5£~. 04 
1 : 54 . 7£1 
1:54 . 90 
HEPTATHLON (must complete one )NAIA RECORD- NEl.J 
Amanda Abshire, Adams State CO 
l<ari Kramme, ['1idland NE 
Beth 01~ens, California Lutheran 
Lesia Hicks, Arkansas-Nonticello 
Joanna Wiggin , Manchester IN 
Charlotte Nelson, Southwest State t·1N 
Anne t•Jiggin, Nanchester IN 
l<aren l"iartin 1. Midland NE 
Leanne Plum, Campbell NC 
Lona Joslin, Central Washington 











Desiree Witt er, WI-LaCrosse 4318 
Jennifer Schi!Jartz, \'Jestern Washington 4267 
Esme Jensen, Lewis & Clark OR 4262 
Bonnie Stehik~ Concordia· NE 4258 
Karyn Bignell, Northwest Nazarene ID 4222 
Sharon f·1irndth, lrJI-LaCrosse 4172 
Lori Houtz, !(earney State NE £:131 
t-Jendy r·1alich, Western Washingt on 4110 
Sherry Hill, Bemidji State MN 4093 
-more-
1-JEPTATHLON (Cont'd) 
Deb f·~eyer, f·1oorhead State f·1N 
Andrea Janicek, Fort Hays State KS 
LONG JUMP (18-2) NAIA RECORD -
SABRINA DOUGLAS, ST. AUGUSTINE'S NC 
LORI RISENHOOVER, . ADAMS STATE CO 
DEf'IETRA FORT, l·JAYLAND BAPTIST TX 
LYNN GAr1SLE, PRAIRIE VIEl'J A&f·1 TX 
EASTER GABRIEL , PRAIRIE VIHJ A&f'1 TX 
Jami Shores , ~layland Baptist TX 
Patricia Davis, St . Augustine's NC 
Deirdre Jackson, Prairie View A&f'l TX 
Tomasina Bush, Hampton Institute VA 
Brenda James, Arkansas College 
Karen Calvin , Prairie View A&M TX 
Anna Nartinez, pan American T)( 
A!ette Johnson, Central State Ol{ 
t<ari !{ramme, midland Lutheran NE 
4059 
b,Q54 















Sharon Jamison, Arkansas-i'lonticello 18-0 
HIGH JU1iP (5-ll) NAIA RECORD - 5-10!; (1.79) 
LEANNA JAC:<SON, ADAr-15 STATE CO 
Lynn Richmond, St . Augustine's NC 
~ay Young, Tarleton State TX 





i{risti Dees, ~Jestern \·Jashington 5-7t 
Jennifer Scht•Jartz, vJestero vJashington 5-71 
:<elly l<eene, Central l-Jashington 5-6 
f··1icilele Hebbard, Southern Uta;, State 
Ronda nawlings , Hampton Institute VA 
Vanessa SmH:h, tlinston Salem ~JC 
Amanda Abshire , Adams Stat e CO 
l-Jendy Schroeder , !<earney State NE 
Connie Beckwith; L-Jayland Baptist TX 
Tami Hamner, Simon Fraser CAN 
Vicki !rJamberg, ~-Jayne St ate NE 
l<ristin Erickson, Jamestm~n ND 
Lynn Postma, Dordt IA 
Anne 1-Jiggin, f'lanchester If\J 
·sHOT PUT (41-5) NAIA RECORD -
KAREN ltJADDELL, PRAIRIE VIElJ A&l'1 TX 
LUANN SODERLING, NEBRASI<A IPJESLEYAN 
Cindy Lensmire, l·JI-LaCrosse 
Nichelle Stahl, Jamestown ND 


















Janett e Poiti er, St . August ine's NC 44-ll 
Vandora t-Jilson, Fort Hays State !<S 4l~-4 
Elizabeth Ruffin, Prairie View MN TX 4ll- t 
Sue ;·.Jaceroni, Saginaw Valley State Nl l1l1- t 
Gay Hemphill, ~Jayland Baptist TJ: t:3-ll 
Vandora ltJilson , Fort Hays State KS 43-10! 
Betsy Skibyak, Panhandle State 01( 




(1£! . 36 ) 
440 Yd Relay 
Willame tte 
U of Portland 
P L U 
w 0 s c 





Janet Beaudry Mt Hood 
Anne Jenck PLU 
LeeAnn McNerney PLU 
Teresa Ba chman U of P 
Shannon O'Malley LCC 
Nancy Miller PLU 
Shirley Gregersen LCC 
Cathy Rose WILL 
Susan Oatney WILL 
Lynn Barrett PSU 
Laura Lewallem LC 
Mona Phillips PU 
Patty Ortiz LIN 
Felicia Manley J IN 







































Kelly Wosepka UP 
Suzie Thompson Clack 
Karin Sandberg WOSC 
Michelle WentzelWOSC 
Cathy Jones Will 
Sara Worsham LC 
Ann Siu UofD 
Sherrie V:olfe PLU 














L--B 1:03 .6 
MtHoodl :05. 6 
MtHoodl:06.7 



















15 '10 11 
14' -i'' 
13 'll 3 / 4 11 
l3'10t11 
13 1 7 11 
13 I Gt" 
~h o t Put 
1 J! ,q r sb.sl.l Mt Ho ocl :::· ~!· ' 511 
2 Sudn1 ll't t Ho-Jd ) 0: ' ? 1~ 11 2 
'<: 
·,·.' ard 1.·:osc 38 '1 : / 4 '' .) 
4 pJ_,U 3 f1 ' S}" 
5 8l ack 36 ' 7i" 
6 u of p 35 ' 6t " 
7 LC C 25 ' Q11 
8 . E T<' 35 ' 1 -:<;/~ 
9 Da r ling So Coa st TC 34 ' 7211 
10 8hurch \': i J.l 34 ' 4 " 
ll .. ;Mc Ca r t t wo~:c 34 ' 2 3/4 '' 
12 · Cr ou se r I, in :Z2 '1 "3/4" 
13 Cr· ow PJ.U 30 ' 2·}" 
14 McKenzie -, J,U ?9 ' ( _j_ll ._ ;.!, 
15 Barr Cl a ck 29 I 5:}11 
16 Ch isb ol m Cl a ck 2£3 I 9 -~- ll 
110 M Hurdles 
1 J a nice Giza Chern l f> .J. 
l F . 3 
16 . 9 
2 Cincy Fulks Unat 
3 Cynthia Hoekstra Will 
4 Karen Bell PllJ 
5 Mi ch e J.J.e McArthur LC 
6 Lori Lingle Pill 
17 . 4 
17.5 



















Kay Kf: rsey 
Vicki Sp iekerman 





He a t 2 
l-' SU TS:-g-
LCC 17. 0 
Will 17 .7 
LinnBent on 17.8 
LC 19 . 7 
vvosc 21 . 0 
mlcm 
Pnr she l Mt Hood 3A. 84 
V.' i tte n \:' e rL:=GF'------.;:"3'78".'4rr''r-D 
Corr i p-a n UP 3( . ( 14 
McD0na ld UP 34 . 87 
Alb8. no PLU 33 . 55 
Church 0 ill 32 . 28 
Sudal Mt Ho od 30 .13 
Maheu Che rn 29 . 48 
Cush:inp,ham LC ?9 . 1\-z, 
Mc:Ke nzie VI.U ?8 . 98 
Tweetmire L- B 2F . 24 
Chi sh olm Cl nck 24 . 10 
WOJYIEN Is RESUL~S 
100 M Heat 1 
1 Kari Kehoe PLU 13.4 
2 Tammy Moland Will 13.6 
3 Susi Chaffee PU 13.8 
4 Mary Robineon Will 14.0 
5 Janice Giza Chern 14.2 
6 Marilyn Fox LC 14.3 
7 Nanette Case Chern 15.0 
Heat 2 
1 Nancy Nemarnik UP 13.6 
2 Kim :Klein Will 13.9 
3 PAm Harris Mtllood 14.3 
4 Kay Kersey PSU 14.3 
5 S~ephanie Davis LC 14.4 
6 W'18.ry Branaigan MtHood 14.4 
7 Jeanene Wold Cbem 15.4 
Heat 3 
1 Lorraine PreissLin:field 15.0 
2 Carrie Keena LC 15.2 
3 Colleen Carter Will 15.2 
4 Suzy Bell Linfield 15.4 
5 Marcia Damerow Linfield 16.0 
JAVELIN 
1 Kof:fel Clack 131 1 10"~" 
2 Hagstrom MtHood 122 1 2 11 
3 Norris PU 122' 
4 Sanders Linfie 118 1 11" 
5 Barr Clack 118 11 11 
6 0 1 Leary WOSC 114 1 
7 :F'rank Clack 110' 
8 Darling SCTC 109 1 11" 
t-~~~~----~~~f~~ 
12 Amato MtHood 98 1 6" 
13 Cushingham LC 95 1 1" 









800 M Heat 1 
Brock, Linda UP 
CAlvo, Colleen PLU 
Morris,, i¥argrte~:WillJ 
Stoaks, Denise PLU 
Johnson, Monica PLU 
Hein, Lisa WOSC 
Kessler, Cheryl PLU 











2 Kraemer, Donna UP 2:26.6 
3 Graham, Suzy Clack 2:28.4 
4 Young, Tami _ LCC 2:29.5 
C5:-Ye~TErr~r---;ro<Ii= ~- 2:32 .)' () Alexander ;8 pr ing --~W:CrJ:-----2:-33-;V 
'J Hopper, Shelly Linf 2:3 5. 6 
8 Manley, Felicia Linf 2:58.7 
High JumE 
l Singhose LB 5 1 411 
2 Hilton Clac~ 5'2 11 
3 Hough MtHood 4 1811 
V/ olfe PLU 4'8" 
Lingle PLU 4 1 611 
Crow PLU 4 1 611 
SandeJI!e Linf 4 1 6 11 
400 m Hurdles Heat 1 
1 Bell PtU 1:07.1 
2 Fulks 1:08 
3 McArthur LC 1:10.2 
4 Anderson CJa ck 1:14.8 
Heat 2-:. 
1 Kersey PSU 1:12.9 
2 Crow PLU 1:13.6 
3 Lingle PLU 1:14.4 
4 Hoekstra _________ j¥1_ill 1:16.4 
r-5--~-EBTl-~ --------~-~9~----~_:_~_~;}) 
200 m Heat 1 
1 Slavich, J Will 
2 Kehoe, K PIJU 
3 Zamelis, K PLU 
4 Giza, J Chern 
5 Branagan, M MtHood 
6 Asbury, B Linfield 
7 Snopes,K WhiteFur 
Heat 2 
1 Moland, T Will 
2 Thompson, s Clack 
3 Hyder, T l)U 
4 Worsham, s LC 
5 Hineline, T wosc 
66 Carney, K LC 
Heat 3 
1 Nemarnik, N 
2 Barrie, p h1tHood 
3 Deuel, c• u MtHood 
4 Preiss, L Linfield 
5 Wold, J Chern 
6 Damerow, M Linfield 
RELAY 























































13 K Crisifulli Will 54.2 
14 D Stamper PLU 56.9 
14 D flay LCC 59.8 
15 L Sprague PLU 11:04.2 
16--~LStodd .·--- LC 08 6 (17~ N Ro-ie·------ ----. -'-------GF-~. ~-------·~----- -~--18 T Flores Unat --~19.1 
19 J 'rhomas MtHond 20. 
2 0 A Rice LC C 2 4 • 9 
21 I1 Wampaugh Will 28.8 
22 S Hopper Linfield 35.5 
23 M Ji'obert Clack 38. · 
,? 4_~_}'ir i~4-t---._JJin!_l~}d 5tb ).25 K T[~_Vr1ee -,. __ / GF 12_;..QQ~ 
?6 K Gil:sdorf -----v~~- 08.5 
27 M Phillips PU 09.1 
28 A Snyger Linfield 17.7 
29 L Mock Chern 20.2 




( : :~ 
~tst'hlcm 
., ::o.:. tfion 
[ ..• \;\:.: r.11~7 \.i 










J~ 5~0 6~"- 5--£:. 
105~0 \)J,#t-'""'"'? 
~ oc .., Bo.N·-5 ~J,?. 









WCIC CHAMPIONSHIP TRACK & FIELD MEET- MAY 6, 7, 1983 
Linfield College 
~ORING: lst-10, 2nd-8, Jrd-6, 4th-4, Sth-2, 6th-! 
EVENT: 3000 M -
Place ~ 
1. Ann Jenck 
!12.:. 
41 
2. Nancy Miller 48 
3. Nadine Price 30 






10;38 .1 PIJl 
zo: sa. 9 Lin 5. Sbellv ,za~s-~Hwo~~~~~e~r ••• ~~z----~~~~----~~-------
6. · Wendv Wejdlcam~ 21 
EVENT: DISCUS 
Place ~ No. 
1, PanZa Wittenberg lQ 
2 • Christie lllbano 34 
3 • Theresa Cburcb 69 
4 • Cbr:j.s Seuss 86 
5 • Kawena Cusbingbam 13 
6. cannie HcKenzie 46 
EVENT: LONG JUMP 
Place ~ No. 
1. Susie Chafee 56 
2, Mary Robinson 81 
• Esme Jensen f6 
4, Barb Sbarts 50 
5 • Melody Groeneveld 3 
6. Bobbi Jo Crow 58 
aturda.y Finals 
EVENT: Javelin 
>la~e Name No. 
~ -l • Esme Jensen 16 
2 ._Regina Norris 57 
3. Dee Ann Hogue 26 
4, Ka.th:y S.:wders 31 
5. V±cki Baugh 1 
6. ~a.wena Cushingham 1 3 
EVENT: 400m Relay 
Place ~ !!2.· 
1 •. FLU 
2. Willamette 
3. George Fox 
4. Linfield 











17'3 4" Pacific 
16'10 1/2" Will. 
15'7 1/2" L & C 
15'6 3/4" PLU 
15'5 l/4" GF 





127 1 6 11 I.jnf. 







54.Z 5. ___________________________________________ _ 
6·-------------------------------------------------





• Colleen Calvo 
J.Suzanne Tovrea 
4,Nancy Miller 
5. O!trty Hanss 























were CHAMPIONSHIP TRACK & FIELD MEET- MAY 6, 7• 1983 
Linfield College 
Saturday's Finals 





::vENT: High Hurdles-100m Time h 71Jl:7J()71:::?t:7f : 7.!~~--=a~t.;:.:h~e~r~J~ah;.;.Nr::..a-m_e __ ~:~;_· __ H_t~/-';~.i-f;-t_. __ ..;:;.:..:::Lc,:;:,.Uh_o_o_l _ L/2~~
• Karen Bell 35 15.6 PLU 
Cynthia' Hoekstra 72 16,1 WilL 
; • Michelle IvlcArthur 1~9----~16~.1.:....----!.lL&~C~---
S, LoriLingle 45 16,6 PLU 
6 •. Eobbie Jo Crow 38 16.7 PLU 
EVENT: Shet Put 
Place Name No. 
1. Christie A~o 
2. E~bara Crocker 
], Theresa Church 
'1, Chris Suess 
. faula Wittenberg 
J, Jennifer Jacobi 
VENT: 400m 
'lace Name No. 
-1. Karina Zamelis 
'. hemic a Johnson 42 
J. Jodj .l-'eters ( 
4. Spring Alexander 67 
5. Sherry Wolfe 54 
6. Cathy Jones • 74 
WENT: 100m 
'lace Name No. 
l, Lisa Fitts 7 
2, ~ara Kehoe 43 
J. Je3sica Llavich 8£1-
4. Tammy Moland 77 
5. Kim Klein 75 
6. Susi C~affee 156 
~VENT:BOO m 
'lace ~ .!!£. 
'• Denise Steak~ 53 
2, Kay Mattson 5 
3, Margie Morr1s 7A 
4. Linda Robinson 80 
5. Ann Jenck 41 






















































~lace Name ~· Ht/Dist. School 
• Karen Bell 35 1:05.7 PLU 
2. Mich~ll I"lcA:r;thur 19 1 :06,4 L&C 
'3, GayJe ,~..,Rptb ,q:r, 1 :Q7,2 Will, 
· • Bol)l1 i . T Q r~"O'" _ _____lf;l~---1w:~0~9:...·...13"-----'Pf...iL~U~---
5, LQrj Lingle 42 1:09.4 PLU 
c..._y,al Hurliman 4 1:09.9 GF 
WCIC CHAMPIONSHIP TRACK & FIELD MEET- MAY 6, 7, 1983 
Linfield College 
Saturday's Results 
ORING: lst-10, 2nd-8, 3rd-6, 4th-4, 5th-2, 6th-l 
·JENT: High Jump Time 
lace ~ li9..:. Ht/Dist. School 
. l<. 'l'rinidad 87 4 1 10" WilJ, 
E. Jensen 16 4 f 10 11 L&C 
G. Roth 83 4'10" WjJJ. 
s. Cha.ffee 56 4'10" Pac. 
]'J. G"l:'oenevel d 3 4'10 11 GF 
C' 0, .ivlfe 54 4'8" PIJJ 
VENT: 200m Time 
lace Name No. Ht/Dist. School 
. Jessica Sla.vicb 84 26.6 \1/il l . 
Ka.ra Kffioe 43 26.8 PLl! 
• Lisa Pitts 7 26,A GF ... 
. Karina ?.ameJ is r; c; 27.6 PLU 
J • :t'iar:v Robinson 8'1 27.8 Will 
. Suzie Bell 22 28.2 Linf • 
::=:::~Z=:z:=--=:=0========,~=s:::===: 
VENT: 











?.  00 ID r.mnUes 
c 
High J?.Jt':i?.p 
GEORGE . :wx COLLEGE 
tiOi".iEN~ S TP, .. h(!K & FIELD RECORDS 
5~17~~83 




Ro:l'cy' Ca te 







· Jsdde Jad.:sc.11 
Jacquie Williams 
Melody G~oeneveld 
























400 m Sh~t·a:le 
!hs:<:cl!.e Rel~y 
800 m Relay 
.3,200 m Relay 
Javelin Relay 






Joyce S~ill 100 
Valeri~ Hurlim~ . 100 
Lisa Pi~ta 200 
Kay M:arc~sor.1 L~oo 
..!r.1cqu~ Ds,wis 
Ro.-rs.R ~~:m-7el1 




















. ; , 
R.~5tf,LTS Of' 1983 OIVT/Jf.l~ s.· .,J~IJ., CO.LlX.\.1-E IiE.L..~~y .I',_J.!:E'l' AT LStr:ilS tu•.JD C.LAR:i\. CO.k:V~Gt:, .\!:.!.JX.iN f!'lX Y. ~.KLD 
\ (1~0U~N) 
,. 
SHd-r PiJT; 1,. H~.l:Ltw;::;;tt® {Stl.G:~~ 31=8 l/2 0 Jaeobi 34-~-,) Chv.reh JJ :L/2# 99""1 
2" L~.nfiel(l {Sanflerffi 25=20 1/2 0 Fox ·2.4=5 lj2{} Ttn.(::r~iil$Y~X' 26=3) 7!J.;~ 5 3 ~ l"leiDtel"TI 0:<.-.0-~on (o·I2.rd ~6=0 1/!:.·0 2-~ec~..-t'tt ::>4='1) 70=7 1jf.J.. l1-., - '.!vr.1.~: m:.cl 
C].£s'1;: (C:""cd:e:," ~3:5-,.,8 1/2.) 35=b 1/2 
H:leh 
JJ.lVELli'~ ~ 1., 
Cl.~S.i-h 
~i1Hi.6l!:L?<'r'c:te (Tt>ird.r1oo 1: -B u ·how:r1.fl. 1!=6) s-~2 
J(=J) au~ Linfie:t6 (Sand~~r~ ~=3) 
Linf:'l.liJil {Sar.c1er-s 131=f.{·u Hor~\2.e 





l'? ~.; 16!)0!'.1 REL-.t".,Y~ 1. L~~s a1:1d C1&1ak (St~G1n Allera 00 1~~-~-lU.lcan,, \:-J.~idJ.;<I!£T,l) 2J~1.0,J.;. 
2. .W.nfield 2.3:~2 .. ? 
--''i.d 
lONG JU~.,p~ L 1; Will~f®·C.t~e {Robin~on ll.:~"B o ht'lllon 1~1 1/2) .28=£l 1/2. 2o u.:His 
~mr~ Cl.?:.J.~k ,k~$·~ne l&~<~~r. F?Mier J.4-_,.6 1/'J:.) 28.=.'7 1/2 .]" L:Lflfisld (il?;;mrs&f~l1. 
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DISTRICT TRACK & FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS - WILLAMETTE - May 11 & 12, 1983_ ( Women ) 
TEAM SCORES - Willamette, 113; University of Portland, 100; Northwest Nazarene, 97; . 
George Fox, 74, Western Oregon, 59; Linfield, 50; Lewis & Clark, 39; Western Baptist, 28; 
:outhern Oregon, 24; Eastern Oregon, 16; Pnciflc, 14. 
100 METERS - Antonette Blythe, NNC, 12.5, Lisa Pitts, GF, 13.0, Tammy Moland, WU, 13.0, 
Jessica Slavich, WU, 13.3, Nancy Newmarnik, UP, 13.4, Cathy Seuell, WOSC, 13.6. 
200 METERS - Jessica Slavich, WU, 26.4, Lisa Pitts, GF, 26.~, Robin Johnson, NNC, 26.6, 
Tammy Moland, WU, 26.7, Kelly Wosepka, UP, 26.7, Nancy Newmarnik, UP, 27.1. 
400 METERS- Kelly Wosepka, UP, 58.7, Robin Johnson, NNC, 60.1, Valerie Hurliman, GF, 60.4, 
Karin Sandberg, WOSC, 61.8, Jodi Peters, GF, 62.7, Spring Alexander, WU, 64.0. 
800 METERS - Gayle Roth, WU, 2:17.2, Michelle Wentzel, WOSC, 2:18.3, Margie Morris, WU, 
2:19.7, Kay Mattson, GF, 2:20.2, Donnie Kraemer, UP, 2:20.8, Lori Morgan, UP, 2:21.3. 
1500 METERS -Lori Morgan, UP, 4:43.1, Anne O'Leary, EOSC, 4:48.8, Janet VanFleet, UP, 4:52.0, 
Kathy O'Connell, UP. 4:53.8, Kara Crisifulli, WU, 4:56.3, Cathy Hanss,L&C. 4:58.6 
5000 METERS - Bridget Cooke, WOSC, 17:28.6, Janet VanFleet, UP, 18:15.0, Nadine Price, L, 
18:3.7.3, Kathy O'Connell, UP, 18:45.2, Sabra Soulia, SOSC, 19:09.8, Wendy Weidkamp, L&C, 
20:1:'8.3. . 
10,000 METERS -Kathy Keller, UP, 37:45.0t Sabra Soulin, SOSC, 37:50.2, Suzanne Tovrea, 
L, 39:24.9, Roxy Cate, GF, 45:04.1. 
110 HURDLES - Carol Marchand, WOSC, 16 .• ;-1, - ~i~dy Fulks, WB, 16.2, Michelle McArthur, L&C, 16.: 
Cynthia Hoekstra, WU, 16.3, Leanne Holliman·, \ UP--\16) , Debbie Hirons, WOSC, 17.3. 
400 HURDLE~ - Cindy Fulks, WB, 64.6, Mich~lle ~c~hur, L&C, 69.2, Karyn Bignell, NNC, 70.3, 
Cynthia Hoekstra, WU, 70.8, Leanne Holliman·;·,·UP, 72.2, Carolyn Marchand, WOSC, 77.8. 
',000 METERS- Bridget Cooke, WOSC, 9:57.5, Anne O'Leary, EOSC, 10:15.6, Janet VanFleet, 
~P, 10:19.4, Kara Crisifulli, WU, 10:30.6, Nadine Price, L, 10:33.6, Kathy O'Connell, UP, 
10:35.7. 
JAVELIN- Kathy Sanders, L, 134'5", Regina Norris, P, 133'10', Esme Jensen, L&C, 132'5", 
DeAnne Hogue, L, 121'6", Bobbi Page, SOSC, 119'6", Barbara Day, NNC, 110'10". 
DISCUS- Paula Wittenburg, GF, 138'5", Theresa Church, WU, 121'2", Sandra Early, NNC, 118'5", 
Molly Corrigan, UP, 117'6", Diane Dukeshire, SOSC, 117'5", Francis, McDonald, UP, 115'0". 
SHOTPUT- Diane Dukeshire, SOSC, 42'7~", Sandra Early, NNC, 41'11", Molly Corrigan, UP, 39'7~, 
Theresa Church, WU, 36'11", Sheryl Ward, WOSC, 36'9", Jennifer Jacobi, WU, 36'8~". 
HIGH JUMP - Melody Groeneveld, GF, 5' 3 %'' Karyn Bignell, NNC, 5' 2", Kim Trinidad, WU, 5' 1", 
Julie Leslie, UP, 5'0", Gayle Roth, WU, 4'10". 
LONG JUMP- Cindy Fulks, WB, 18'2 3/4", Antonette Blythe, NNC, 17'11 3/4", Susy Chaffee, 
P, 17'4!t;", Julie Leslie, UP, 17'2", Mary Robinson, WU, 16'9", Esme Jensen, L&C, 15'8!t;". 
400 RELAY Northwest· Nazarene, 4·9.1, Willamette, 49.9, George Fox, 50.9, Western Oregon, 51.7, 
U. of Portland, 52.0, Lewis & Clark, 53.4. 
MILE RELAY- U. of Portland, 4:07.0, George Fox, 4:07.5, Willamette, 4:11.0, Western 
Oregon, 4:12.3, Lewis & Clark, 4:15.2, Northwest Nazarene, 4:22.8. 
2 MILER- Willamette, 10:05.7 
880 MEDLEY RELAY- Northwest Nazarene, 1:51.2, George Fox, 1:52.4, Willamette 2:01.6. 
WOMEN'S R.JESUL'l'S 
f/eqse 7Ji~ TO UJ ornef)'s CtJac"'-
l9 
440 Yd Relay 
W illame tte' 
U of Portland 
p L u 
w 0 s c 





Janet Beaudry Mt Hood 
Anne Jenck PLU 
LeeAnn McNerney PLU 
Teresa Bachman U of P 
Shannon O'Malley LCC 
Nancy Miller PLU 
Shirley Bregersen LCC 
Cathy Rose WILL 
Susan Oatney WILL 
Lynn Barrett PSU 
Laura Lewallem LC 
Mona Phillips PU 
Patty Ortiz LIN 
Felicia Manley liN 


















400 M Women Heat 1 
1 Kelly Wosepka UP 59.4 
2 Suzie Thompeon Clack 1:01.6 
3 Karin Sandberg wosc 1:02.3 
4 Michelle WentzelWOSC 1:05.4 
5 Cathy Jom~e Will 1:05.4 
6 Sara Worsham LC 1:05.5 
7 Ann Siu UofP 1:07.5 
8 Sherrie Wolfe PLU 1:07.8 
Heat 2 
, Juanita Nelson Lane 1:00.6 ..L 
2 Lori McFarland 1-B 1:03.6 
3 Anna Durand MtHoodl :05.6 
4 Shelley Deuel MtHoodl:06.7 
Long JumE 
1 Julie Leslie UP 16'5i" 
2 Arlene Young wosc 15 '11 3/4" 
3 Suzi Chaffee PU 15'1011 
4 Carrie Keene LC 14'!" 
5 Colleen Carter wu 13 '11 3/4" 
6 Ka. ty Carney LC 13'10!" 
7 Nan Case Chem 13 '7" 
8 Theresa Smith Lin! 13 '6i" 
Shot Put 































110 M Hurdles 
1 Janice Giza Chem 
2 Cincy Fulks Unat 
3 Cynthia Hoekstra Will 
4 Karen Bell PLU 
5 Michelle McArthur LC 
6 Lori Lingle PLU 




36'9!" 36 t 7 II 
35'6 II 


















1 Kay Kersey PSU 16.9 
2. Vicki Spiekerman LCC 17.0 
3 Trinadad Will 17.7 
4 Ling Ho LinnBinton 17.8 
5 Carney LC 19.7 








































W OlVlE N ' S RE SNLTJ3 
100 M Heat 1 800 M Heat 1 
1 Kari Kehoe PLU 13.4 1 Brock, Linda UP 2:20.7 
2 Tammy Moland Will 13.6 2 Calvo, Colleen PLU 2:26.8 
3 Susi Chaffee PU 1.3.8 3 Morr±e9r~a:bgmeaW\t:lll 2:28.2 
4 Mary Robineon Will 14.0 4 Stoake, Denise PLU 2:28.3 
5 Janice Giza Chem 14.2 5 Johnson, Monica PLU 2:28.3 
6 Marilyn Fox LC 14.3 6 Hain, . Lie a wosc 2:35 
7 Nanette Case Chem 15.0 7 Keesler, Cheryl PLU 2:35.5 
Heat 2 8 Robineon, Linda Will 2:38.2 
1 Nancy Nemarnik UP 13.6 HEAT ! 
2 Kim Klein VI ill 13.9 
3 Pam Harris MtHood 14.3 1 Mattson, Kay GF 2:26.6 
4 Kay Kersey PSU 14.3 2 Kraemer, Donna UP 2:26.6 
5 S~ephanie Davis LC 14.4 3 Graham, Suzy Clack 2:28.4 
6 Mary Branaigan MtHood 14.4 4 Young, Tami LCC 2:29.5 
7 Jeanene Wold Chem 15.4 5 Peters, Jodi GF 2:32.3 
Heat 3 6 Alexander, Spring Will 2:33.2 
'J Hopper, Shelly Lint 2:35.6 
1 Lorraine PreieeLinfield 15.0 8 Manley, Felicia Lint 2:58.7 
2 Carrie Keene LC 15.2 
3 Colleen Carter Will 15.2 HifiD Jum:e 
4 Suzy Bell Linfield 15.4 1 Singhose LB 5'4" 5 Marcia Damerow Linfield 16.0 2 Hilton Clac~ 5'2" 
JAVELIN 3 Hough MtHood 4'8" 
·' Wolfe PLU 4'8". 'i 
1 Koffel Clack 131'10!" LingJJt PLU 4'6" 
2 Hagstrom MtHood 122'2" Crow PLU 4'6" 
3 Norrie PU 122' Sande•s Lint 4'6" 
4 Sanders Linfie 118'11 11 
5 Barr Clack 118'1" 400 m Hurdles Heat 1 
6 0' Leary wosc 114' 1 Bell PLU 1:07.1 
7 Frank Clack 110' 2 Fulks 1:08 
8 Darling SCTC 109'11" 3 McArthur LC 1:10.2 
9 Spiekerman LCC· 107'10" 4 Anderson l CJa ck 1:14.8 
10 Baugh GF 102'7" Heat 2-; 11 Crouseer Lint 99'10" i 
12 Amato MtHood 98'6" 1 Kersey PSU 1:12.9 
13 Cushingham LC 95'1" 2 Crow PLU 1:13.6 
14 Fox Lllif 82'10" 3 Lingle PLU 1:14.4 
4 Hoekstra Will 1:16.4 
5 Still GF 1:16.4 
WOMEN'S RESULTS 
200 m Heat 1 3000 m 
1 Slavich, J Will 26.7 1 K Purdy PLU 10:00.8 
2 Kehoe, K PLU 26.8 2 J Beaudry MtHood 10:06.1 
3 Zamelis, K PLU 28.4 3 B Cooke wosc 10:06.5 
4 Giza, J Chem 28.9 4 K Keller UP 10:22.3 
5 Branagan, M MtHood 29.0 5 L Edmark Chem 24.2 
6 Aebury, B Linfield 30.1 6 J VanFleet UP 24.7 
7 Snopes,K WhiteFur 30.1 7 K O'Connell UP 28.7 
Heat 2 8 J Higinbotham LCC 45.4 9 L Stovall LCC 46.5 
1 Moland, T Will 27.5 10 P Vasey LCC 49. 
2 Thompson, s Clack 28.2 11 M Reimere Unat 53.8 
3 Hyder, T PU 29.3 12 
4 Worsham, S LC 29.7 13 K Crisifulli Will 54.2 
5 Hineline, T wosc 31.4 14 D Stamper PLU 56.9 
66 Carney, K LC 32.7 14 D Ray LCC 59.8 
'l Heat 3 15 L Sprague PLU 11:04.2 16 J Stodd LC 08.6 
1 Nemarnik, N 27.5 17 N Roley GF 11. 
2 Harris, P MtHood 29.5 18 T Flores Unat 19.1 
3 Deuel, S MtHood 29.8 19 J Thomas MtHood 20. 
4 Praise, L Linfield 31.4 20 A Rice LCC 24.9 
5 Wold, J Cham 32.0 21 L Wampaugh Will 28.8 
6 Damerow, M Linfield 33.9 22 S Hopper Linfield 35.5. 
23 M Fobert Clack 38. 
24 R Wright Lin:fi.vld 54.9 
RELAY 25 K DeVries GF 12:00.5 26. K Gilsdorf Will 08.5 
1 Univereity of Portland 4:08.8 27 M Phillips PU 09.1 
2 PLU #1 4:18.4 28 A Snyger Linfield 17.7 
3 Willamette 4:18.5 29 L Mock Chem 20.2 
4 PLU #2 4:19.3 30 J Maesey Linfield 27.7 
5 George Fox 4:23.4 l 6 wosc 4~2 5.2 
4xl600m 23:10.4 
4xl00m 51.1 
Distance Medley 13:04.4 
4x800m 10:00.3 
4x200m 1:53.3 
800m Medley Relay ~ _1-J • 
5000m Run 19:19.1 
4x400m 4:09.4 
Shot Put 99'1" 
High Jump 9'2" 
Javelin 352'8" 
Long Jump 28'9!:!" 
Discus Throw 274'8" 
lewis & Clark College 
OREGON SMALL COLLEGE RELAY MEET 
WOMEN'S MEET RECORDS 
Stodd, Allen, LewAllen, Weidkamp 
Slavich, Moland, Klein, Robinson 
Hineline, Wentzel, Jarolemik, Cook 
Devries, Hurliman, Peters, Mattson 
Hoekstra, Carter, Robinson, Moland 
Fox, Davis, Worsham, McArthur 
Nancy Roley 
Alexander, klein, Morris, Slavich 
Suess, Jacobi, Church 
Trinidad, Moland 
Sanders, Hogue, Fox 
Robinson, Mullon 
Suess, Jacobi, Church 
Athletic Department 
Portland. Oregon 97219 
Telephone: 503-244-6161 
Lewis & Clark 1983 
Willamette 1983 
Western Oregon 1983 
George Fox 1983 
Willamette 1983 
Lewis & Clark 1983 


















































WU Open - March 18, 1983 WOMEN 
School 


































































5· Price, Julie 
5. Carter 








































































2 '.59 .1 
















































































































5. Price, Jill 
6. Bull 
7• Price. Julie 
8. KuechLer 
9. Keene 
1 o. Carter 
11. Carney 
4091 







































































1. Bea.udry, Janet Mt. Hood 17tJ9.B 
2. Crisifulli Will. 18:)6.7 
3· Fobert Clack 20:43.1 4. Gilsdorf Will. 21&52.0 
Mile Rela~ 
1. Willamette 4:30.1 
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April 25-26, 1983 
Name 
1 ESME JENSEN t/d 
Lewis & Clark m 
p 
2 KARYN BIGNELL t/d 
NWNC m 
p 
3 GAYLE ROTH t/d 
Willamette m 
p 
4 CAROLYN MARCHAND t/d' 
wosc m 
p 
t/d time, distance in feet 
NAIA DISTRICT #2 HEPTATHLON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
at Lewis and Clark College 
lOOm Shot High 200m Long 
Hurdles Put Jump Dash Jump 
18.2 32-lOI, 5-~ 29.2 15-5 
- ..... ~ 10.02 1.53 J,_'\ 4.70 462 591 759 532 4?. 603 
17.4 28-7~ 5-~ 28.2 15-3/4 
8.69 1.53 
598 1;~'17 4.59 521 497 759 576 
17.8 27-7~ 4-6~ 28.4 14-9~ 
8.42 1.38 4.51 
493 477 588 v 584 v-~ 556 
16.4 30-71'-t 4-11 28.3 15-2 
9.34 1.50 4.62 
608 544 . 726 591 583 


































GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
NAIA DISTRICT #2 HEPTATHLON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
April 25-26, 1983 at Lewis and Clark College 
lOOm Shot High 200m Long Javelin 800m 
Name Hurdles Put Jump Dash Jump Throw Run Score 
1 ESME JENSEN t/d 18.2 32-10~ 5-l:J 29.2 15-5 111-3 2:32.4 
Lewis & Clark m -~ 10.02 1.53 4.70 33.92 4262 
p 462 591 759 532 603 667 648 
2 KARYN BIGNELL t/d 17.4 28-7~ 5-~ 28.2 15-·3/4 94-9 2:28.2 
NWNC m 8.69 l. 53 4. !:)9 28.90 4222 
p 521 497 759 598 576 579 692 
3 GAYLE ROTH t/d 17.8 27-7~ 4-6l.s 28.4 14-9~ 86-3 2:21.8 
Willamette m 8.42 1.38 4.51 26.30 3995 
p 493 477 588 584 556 530 767 
4 CAROLYN MARCHAND t/d 16.4 30-71>( 4-11 28.3 15-2 90-9 3:04.8 
wosc m 9.34 1.50 4.62 27.68 3970 
p 608 544 . 726 591 583 556 362 
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Diane Dt.'lkeshire, SOSC, 40-~6; l?aula l•iittenberg, G'F, 3~--3; Ba:d> Crockar )u~. 32c·4• 
:Karen Ba~:r, CC, 30-5 o 
4 x 100 i'1E'l'ER.S RELAY -&·- J:.eTsTis li Clark (M~xt!tllr# Da~vis, Keenep Cush:l.ngha:u.1} 53.4; Cla:::\:arr,.:ia CC de 
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Q_OO_j~-~- -r"~ S 2ie T .. loltlpeon,, CC:- 2;2•? ... 0; Suey- Graham~ CC" 2:2S.o2; La.u'Ca I.a:Jl!.J.l~n, J:..:~ ZdO .. 'Jc 
lliche11~ Pobe~~o CCu 2.39e2o 




Esme .Je.me,n} LC£ 13~-5; Bobbie :f'~g® .. sosc. 125·-7; 'l!'icki Batilgh~ G.""'~ 112~0~ 
Halody G:ooensvold, GF: l.Ooc·O., 
~2_1U:!!!£~. ·~·w- L:.i."Ja P:Ltt.So GF,. 27~2; ~·h~rey B!~llJ CC, 29o0v St.ephtUl~~ Da'Pi~r l£, 29c 1N 
lti.cki Snyde1:, SOSC g ::.o. 3" 
3~00 ~~ ~~·~· Sabra Soul1a 1 SOSC; lv:53.0; .1EfiL"\i{1 Stodd • .LC, 10:57o4• Wer!dy ~'i'e:i.Q..l.::.fsap~ T.A:, :i'.ib:..P.: 
11:00.5; Kathy Mc1S~t.l" SOSC~ l&~.2S.,rit:2., 
"f~.(Jt!!G MJUMP~--·- .Esme -(!lUJCrt 6 "!£ 7 lf-]; l!t!f~.elody G::oenvold, GF ~ 15-3; Sh-!.r..ty Bull, CC, l5cu2 3/4; 
--·-- Bom1ie Gl."'tjohnr GF~ M-5 3/~o 
D!SO~~ <C~Q P~\.Uft Wit·C.Grlbal:g, GF~ 1:13-lls Diaue ~)Uk.e&hir:~~ SOSC, 116~:?.; Kn..-:en. Cu!.mM.ngimiDp 'i.Cv 
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Azusa Pacific, Prairie View Sprint to 
Outdoor Track and Field Titles 
-. . , ~· . 
~ ' I 1' .~ ,• ~ ' : ' ' 
( 'rl ARLESTON, WV-Azusa Pacific 
"- ~A and Prairie View A&M TX captured 
team titles in the NAIA Outdoor Track 
and Field Championships here May 
26-28. 
Paced by sprinter Innocent Egbunike 
and its depth in the field events 
Azusa Pacific jumped to an early lead 
and easily won the 32nd annual mens 
division team championship. Prairie 
View received strong showings from 
Easter Gabriel and Sheila Labome in 
winning its second consecutive NAIA 
women's division title. 
Egbunike accounted for 20 of Azusa's 
94 points by winning the 100 and 
200-meter dashes. He also anchored 
the Cougars ' come-from-behind 
victory in the 4 x 400 meter relay, thus 
earning the outstanding male 
performer award in the meet. 
Azusa's strength, however, was in the 
field events. The Cougars received 
firsts from Christian Okoye in the 
discus and a record-setting throw 
from Mike Barnett in the javelin. Their 
dominance in the field began early: 
taking places 2-6 in the hammer 
throw, the meet's first event; good for 
( - \ points. ..,~ rnett's record was one of only two 
established in the men's divis ion. The 
other was set by Ed Brown in the 
400-meter hurdles, leading Saginaw 
Valley Ml to a distant second in the 
scoring race behind Azusa Pacific. 
In the women's division, Prairie 
View's Gabriel won the 400-meter 
Mac Ritchie of Simon Fraser CAN, 
victorious in the men's 1,500-meter final. 
8 
dash and anchored the Panther's 
winning efforts in the 4 x 100 meter 
relay, the sprint medley and 4 x 400 
meter relays. Teammate Sheila 
Labome won the 100 and 200 meter 
dashes, with Prairie View also getting 
individual champions from Lynn 
Gamble in the 400-meter hurdles and 
Karen Waddell upping her record in 
the shot put. 
The meet's outstanding female 
performer award went to Leah Pells 
of Simon Fraser CAN who 
established meet records in the 800 
and 1500 meter runs. 
The meet's other double winner was 
Linda Marquardt of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee who set marks in the 5,000 
and 10,000 meter runs. 
FINAL WOMEN'S TEAM SCORES 
1. Prairie View TX ............... ... 119 
2. Hampton Institute VA ......... 90 
3. Adams State C0 .................. 82 
4. Simon Fraser CAN ... .......... .42 
5. Saginaw Valley Ml. ....... .. ..... 34 
Moorhead State MN ........ .. .. 34 
7. Wisconsin-Milwaukee ........ 26 
8. Marquette Wl. .......... ......... .. . 24 
9. Wisconsin-Eau Claire ......... 23 
10. Azusa Pacific CA .... ... ........ .. 16 
11 . Western Washington ... .. ..... 13 
12. Midland NE ... .. ... .. ........ .. .. .. .. 12 
Southwest State M N ........... 12 
14. Wayland Baptist TX ....... ..... 11 
15. Southern Utah State ........... 1 0 
16. Fort Hays State KS ................ 9 
17. California Lutheran ............ ... 8 
18. Central Washington .. .... .. .. ?% 
19. Western Oreg0n State ......... . ? 
Manchester IN ..................... .. ? 
21. Arkansas College ... ............... 6 
Southern Colorado ...... .. ...... .. 6 
Wisconsin-Parkside .. ........ .. .. 6 
East Texas State ...... ........ ..... 6 
25. Panhandle State OK ........ .. .. . 5 
Taylor IN ...... .... .. ............... ...... 5 
Wayne State NE ..................... 5 
28. Pacific Lutheran WA. ........... .4 
Metropolitan State C0 ......... .4 
30. Westminster M0 ............... 2V2 
31 . Northwest Nazarene ID ...... .. 2 
St. Mary's IN ...... .......... ........... 2 
Linfield OR ..... .. .... .. ... ... .......... 2 
Eastern Oregon ..................... 2 
Bethel KS ...... ......... .. .. ............. 2 
36. Hillsdale Ml. ............... ... .. .. ..... 1 
Valley City ND ................ .. ...... 1 
Kansas Wesleyan .. ....... ... ... ... 1 
Concordia NE ....................... . 1 
Emporia State KS ... .... .. .. ... .. .. 1 
A total of 10 records were set in the 
women's division. A sponsor of the 
1983 championships was the Miller 
Brewing Company. ~~ 
FINAL MEN'S TEAM SCORES 
1. Azusa Pacific CA ................. 94 
2. Saginaw Valley State Ml. ... 36 
3. Hampton Institute VA ......... 33 
4. Southwestern KS ................ 32 
5. Mississippi Valley .......... ..... 28 
Simon Fraser CAN .... .. ........ 28 
7. Pittsburg State KS .............. 26 
8. Adams State C0 ...... .. ... .. ..... 23 
9. Southern Arkansas ... .. .. ...... 22 
Wisconsin-Parkside ...... ...... 22 
11. Point Lorna CA .......... .... .... .. . 21 
12. Southern Utah State ...... .. ... 20 
Pembroke State NC ............ 20 
14. Wayland Baptist TX ............ 19 
15. Campbell NC ........................ 16 
16. Malone OH ... .. ... ................... 15 
Alcorn State MS ............ .... .. 15 
18. Jamestown ND ... ................. 14 
Whitworth WA ......... ............. 14 
20. Central State OK ....... .......... 13 
21. Arkansas Tech ........ .... .. .. ... .. 12 
22. Central Washington ......... ... 11 
23. Doane NE ....... ... .. ... .............. 10 
David Lipscomb TN ... ... .... ... 10 
Pacific Lutheran WA .... ... .... 10 
Tarleton State TX ................ 1 0 
Belmont TN ....... .. ..... ...... .... .. 10 
28. Ouachita Baptist AR ... .......... 9 
29. Cumberland KY .............. ....... 8 
Midland Lutheran N E ... ......... 8 
Fort Hays State KS ................ 8 
Hillsdale Ml. ......... .. .. .............. 8 
Oklahoma Christian .............. 8 
Prairie View TX ...................... 8 
35. Liberty Baptist VA ...... ........... ? 
36. Defiance OH ................. .. ..... ... 6 
Westmar IA .............. ........ ... ... 6 
Western Washington .... .. .... .. 6 
Kearney State N E .................. 6 
West Virginia State ..... .. ........ 6 
41. Central State OH ..... ..... ... ...... 5 
42. Moorhead State MN ............. .4 
Oklahoma Baptist... .. .. ......... .4 
College of Ozarks AR ........... .4 
45. Southern Colorado ............ 3 V2 
46. Bethany KS ............. ... ........ 2V2 
47. George Fox OR ....... .. ... ... ... .. .. 2 
Metropolitan State C0 ....... ... 2 
Chicago State IL. ... ... ............. 2 
Francis Marion SC ........ ........ 2 
51. Eastern Oregon .. ................... 1 
Dordt IA ................ ... ................ 1 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh ........ ...... 1 




against rising health care costs ... 
and rising insur-
ance premiums-
is the NAIA Athletic 
Injury Plan. For the 
~ third consecutive 
~ ~ year, we are able to ~ ~ offer the NAJA catastrophic 
medical expense plan without 
raising the rates. 
Mutual of Omaha has administered this 
athletic insurance program for 27 years 
and we believe it is one of the finest plans 
offered. The $25,000 maximum cover-
age protects both male and female ath-
letes participating in your intercollegiate 
athletic program. 
But just as important to 
you, the plan is available 
for the 1983-84 sports 
season with absolutely no 
increase in premium. 
Now is the time to review your 
school's athletic insurance program. 
Usted below is the premium rate for 
each person for the deductible amounts 
offered. A complete brochure is available 
by writing: NAJA Insurance, 1221 Balti-




People IJOU t:iln count on ... 
Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company • Home Office: Omaha, Nebraska 
NAJA PREMIUM FOR EACH PERSON 
Deductible Amount Deductible Amount 
SPORT $500.00 $J,OOO.OO $!,500.00 $2,000.00$2,500.00 SPORT $500.00 $!,000.00 $!,500.00 $2,000.00 $2,500.00 
Football Rifle 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 
~~~)Spring $57.40$39.35 $27.80$20.75$18.20 Rugby 14.40 9.90 7.00 5.20 4.60 
Football Skiing 14.40 9.90 7.00 5.20 4.60 
(with Spring Soccer (Outdoor) 14.40 9.90 7.00 5.20 4.60 
Practice) 76.50 52.45 37.05 27.65 24.25 Soccer (Indoor) 11.55 7.90 5.55 4.15 3.65 
····· ·-·-···---~··· .. sase6arr·-~---· ···· 6:'55 ·:;J:scr··3T5 ···2:·3s·-·2To··· ···sofllialr~·-· ··········· ·-t[5tr ·:3:Tcr·- :2:2o· ·ros·--· r4s-
Basketball 16.85 11.55 8.15 6.10 5.35 Swimming 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 
Bowling 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 Tennis 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 
Boxing 5.10 3.50 2.45 1.85 1.60 Track 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 
Cross Country 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 Volleyball 5.10 3.50 2.45 1.85 1.60 
Fencing 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 Water Polo 5.10 3.50 2.45 1.85 1.60 
Field Hockey 14.40 9.90 7.00 5.20 4.60 Wrestling 26.05 17.85 12.60 9.40 8.25 
Golf 2.90 2.00 1.40 1.05 0.95 Coaches, Cheer· 
Gymnastics 5.1 0 3.50 2.45 1.85 1.60 ~~:~~r~t~~~nt 
Ice Hockey 14.40 9.90 7.00 5.20 4.60 Faculty/Athletic 
Lacrosse 14.40 9.90 7.00 5.20 4.60 Department 





32ND ANNUAL--1983 MEN'S DIVISION 
TEAM STANDINGS 
1. Azusa Pacific CA 94 Whitworth WA 14 Wesbnar IA 
2. Saginaw Valley State MI 36 20. Central State OK 13 Western Washington 
3. Hampton Institute VA 33 21. Arkansas Tech 12 Kearney State NE 
4. Southwestern KS 32 22. Central Washington ll West Virginia State 
5. Mississippi Valley 28 23. Doane NE 10 41. Central State OH 
Simon Fraser CAN 28 David Lipscomb TN 10 42. Moorhead State MN 
7. Pittsburg State KS 26 Pacific Lutheran WA 10 Oklahoma Baptist 
a. Adams State CO 23 Tarleton State TX 10 College of Ozarks AR 
9. Southern Arkansas 22 Belmont TN 10 45. Southern Colorado 
Wisconsin-Parkside 22 28. Ouachita Baptist AR 9 46. Bethany KS 
ll. Point Lorna CA 21 29. Cumberland KY 8 47. George Fox OR 
12. Southern Utah State 20 Midland Lutheran NE 8 Metropolitan State CO 
Pembroke State NC 20 Fort Hays State KS 8 Chicago State IL 
14. Wayland Baptist TX 19 Hillsdale MI 8 Francis Marion SC 
15. Campbell NC 16 Oklahoma Christian 8 Eastern Oregon 
16. Malone OH 15 Prairie View TX 8 Dordt IA 
Alcorn State MS 15 35. Liberty Baptist VA 7 Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
18. Jamestown NO 14 36. Defiance OH 6 Berry GA 
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS 
100-METER 1500-METER 
1. Innocent Egbunike, Azusa Pacific CA, 10.34 1. Alec Ritchie, Simon Fraser CAN, 3:46.06 
2. Larry White, Mississippi Valley State, 10.61 2. Rob Schippers, Central Washington, 3:46.59 
3. Aaron Lang, Pittsburg State KS, 10.69 3. Mike Lambing, Southwestern KS, 3:47.26 
4. Percy Williams, c. of the Ozarks AR, 10.79 4. Peter Graham, Adams State CO, 3:48.08 
5. Stanley Griffin, Chicago State IL, 10.92 5. Ricky Lozoya, Wayland Baptist TX, 3:48.36 
6. Darryl Skinner, Hampton Institute VA, 10.94 6. Arzell McCoy, Alcorn State MS, 3:48.90 
200-METER 5000-METER 
1. Innocent Egbunike, Azusa Pacific CA, 20.94 1. Mike Maraun, Simon Fraser CAN, 14:16.78 
2. Nathanial Sloan, Mississippi Valley State, 21.03 2. Sam Montoya, Adams State co, 14:20.02 
3. Aaron Lang, Pittsburg State KS, 21.16 
4. Willie Hudson, Alcorn State MS, 21.36 
5. Dennis Woodberry, Southern Arkansas, 21.37 
6. LeRoy Delk, Hampton Institute VA, 21.47 
110-METER HIGH HURDLES 
1. Robert Johnson, Wayland Baptist TX, 14.03 
2. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 14.14 
3. Warren McGee, Wesbnar IA, 14.21 
4. Roosevelt Green, Central State OH, 14.42 
5. Steve Hughes, Ouachita Baptist AR, 14.56 
6. Mike Hennick, Adams State CO, 14.65 
400-METER HURDLES 
1. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 50.09 
2. Thaddeus Gamble, Prairie View TX, 51.36 
3. Dewitt Hale, West Virginia State, 51.66 
4. Darick Bradley, Pembroke State NC, 52.26 
5. Gordon Franklin, Arkansas Tech, 52.66 
6. Mike Marinez, Azusa Pacific CA, 52.95 
400-METER 
l. Willie Hudson, Alcorn State MS, 46.08 
2. Nate Sloan, Mississippi Valley, 47.03 
3. Robert Brown, Hampton Institute VA, 47.23 
4. Ben Major, Pembroke State NC, 47.46 
5. Cecil Bland, Southern Arkansas, 47.66 
6. Norman Brown, Wayland Baptist TX, 47.95 
800-METER 
1. Darren Harsin, Doane NE, 1:49.48 
2. Randy Kolarcik, Simon Fraser CAN, 1:49.90 
3. Livingstone Marshall, Hampton Institute VA, 1:50.09 
4. Rick Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 1:50.29 
5. Randy White, Francis Marion SC, 1:50.48 
3. Troy Quellette, Saginaw Valley MI, 14:22.94 
4. Pat Billig, Moorhead State MN, 14:25.24 
5. Dale King, Central Washington, 14:25.59 
Don Stearns, Eastern Oregon, 1~:26.05 
10,000 METER RUN 
1. Steve DeLano, Southwestern KS, 29:48.36 
2. David Schaufuss, Cumberland KY, 29.53.8 
3. Sam Montoya, Adams State CO, 30:05.79 
4. Ronnie Parks, Central State OK, 30:10.3 
5. John Liese, Metropolitan State CO, 30:11.16 
6. Ricky Silver, Berry GA, 30:11.56 
STEEPLECHASE 
1. Brad Braunberger, Jamestown NO, 9:04.41 
2. Glenn Magrum, Hillsdale MI, 9:05.82 
3. Marty Meyer, Malone OH, 9:07.33 
4. Steve Guymon, Oklahoma Christian, 9:07.44 
5. Mark Young, Oklahoma Christian, 9:10.24 
6. Scott Campbell, Malone OH, 9:11.27 
10,000-METER WALK 
1. Willard Pre1schel, Wisconsin-Parkside, 48:11.40 
2. Mark Manning, Wisconsin-Parkside, 48:11.60 
3. Troy Nelson, Liberty Baptist VA, 49:35.77 
4. Rodney Condon, Wisconsin-Parkside, 49:44.4 
5. Allen James, Western Washington, 50:44.5 
6. Keven Rogers, Wisconsin-Oshkosh, 50:46.32 
MARATHON 
1. Terry Coker, Belmont TN, 2:21.18.8 
2. Jimmy Brackeen, Central State OK, 2:22.03.9 
3. Ken Craycraft, Malone OH, 2:22.30.8 
4. Eric Woodard, Oklahoma Baptist, 2:22.39.7 
5. Brad Nick, Midland NE, 2:24.24.2 
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1. Hampton Institute VA (Charlie Dannelly, Lee Roy Delk, 
Robert Brown, Darryl Skinner), 40.56 
2. Penbroke State NC (Thomas Lee Spencer, James Brown, 
George Pane, Keith McMillian), 40.75 
3. Wayland Baptist TX (Willie Dodd, Ray Smith, Norman 
Brown, Robert Johnson), 40.88 
4. Whitworth WA, 41.16 
5. Southern Arkansas, 41.54 
6. Central State OK, 41.62 
4 X 400 METER RELAY 
1. Azusa Pacific CA (John Shalongo, Doug Laisel, Ted 
Campbell, Innocent Egbunike), 3:09.77 
2. Saginaw Valley State MI (Ricky Brown, Charles White, 
Mike Topolewski, Eddie Brown), 3:10.57 
3. Southern Arkansas (Mendall Glass, Sammy Epps, Cecil 
Bland, Dennis Woodberry), 3:10.57 
4. Pembroke State NC, 3:12.77 
5. Hampton Institute VA, 3:15.77 
6. Central State OH, 3:19.56 
DISCUS 
1. Christian Okoye, Azusa Pacific CA, 57.28 (187-11) 
2. Roger Axelsson, Point Lorna CA, 55.26 (181-4 1/2) 
3. Mark Mason, Hampton Institute VA, 50.50 (165-8) 
4. Torn Audley, Southwestern KS, 48.80 (160-1) 
5. Walter Hamilton, Oklahoma Christian, 48.38 (158-9) 
6. Ron Ponciano, Azusa Pacific CA, 48.16 (158-0) 
LONG JUMP 
1. Aaron Sampson, Southern Utah, 7.81 (25-7 1/2) 
2. Adrian Sampson, Southern Utah, 7L61 (24-11 3/4) 
3. Orville Peterson, Campbell NC, 7.55 (24-9 1/4) 
4. Sammy Epps, Southern Arkansas, 7.51 (24-7 3/4 ) 
5. Will James, Southern Utah, 7.40 (24-3 1/4) 
6. Steve Hughes, Ouachita Baptist AR, 7.33 (24-0 1/2) 
HIGH JUMP 
1. James Hawkins, Tarleton State TX, 2.20 (7-2 3/4) 
2. Orville Peterson, Campbell NC, 2.16 (7-1) 
3. Randy DeBuhr, Midland NE, 2.13 (7-0) 
4. Donald Butler, Mississippi Valley, 2.13 (7-0) 
5. Wayne Wallace, Bethany KS, 2.08 (6-10) 
Dale Hollins, Southern Colorado, 2.08 (6-10) 
HAMMER 
1. Roger Axelsson, Point Lorna CA, 60.82 (199-6) 
2. Mike Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 58.68 (192-6) 
3. Ron Ponciano, Azusa Pacific CA, 58.60 (192-3) 
4. Christian Okoye, Azusa Pacific CA, 54.08 (177-5) 
5. Phil Mann, Azusa Pacific CA, 53.32 (174-11) 
6. John Hunt, Azusa Pacific CA, 51.74 (169-9) 
JAVELIN 
1. Mike Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 79.22, 
(259-11) 
2. Steve Davis, Southwestern KS, 74:04 (242-11) 
3. Dan Thomasson, Pittsburg State KS, 70.12 (230-1) 
4. Richard Johnson, Jamestown ND, 67.26 (220-8) 
iKe Watts, George Fox OR, 63.36 (207-11) 
6. Marty Honea, Point Lorna CA, 63.16 (207-3) 
POLE VAULT 
1. Rory Chilton, Arkansas Tech, 4.9 (16-1) 
2. Brad Nachtigal, Fort Hays State KS, 4.8 (15-9) 
3. Scott Foutch, Kearney State NE, 4.70 (15-5) 
4. Murray Giles, Western Washington, 4.70 (15-5) 
5. Bert White, Southern Colorado, 4.70 (15-5) 
6. Jim Vise, Bethany KS, 4.70 (15-5) 
TRIPLE JUMP 
1. Tommy Stewart, Whitworth WA, 15.33 (50-3 1/2) 
2. Roosevelt Kent, Azusa Pacific CA, 15.04 (49-4) 
3. Chris McCollum, ouachita Baptist AR, 14.96 (49-3/4) 
4. Nick Kohler, Adams State CO, 14.93 (48-11 3/ 4) 
5. Don Bunker, Malone OH, 14.66 (48-1) 
6. Wayne SWeet, Central Washington, 14.47 (47-5 1/2) 
SHOT PUT 
1. Flip Jones, David Lipscomb TN, 17.45 (57-3) 
2. Scott Karr, Pittsburg State KS, 17.36 (56-11 1/2) 
3. Joey Force, Southern Arkansas, 17.24 (56-6 3/4) 
4. Tom Audley, Southwestern KS, 17.13 (56-2 1/2) 
5. Roger Axelsson, Point Lorna CA, 16.89 (55-5) 
6. Bill Gilliespie, Liberty Baptist VA, 16.51 (54-2) 
DECATHLON 
1. Phil Schot, Pacific Lutheran WA, 7542 
2. Doug Loisel, Azusa Pacific CA, 7225 
3. Doug Murray, Defiance OH, 7146 
4. Ted Campbell, Azusa Pacific CA, 7136 
5. Ernest White, Campbell NC, 6997 
6. Shane Paynter, Azusa Pacific CA, 6827 
NOTE: Top 6 individuals in each event and top 3 in each relay were named NAIA All-Americans. 
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
YEAR SITE CHAMPION POINTS RUNNER-UP POINTS 
1952 Abilene, TX Abilene Christian TX --=n- San Diego State CA ~
1953 Abilene, TX South Dakota State 48 Abilene Christian TX 42 
1954 Abilene, TX Abilene Christian TX 39 Texas Southern 33 
1955 Abilene, TX Abilene Christian TX 68 Emporia State KS 44 
1956 San Diego, CA Occidental CA 89 l~_ne_Christian TX 56 
-r95/ San D1ego, CA Occidental CA 148 1/2 Abilene Christian TX 34 
1958 San Diego, CA Occidental CA 93 Winston-Salem State NC 62 
1959 Sioux Falls, so Winston-Salem State NC 56 East Texas State 55 
1960 Sioux Falls, so Winston-Salem State NC 58 East Texas State 45 
1961 Sioux Falls, so Texas Southern 49 Tennessee State 47 
1962 Sioux Falls, so Texas Southern 72 1/2 Emporia State KS 46 
1963 Sioux Falls, SO Maryland State 82 Nebraska-Qnaha 33 
1964 Sioux Falls, SO Emporia State KS 60 North Carolina College 50 
1965 Sioux Falls, SO Southern-Baton Rouge LA 77 North carolina College 40 
- - 1966---sioux-Fal-J:s-,-so Sout:nern-m!t:on Rouge LA 92 Texas Southern 69 
1967 Sioux Falls, SO Southern-Baton Rouge LA 77 Texas Southern 63 
1968 Billings, Ml' Prairie View TX 47 Arkansas AM&N 45 
1969 Billings, Ml' Prairie View TX 69 1/2 Southern-Baton Rouge LA 68 
1970 Billings, Ml' Eastern Michigan 75 Texas Southern 50 :, 
1971 Billings, Ml' Eastern Michigan 65 North carolina Central 43 
98 
"' \ 
1983 Individual Women's Track & Field Results 
100-METER DASH : 1. Sheila Labome, Prairie View A&M TX, 11.89; 2. 
('thia Cason, Hampton Institute VA, 12.11; 3. Eldece Clarke, 
, ._.npton Institute VA, 12.20; 4. Gloria Gregory, Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, 12.35; 5. Linda Lockyer, Simon Fraser CAN, 12.36; 6. 
Cathy Donald, Panhandle State OK, 12.49. 
200-METER DASH : 1. Sheila Labome, Prairie View A&M TX, 24.16; 2. 
Eldece Clarke, Hampton Institute VA, 24.61 ; Cynthia Cason, 
Hampton Institute VA, 24.61; 4. Lori Ewing, Simon Fraser CAN, 
24.91; 5. Michelle Kiefer, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 25.14; 6. Kim 
Robertson, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 25.28. 
400-METER DASH : 1. Easter Gabriel, Prairie View A&M TX, 53.91; 2. 
Norrie McAfee, Prairie View A&M TX, 55.39; 3. Julie Jenkins, 
Adams State CO, 55.71; 4. Jeannette Palmer, Hampton Institute 
VA, 55.74; 5. Pamela Harty, Hampton Institute VA, 56.12; 6. 
Delores Stewart, Westminster MO, 56.23. 
BOO-METER RUN : 1. Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN, 2:09.77 (Record); 
2. Lillie Taylor, Prairie View A&M TX, 2:09.89; 3. Paula Behrendt, 
Moorhead State MN, 2:12.13; 4. Mary Sedall, Adams State CO, 
2:12.49; 5. Cathy Schmidt, Saginaw Valley Ml, 2:13.09; 6. Brynette 
Smith, Prairie View A&M TX, 2:15.08. 
1500-METER RUN : 1. Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN, 4:25.42 
(Record); 2. Pamela Harty, Moorhead State MN, 4:27.28; 3. Cathy 
Schmidt, Saginaw Valley Ml, 4:30.75; 4. Kara ,Hughes, Marquette 
WI , 4:32.54; 5. Denise Falzone, Adams State CO, 4:34.76; 6. Diane 
Help, Marquette WI, 4:37.56. 
3000-METER RUN : 1. Carolyn Shield, Wisconsin Eau-Ciaire, 9:52.09 
(Record); 2. Julie Willoughby, Moorhead State MN, 9:52.55; 3. 
Debbie Spino, Wisconsin-Parkside, 9:58.67; 4. Lesley Tomlinson, 
Simon Fraser CAN, 9:59.19; 5. Anne O'Leary, Eastern Oregon 
State, 1 0:01.03; 6. Bridget Cooke, Western Oregon State, 10:04.01 . 
400-METER HURDLES : 1. Lynn Gamble, Prairie View A&M TX, 58.99 
(Record); 2. Edith Renfro, Prairie View A&M TX, 1:00.09; 3. Wendy 
(
<>lich, Western Washington, 1:01.46; 4. Geraldine Hall, 
f Opolitan Sta~e CO, 1:02.23; 5. Bre.nda Jarvis, Adams State 
v , 1:02.29; 6. Michelle Orton, Empona State KS, 1:03.44. 
MARATHON : 1. Sharon Foster, Adams State CO, 2:58.62.2 
(Record); 2. Liz Garman, Azusa Pacific CA, 3:03.00.2; 3. Penny 
Rosdil, Manchester IN, 3:04.02.6; 4. Kathy Fynan, Marquette WI, 
3:08.42.5; 5. Nadine Price, Linfield OR, 3:11.17.5; 6. Randi 
Johnson, Kansas Wesleyan, 3:13.47.2. 
4 X 100 METER RELAY: 1. Prairie View A&M TX (Lynn Gamble, 
Norrie McAfee, Sheila Labome, Easter Gabriel), 45.06 (Record); 
2. Hampton Institute VA (Thomasina Busch, LaVon Walker, 
Cynthia Cason, Eldece Clarke), 46.34; 3. Adams State CO 
(Connie Calkin, Julie Jenkins, Patty Babkiewich, Lori 
Risenhoover), 47.76; 4. Simon Fraser CAN, 48.17; 5. Wisconsin-
Eau Claire, 48.26; 6. Wayne State NE, 49.01. 
SPRINT MEDLEY RELAY: 1. Prairie View A&M TX (Lynn Gamble, 
Norrie McAfee, Sheila Labome, Easter Gabriel), 1:40.36; 2. 
Adams State CO (Connie Calkin, Julie Jenkins, Patty 
Babkiewich, Lori Risenhoover), 1:43.93; 3. Hampton Institute VA 
(Eidece Clarke, LaVon Walker, Pamela Harvey, Jeannette 
Palmer), 1:44.06; 4. Simon Fraser CAN, 1:46.72; 5. Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire, 1:48.53; 6. Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1:48.83. 
4 X 400 METER RELAY: 1. Prairie VIew A&M TX (Sheila Labome, 
Norrie McAfee, Lynn Gamble, Easter Gabriel), 3:42.39; 2. Adams 
State CO (Connie Calkin, Julie Jenkins, Patty Babkiewich, Lori 
Risenhoover),-3:44.77; 3. Hampton Institute VA (Pamela Harvey, 
Denise Knowles, Thomasina Busch, Jeannette Palmer), 3:48.96; 
4. Simon Fraser CAN, 3:54.26; 5. Bethel KS, 3:54.81 ; 6. 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 3:56.89. 
500il-METER: 1. Linda Marquardt, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 16:53.49 
(Record); 2. Katie Webb, Marquette WI, 17:00.19; 3. Deanna 
Marchello, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 17:10.46; 4. Denise Falzone, 
Adams State CO, 17:11 .57; 5. Julie Willoughby, Moorhead State 
( ·. 17:15.91 ; 6. Laurie Hottinger, Marquette WI, 17:20.5. 
~uOO METER RUN : 1. Linda Marquardt, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
35:17.88 (Record); 2. Cindy Reinhart, Saginaw Valley Ml, 
35:38.27; 3. Bridget Cooke, Western Oregon State, 36:15.95; 4. 
Kathy Bowman, Saginaw Valley Ml, 36:16.66; 5. Annette lsom, 
St. Mary's IN, 36:16.6; 6. Joan Jilka, Fort Hays State KS, 36:23.1. 
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100-METER HURDLES : 1. Thomasina Busch, Hampton Institute VA, 
14.06; 2. Loretta Jeffery, Hampton Institute VA, 14.55; 3. Maria 
Mitchell, East Texas State, 14.63; 4. Kelley Peterson, Wayne 
State NE, 14.81; 5. Julie Fricke, Azusa Pacific CA, 15.02; 6. Lori 
Shepard, Taylor IN, 15.14. 
LONG JUMP: 1. Lori Risenhoover, Adams State CO, 6.18 (20'3'!.''); 
2. Thomasina Busch, Hampton Institute VA, 5.72 (18'9"); 3. Lynn 
Gamble, Prairie View A&M TX, 5.70 (18'8% "); 4. Brenda Jones, 
Arkansas College, 5:57 (18'3 % "); 5. Easter Gabriel , Prairie View 
A&M TX, 5.54 (18'2 "); 6. Jami Shores, Wayland Baptist TX, 5.52 
(18 "1% "). 
HIGH JUMP: 1. Mechele Hebberd, Southern Utah State, 1.73 
(5'8%"); 2. Leanna Jackson, Adams State CO, 1.70 (57"), Cindy 
Pool, Southern Colorado 1.70 (5{7"), Jennifer Schwartz, Western 
Washington, 1.70 (57"); 5. Kelly Keene, Central Wash ington, 
1.67 (5 '5%"); Marguerite Donovan, Westminster MO, 1.67 
(5'5% "). 
HEPTATHLON : 1. Karl Kramme, Midland NE, 4782; 2. Charlotte 
Nelson, Southwest State MN, 4707; 3. Amanda Abshire, Adams 
State CO, 4629; 4. Lori Shepard, Taylor IN, 4600; 5. Brenda Jones, 
Arkansas College, 4567; Joanna Wiggin, Manchester, IN 4567. 
4 X 800 METER RELAY: 1. Moorhead State MN (Katie Class, Traci 
Fie, Paula Behrendt, Pam Harty), 9:00.97; 2. Saginaw Valley Ml 
(Karen Foulds, Colleen Booms, Kelly Vasold, Cathy Shmidt), 
9:06.97; 3. Marquette WI (Beth Olson, Diana Held, Terri Leibfried, 
Kris Keysar), 9:11.68; 4. Pacific Lutheran WA, 9:14.11 ; 5. Midland 
NE, 9:14.44; 6. Western Washington, 9:14.57. 
SHOT PUT: 1. Karen Waddell, Prairie View A&M TX, 15.00 (49'2%") 
(Record); 2. Loretta Fidel, Adams State CO, 14.54 (47'8% "); 3. Sue 
Maceroni, Saginaw Valley Ml, 13.45 (44'1 V. "); 4. Betsy Skibyak, 
Panhandle State OK, 13.22 (43'4% "); 5. Sandra Early, Northwest 
Nazarene ID, 12.89 (42'3% "); 6. Karrie McNair, Hillsdale Ml, 12.88 
(42 "3"). 
DISCUS : 1. Carol Woodside, Hampton Institute VA 46.08 (151'1 "); 2. 
Vandora Wilson, Fort Hays State KS, 43.82 (143"9"); 3. Karen 
Waddell, Prairie View A&M TX, 42.86 (1407''); 4. Rhoda Lint, 
Southwest State MN, 42.80 (140'5"); 5. Corrine DeJong, Azusa 
Pacific CA, 42.72 (140'1 "); 6. Nancy Asche, Concordia NE, 42.50 
(139'5"). 
JAVELIN : 1. Maria Haley; Wayland Baptist TX, 50.00 (164'%"); 2. 
Beth Owens, Califorrya Lutheran, 47.96 (157'4"); 3. Lorna 
Martinson, Central W ashington, 46.28 (151 '10"); 4. Casey 
Giacomazzi, Azusa· Pacific CA, 46.14 (151 '4"); Joan Williamson, 
Western Washington, 42.10 (138'1% "); 6. Melissa Hagel, Valley 
City State ND, 41.68 (136 "9"). 
NOTE: The top 6 individuals in each event and top 3 in each relay 
were named NAJA All-Americans. 
COACH OF THE YEAR: Barbara Jacket, Prairie View A&M TX 
OUTSTANDING FEMALE PERFORMER: Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN 
.I 
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1983 Individual Men's Track & Field Results 
100-METER DASH : 1. Innocent Egbunike, Azusa Pacific CA, 10.34; 
2. Larry Wh ite, Mississippi Val ley State, 10.61 ; 3. Aaron Lang, 
Pittsburg State KS, 10.69; 4. Percy Williams, C. of the Ozarks 
AR, 10.79; 5. Stanley Griffin, Chicago State IL, 10.92; 6. Darryl 
Skinner, Hampton Institute VA, 10.94. 
200-METER DASH: 1. Innocent Egbunik.~, Azusa Pacific CA, 20.94; 
2. Nathania! Sloan, Mississippi Vall'e!y State, 21.03; 3. Aaron 
Lang, Pittsburg State KS, 21.16; 4. Willie Hudson, Alcorn State 
MS, 21 .36; 5. Dennis Woodberry, Southern Arkansas, 21 .37; 6. 
LeRoy Delk, Hampton Institute VA, 21.47. 
110-METER HIGH HURDLES: 1. Robert Johnson, Wayland Baptist TX, 
14.03; 2. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley Ml, 14.14; 3. Warren McGee, 
West mar lA, 14.21; 4. Roosevelt Green, Central State OH, 14.42; 
5. Steve Hughes, Ouachita Baptist AR, 14.56; 6. Mike Hennick, 
Adams State CO, 14.65 
440-METER HURDLES: 1. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley Ml, 50.09 
(Record); 2. Thaddeus Gamble, Prairie View TX, 51.36; 3. Dewitt 
Hale, West Virginia State, 51 .66; 4. Darick Bradley, Pembroke 
State NC, 52.26; 5. Gordon Franklin, Arkansas Tech, 52.66; 6. 
Mike Marinez, Azusa Pacific CA, 52.95. 
400-METER DASH : 1. Willie Hudson, Alcorn, State MS, 46.08; 2. 
Nate Sloan, Mississ ippi Valley, 47:03; 3. Robert Brown, 
Hampton Institute VA, 47.23; 4. Ben Major, Pembroke State NC, 
47.46; 5. Cecil Bland, Southern Arkansas, 47.66; 6. Norman 
Brown, Wayland Baptist TX, 47.95. 
BOO-METER RUN : 1. Darren Harsin, Doane NE, 1:49.48; 2. Randy 
Kolarcik, Simon Fraser CAN, 1 :49.90; 3. Livingstone Marshall, 
Hampton Institute VA, 1:50.09; 4. Rick Brown, Saginaw Valley 
Ml, 1:50.29; 5. Randy White, Francis Marion SC, 1:50.58; 6. 
Kenneth Fisher, Hampton Institute VA, 1:50.66. 
Smith, Norman Brown, Robert Johnson), 40.88; 4. Whitworth /"'.. 
WA, 41.16; 5. Southern Arkansas, 41 .54; 6. Central State OK, 1 \ 
41 .62. 
4 X 400 METER RELAY: 1. Azusa Pacific CA (John Shalongo, Doug 
Laisel, Ted Campbell, Innocent Egbunike), 3:09.77; 2. Saginaw 
Valley State Ml (Ricky Brown, Charles White, Mike Topolewski , 
Eddie Brown), 3:10.57; 3. Southern Arkansas (Mendall Glass, 
Sammy Epps, Cecil Bland, Dennis Woodberry), 3:10.57; 4. 
Pembroke State NC, 3:12.77; 5. Hampton Institute VA, 3:15.77; 6. 
Central State OH, 3:19.56. 
DISCUS : 1. Christian Okoye, Azusa Pacific CA, 57.28 (187'11"); 2. 
Roger Axelsson, Point Lorna CA, 55.26 (181 '4 '12 "); 3. Mark 
Mason, Hampton Institute VA, 50.50 (165'8"); 4. Tom Audley, 
Southwestern KS, 48.80 (160'1 "); 5. Walter Hamilton, Oklahoma 
Christian, 48.38 (158'9"); 6. Ron Ponciano, Azusa Pacific CA, 
48.16 (158'0"). 
LONG JUMP: 1. Aaron Sampson, Southern Utah, 7.81 (25'7'12 "); 2. 
Adrian Sampson, Southern Utah, 7.61 (24'11 % "); 3. Orville 
Peterson, Campbell NC, 7.55 (24'9% "); 4. Sammy Epps, 
Southern Arkansas, 7.51 (247% "); 5. Will James, Southern Utah, 
7.40 (24 '3 v. "); 6. Steve Hughes, Ouachita Baptist AR, 7.33 
(24 ''12 "). 
HIGH JUMP: 1. James Hawkins, Tarleton State TX, 2.20 (7'2 3/•"); 2. 
Orville Peterson, Campbell NC, 2.16 (7'1 "); 3. Randy DeBuhr, 
Midland NE, 2.13 (7'0 "); 4. Donald Butler, Mississippi Valley, 2.13 
(7'0 "); 5. Wayne Wallace, Bethany KS, 2.08 (6'10"); 6. Dale 
Hollins, Southern Colorado, 2.08 (6'10"). 
HAMMER: 1. Roger Axelsson, Point Lorna CA, 60.82 (199'6"); 2. 
Mike Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 58.68 (192'6 "); 3. Ron Ponclano, 
Azusa Pacific CA, 58.60 (192 '3 "); 4. Christian Okoye, Azusa 
Pacific CA, 54.08 (177 '5"); 5. Phil Mann, Azusa Pacific CA, 53.32 
1 ~ :J-M ETER RUN : 1. Alec Ritchie, Simon Fraser CAN, 3:46.06; 2. 
Ron Schippers, Central Washington, 3:46.59; 3. Mike Lambing, 
Southwestern KS, 3:47.26; 4. Peter Graham, Adams State CO, 
3:48.08; 5. Ricky Lozoya, Wayland Baptist TX, 3:48.36; 6. Arzell 
McCoy, Alcorn State MS, 3:48.90. 
(174 '11); 6. John Hunt, Azusa Pacific CA, 51.74 (169 '9"). ( ) 
5000-METER RUN : 1. Mike Maraun, Simon Fraser CAN, 14:16.78; 2. 
Sam Montoya, Adams State CO, 14:20.02; 3. Troy Quellette, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 14:22.94; 4. Pat Billig , Moorhead State MN, 
14:25.24; 5. Dale King, Central Washington, 14:25.59; 6. Don 
Stearns, Eastern Oregon State, 14:26.05. 
JAVELIN : 1. Mike Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 79.22 (259'11"); 2. 
Steve Davis, Southwestern KS, 74.04 (242 '11 "); 3. Dan 
Thomasson, Pittsburg State KS, 70.12 (230'1 "); 4. Richard 
Johnson, Jamestown NO, 67.26 (220 '8"); 5. Mike Watts, George: 
Fox OR, 63.36 (207'11"); 6. Marty Honea, Point Lama CA, 63.16 
(207 '3"). 
POLE VAULT: 1. Rory Chilton, Arkansas Tech, 4.9 (16'1 "); 2. Brad 
Nachtigal, Fort Hays State KS, 4.8 (15 '9 "); 3. Scott Foutch, 
Kearney State NE, 4.70 (15'5 "); 4. Murray Giles, Western 
Washington, 4.70 (15 '5 "); 5. Bert Wh ite, Southern Colorado, 4.70 
10,000-METER RUN : 1. Steve Delano, Southwestern KS, 29:48.36; (15 '5 "); 6. Jim Vise, Bethany KS, 4.70 (15 '5 "). 
2. David Schaufuss, Cumberland KY, 29:53.8; 3. Sam Montoya, 
Adams State CO, 30:05.79; 4. Ronnie Parks, Central State OK, TRIPLE JUMP: 1. Tommy Stewart, Whitworth WA, 15.33 (50'3'12 "); 
30:10.3; 5. John Liese, Metropol itan State CO, 30:11.16; 6. Ricky 2. Roosevelt Kent, Azusa Pacific CA, 15.04 (49 '4 "); 3. Chris 
Silver, Berry GA, 30:11 .56. McCollum, Ouachita Bapt ist AR, 14.96 (49' 3.4 "); 4. Nick Kohler, 
Adams State CO, 14.93 (48'11 % "); 5. Don Bunker, Malone OH, 
STEEPLECHASE: 1. Brad Braunberger, Jamestown, ND, 9:04.41; 2. 14.66 (48'1 "); 6. Wayne Sweet, Central Wash ington, 14.47 
Glenn Magrum, Hillsdale Ml, 9:05.82; 3. Marty Meyer, Malone (47'5'12 "). 
OH. 9:07.33; 4. Steve G.u.ymon,_O.klaboma...Gb.ris1ian,..9:0J.AA;_5 ___________________________ _ 
Mark Young, Oklahoma Christian, 9:10.24; 6. Scott Campbell, SHOT PUT: 1. Flip Jones, David Lipscomb TN, 17.45 (57'3"); 2. 
Malone OH, 9:11 .27. Scott Karr, Pittsburg State KS, 17.36 (56 '11'12 "); 3. Joey Force, 
Southern Arkansas, 17.24 (56'6% "); 4. Tom Audley, 
10,000-METER WALK: 1. Willard Preischel, Wisconsin·Parkside, Southwestern KS, 17.13 (S6 '2'12 "); 5. Roger Axelsson, Point 
48:11.40; 2. Mark Manning, Wisconsin-Parkside, 48:11.60; 3. Troy Lama CA, 16.89 (5S 'S"); 6. Bil Gillespie, Liberty Baptist VA, 16.51 Nelson, Liberty Baptist VA, 49:35. 77; 4. Rodney Condon, (54 •2.). Wisconsin-Parkside, 49:44.4; 5. Allen James, Western 
Washington, 50:44.5; 6. Kevin Rogers, Wisconsin·Oshkosh, DECATHLON : 1. Phil Schot, Pacific Lutheran WA, 7542; 2. Doug 
50:46.32. Loisel, Azusa Pacific CA, 7225; 3. Doug Murray, Defiance OH, 
-------------~--------------·71<t6;-4:-Te-d-campbeii;-Azusa Paci f1c CA-;-H36; 0.Ernest-w nn'';;'e,--
MARATHON : 1. Terry Coker, Belmont TN, 2:21.18.8; 2. Jimmy 6997; 6. Shane Paynter, Azusa Pacific CA, 6827. 
Brackeen, Central State OK, 2:22.03.9; 3. Ken Craycraft, Malone 
OH, 2:22.30.8; 4. Eric Woodard, Oklahoma Baptist, 2:22.39.7; 4. 
Brad Nick, Midland NE, 2:24.24.2; 6. Harv Vande Burgt, Dordt lA, 
2:24.37.8. 
400-METER RELAY: 1. Hampton Institute VA (Charlie Dannelly, Lee 
Roy Delk, Robert Brown, Darryl Skinner), 40.56; 2. Pembroke 
State NC (Thomas Lee Spencer, James Brown, George Pane, 
Keith McMill ian), 40.75; 3. Wayland Bapt ist TX (Willie Dodd, Ray 
NOTE: Top 6 individuals in each event and top 3 in each relay 
were named NAIA All-Americans. 
COACH OF THE YEAR: Terry Franson, Azusa Pacific CA 










3RD ANNUAL - 1983 WOMEN ' S DIVISION 
TEAM SCORING 
1. Prairie View A&M TX ll9 Southern Utah State 10 28. Pacific Lutheran WA 4 
2. Hampton Institute VA 90 Fort Hays State KS 9 Metropolitan State CO 4 
3. Adams State CO 82 California Lutheran 8 30. Wesbninster MO 2 1/ 2 
4. Simon Fraser CAN 42 Central Washington 7 1/ 2 31. Northwest Nazarene ID 2 
5. Saginaw Valley MI 34 Wes ern Oregon 7 St. Mary's IN 2 
Moorhead State MN 34 Manchester IN 7 Linfield OR 2 
7. Wisconsin-Milwaukee 26 21. Arkansas College 6 Eastern Oregon State 2 
a. Marquette WI 24 Southern Colorado 6 Bethel KS 2 
9. Wisconsin-Eau Claire 23 Wisconsin-Parkside 6 36. Hillsdale MI 1 
10. Azusa Pacific CA 16 East Texas State 6 Valley City NO 1 
ll. Western Washington 13 25. Panhandle State OK 5 Kansas Wesleyan 1 
12. Midland NE 12 Taylor IN 5 Concordia NE 1 
Southwest State MN 12 Wayne State NE 5 Emporia State KS 1 
14. Wayland Baptist TX ll 
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS 
100-METER 
1. Shelia Labome, Prairie View A&M TX, 11.89 
2. Cynthia cason, Hampton Institute VA, 12.11 
3. Eldece Clarke, Hampton Institute VA, 12.20 
4. Gloria Gregory, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 12.35 
5. Linda Lockyer, Simon Fraser CAN, 12.36 
6. cathy .Donald, Panhandle State OK, 12.49 
200-METER 
1. Sheila Labome, Prairie View A&M TX, 24.16 
2. Eldece Clarke, Hampton Institute VA, 24.61 
Cynthia Cason, Hampton Institute VA, 24.61 
4. Lori Ewing, Simon Fraser CAN, 24.91 
5. Michelle Kiefer, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 25.14 
6. Kim Robertson, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 25.28 
400-METER 
1. Easter Gabriel, Prairie View A&M TX, 53.91 
2. Norrie McAfee, Prairie View A&M TX, 55.39 
3. Julie Jenkins, Adams State CO, 55.71 
4. Jeannette Palmer, Hampton Institute VA, 55.74 
5. Pamela Harvey, Hampton Institute VA, 56.12 
6. Delores Stewart, Westminster MO, 56.23 
BOO-METER 
1. Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN, 2:09.77 
2. Lillie Taylor, Prairie View A&M TX, 2:09.89 
3. Paula Behrendt, Moorhead State MN, 2:12.13 
4. Mary Sedall, Adams State CO, 2:12.49 
5. cathy Schmidt, Saginaw Valley MI, 2:13.09 
6. Brynette Smith, Prairie View A&M TX, 2:15.08 
1500-METER 
1. Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN, 4:25.42 
2. Pamela Harty, Moorhead State MN, 4:27.28 
3. Cathy Schmidt, Saginaw Valley MI, 4:30.75 
4. Kara Hughes, Marquette WI, 4:32.54 
5. Denise Falzone, Adams State CO, 4:34.76 
6. Diane Help, Marquette WI, 4:37.56 
3000-METER 
1. Carolyn Sheild, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 9:52.09 
2. Julie Willoughby, Moorhead State MN, 9:52.55 
3. Debbie Spino, Wisco'nsin-Parkside, 9:58.67 
4. Lesley Tomlinson, Simon Fraser CAN, 9:59.19 
5. Anne 0 Leary, Eastern Oregon, 10:01 . 03 
6 . Bridget Cooke , Western Oregon, 10:04.1 
5000-METER ' 
1. Linda Marquardt, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 16:53.49 
2. Katie Webb, Marquette WI, 17:00.19 
3. Deanna Marchello, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 17:10.46 
4. Denise Falzone, Adams State CO, 17:11.57 
5. Julie Willoughby, Moorhead State MN, 17:15.91 
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400-METER HURDLES 
1. Lynn Gamble, Prairie View A&M TX, 58.99 
2. Edith Renfro, Prairie View A&M TX, 1:00.09 
3. Wendy Malich, Western Washington, 1:01.46 
4. Geraldine Hall, Metropolitan State CO, 1:02.23 
5. Brenda Jarvis, Adams State CO, 1:02.29 
6. Michelle Orton, Emporia State KS, 1:03.44 
MARATHON 
1. Sharon Foster, Adams State CO, 2:58.62.2 
2. Liz Garman, Azusa Pacific CA, 3:03.00.2 
3. Penny Rosdil, Manchester IN, 3:04.02.6 
4. Kathy Fynan, Marquette WI, 3:08.42.5 
5 . Nadine Price , Linfield OR , 3:11 .17. 5 
6. Randi Johnson, Kansas Wesleyan, 3:13.47.2 
4 X 100 METER RELAY 
1. Prairie View A&M TX (Lynn Gamble, Norrie McAfee, 
Sheila Labome , Easter Gabriel), 45.06 
2. Hampton Institute VA (Thomasina Busch, LaVon Walker, 
Cynthia cason, Eldece Clarke), 46.34 
3. Adams State CO (Connie Calkin, Julie Jenkins, Patty 
Babkiewich, Lori Risenhoover), 47.76 
4. Simon Fraser CAN, 48.17 
5. Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 48.26 
6. Wayne State NE, 49.01 
SPRINT MEDLEY RELAY 
1. Prairie View A&M TX (Lynn Gamble, Norrie McAfee, 
Shelia Labome, Easter Gabriel), 1:40.36 
2. Adams State CO (Connie Calkin, Julie Jenkins, Patty 
Babkiewich, Lori Risenhoover), 1:43.93 
3. Hampton Institute VA (Eldece Clarke, LaVon Walker, 
Pamela Harvey, Jeannette Palmer), 1:44.06 
4. Simon Fraser CAN, 1:46.72 
5. Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 1:48.53 
6. Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1:48.83 
4 X 400 METER RELAY 
1. Prairie View A&M TX (Shelia Labome, Norrie McAfee, 
Lynn Gamble, Easter Gabriel), 3:42.39 
2. Adams State CO (Connie Calkin, Julie Jenkins, Patty 
Babkiewich, Lori Risenhoover), 3:44.77 
3. Hampton Institute VA (Pamela Harvey, Denise Knowles, 
Thomasina Busch, Jeannette Palmer), 3:48.96 
4. Simon Fraser CAN, 3:54.26 
5. Bethel KS, 3:54.81 
6. Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 13:56.89 
4 X 800 METER RELAY 
1. Moorhead State MN (Katie Class, Traci Fie, Paula 
Behrendt, Pam Harty), 9:00.97 
2. Saginaw Valley MI (Karen Foulds, Colleen Booms, 
Kelly Vasold , Cathy Schmidt), 9:06.97 
6. Laurie Hottinger, Marquette WI, 17:20.5 
100-METER HURDLES 
l. Thomasina Busch,Hampton Institute VA, 14.06 
2. Loretta Jeffery, Hampton Institute VA, 14.55 
3. Maria Mitchell, East Texas State, 14.63 
4. Kelley Peterson, Wayne State NE, 14.81 
5. Julie Fricke, Azusa Pacific CA, 15.02 
6. Lori Shepard, Taylor IN, 15.14 
LONG JUMP 
1. Lori Risenhoover, Adams State CO, 6.18 (20-3 l/4) 
2. Thomasina Busch, Hampton Institute VA, 5.72 (18-9) 
3. Lynn Gamble, Prairie View A&M TX, 5.70 (18-8 l/4) 
4. Brenda Jones, Arkansas College, 5.57 (18-3 1/4) 
5. Easter Gabriel, Prairie View A&M TX, 5.54 (18-2) 
6. Jami Shores, Wayland Baptist TX, 5.52 (18-1 l/4) 
HIGH JUMP 
l. Mechele Hebberd, Southern Utah State, l. 73 (5-8 1/4) 
2. Leanna Jackson, Adams State CO, 1.70 (5-7) 
Cindy Pool, Southern Colorado, 1.70 (5-7) 
Jennifer Schwartz, Western Washington, 1.70 (5-7) 
5. Kelly Keene, Central Washington, 1.67 (5-5 3/4) 
Marguerite Donovan, Westminster MO, 1.67 (5-5 3/4) 
HEPTATHLON 
1. Kari Kramme, Midland NE, 4782 
2. Charlotte Nelson, Southwest State MN, 4707 
3. Amanda Abshire, Adams State co, 4629 
4. Lori Shepard, Taylor IN, 4600 
5. Brenda Jones, Arkansas College, 4567 
Joanna Wiggin, Manchester IN, 4567 
3. Marquette WI (Beth Olson, Diana Held, Terri 
Leibfried, Kris Keysar), 9:11.68 
4. Pacific Lutheran~' 9:14.11 
5. Midland NE, 9:14.44 
6. western Washington, 9:14.57 
SHO'l' PUT 
1. Karen Waddell, Prairie View A&M TX, 15.00, 
(49-2 1/2) 
2. Loretta Fidel, Adams State CO, 14.54 (47-8 1/2) 
3. Sue Maceroni, Saginaw Valley MI, 13.45 (44-1 1/2) 
4. Betsy Skibyak, Panhandle State OK, 13.22 (43-4 l/2)_ 
5. Sandra Early, Northwest Nazarene ID, 12.89(42-3 l/2) 
6. Karrie McNair, Hillsdale MI, 12.88 (42-3) 
DISCUS 
1. Carol Woodside, Hampton Institute VA, 46.08 (151-1) 
2. Vandora Wilson, Fort Hays State KS, 43.82 (143-9) 
3. Karen Waddell, Prairie View A&M TX, 42.86 (140-7) 
4. Rhoda Lint, Southwest State MN, 42.80 (140-5 
5. Corrine DeJong, Azusa Pacific CA, 42.72 (140-1) 
6. Nancy Asche, Concordia NE, 42.50 (139-5) 
JAVELIN 
1. Maria Haley, Wayland Baptist TX, 50.00 (164-0 l/2) 
2. Beth Owens, california Lutheran, 47.96(157-4) 
3. Lorna Hartinson, Central Washington, 46.28 (151-10) 
4. Casey Giacomazzi, Azusa Pacific CA, 46.14(151-4 1/2) 
5. Joan Williamson, Western Washington,42.10(138-l · l/2) 
6. Melissa Hagel, Valley City State ND, 41.68(136-9) 
NOTE: The top 6 individuals in each event and top 3 in each relay 1vere named NAIA All-Americans. 











Prairie View TX 
Prairie View TX 
HERBERT B. 1-I.ARETT OUTSTANDING PERFORMER AWARD 
1981 Wendy Burman, Wisconsin-Parkside 
1982 Mary Jaqua, Adams State CO 
1983 Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN 
100-Meter Dash 
Casandra Graham, Prairie View TX, 1982 
200-Meter Dash 
Angel Doyle, Southern LA, 1981 
400-Meter Dash 
Easter Gabriel, Prairie View TX, 1982 
800-Meter Run 
Leah Pells, Simon Fraser CAN, 1983 
1500-Meter Run 







Prairie View TX 
Adams State CO 






1981 LaVerne Sweat, Hampton Institute VA 
1982 Rocky Light, Adams State CO 
1983 Barbara Jacket, Prairie View TX 
NATIONAL MEET RECORDS 
Heptathlon 





4 x 100-Meter Relay 
Prairie View TX(Lynn Gamble,Norrie McAfee, 
Sheila Labome,Easter Gabriel),l983 
Sprint Medley Relay 
45.06 
Prairie View TX(Lynn Gamble,Loretta Edwards, 1:39.32 
casandra Graham,Easter Gabriel), 1982 
4 x 400-~~~r Relay 
Prairie View TX(Sheila Labome,Loretta Edwards, 3:37.82 
Lynn Gamble,Easter Gabriel), 1982 
) 
Carolyn Sheild, Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 1983 9:52.09 
4 x 800-Meter Relay 
Texas Southern (Sandra Scott ,Madonna Redd, 8:54. 3l_, ) 
Towanna Thompson,Cheritta Jackson), 1981 
5000-Meter Run 
Linda Marquardt, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1983 16:53.49 Long JlnTlp 
Lori Risenhoover, Adams State CO,l983 6.18(20-3 l/4) 
10,000-Meter Run 
Llnda Marquardt, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1983 35:17.88 
110 
High JlnTlp 
Svbil Reddirk. 'I'Px"c: ,::,..,,t-horn 1001 , ""Pn II':"' , ,.. , ,,... 
l. Saginaw Valley MI 79 
2. Texas Southern 68 
3. Prairie View TX 48 16. 
4. wayland Baptist TX 31 17. 
5. Hamline MN 27 
6. Azusa Pacific CA 26 
7. Oklahoma Christian 23 
8. Adams State CO 22 
9. Ouachita Baptist AR 21 22. 
10. southwestern KS 16 23. 
ll. Hampton Institute VA 15 
12. Bethany KS 14 
Northwood MI 14 
60-YARD 
1. Innocent Egbunike, Azusa Pacific CA, 6.20 
2. Anthony Daniels, OUachita Baptist AR, 6.30 
3. Renaldo Dawson, Texas Southern, 6.36 
4. Tony McCoy, Harding AR, 6.40 
5. Nat Johnson, Texas Southern, 6.43 
6. Dennis Ketchum, Texas Southern, disq. 
60-YARD HIGH HURDLES 
1. Robert Johnson, Wayland Baptist TX, 7.33 
2. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 7.34 
3. Robert Thomas, Prairie View TX, 7.35 
4. Dennis Beantley, Texas Southern, 7.46 
5. Mike Honnicle, Adams State CO, 7.49 
6. Orville Peterson, Campbell NC, 7.61 
440-YARD 
1. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 48.51 
2. Robert Brown, Hampton Institute VA, 48.67 
3. Tryone Cross, Texas Southern, 48.70 
4. Nigel Gabriel, Texas Southern, 48.81 
5. Scott Anderson, Moorhead State MN, 49.94 
6. Cecil Bland, Southern Arkansas, 50.19 
600-YARD 
1. Eric Pierce, Prairie View TX, 1:12.67 
2. Rick Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 1:12.69 
3. John Wallace, Texas Southern, 1:13.56 
4. Keith Baker, Ouachita Baptist AR, 1:14.67 
5. Tim Mammens, Concordia NE, 1:14.82 
6. Thaddeus Gamble, Prairie View TX, 1:14.82 
880-YARD 
1. Joel Ngetich, Wayland Baptist TX, 1:52.60 
2. Earnest Bell, Prairie View TX, 1:54.63 
3. Eric Pierce, Prairie View TX, 1:54.69 
4. Darren Harsin, Doane NE, 1:54.89 
18TH ANNUAL 
1983 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP MEET 
TEAM SCORING 
Pittsburg State KS 14 26. Central State OK 4 
Virginia State 14 Doane NE 4 
Campbell NC ll Harding AR 4 
Arkansas Tech 10 Loras IA 4 
Fort Hays State KS 10 Wisconsin-Stout 4 
Hillsdale MI 10 31. Kearney State NE 3 
Metropolitan State CO 10 Liberty Baptist VA 3 
Moorhead State MN 10 33. Central Arkansas 2 
Wisconsin-LaCrosse 9 Concordia NE 2 
Manchester IN 6 Henderson State AR 2 
Nebraska Wesleyan 6 Oklahoma Baptist 2 
Whitman WA 6 Southern Arkansas 2 
38. Dordt IA 1 
RESULTS 
'IWJ-MILE 
1. Troy OUellette, Saginaw Valley MI, 9:02.14 
2. Willie Walsh, Pittsburg State KS, 9:07.9 
3. David Mitchell, Whitman w~, 9:10.57 
4. John Liese, Metropolitan State CO, 9:11.34 
5. David Cuadrado, Adams State CO, 9:11.59 
6. Johnnie Engelhardt, Liberty Baptist VA, 9:11.62 
THREE-MILE 
1. Glenn Magrum, Hillsdale MI, 14:09.53 
2. Steve DeLano, Southwestern KS, 14:23.19 
3. Mike Lasley, Saginaw Valley MI, 14:28.42 
4. Phil Kauder, Loras IA, 14:37.82 
5. Tom Zarzycki, Saginaw Valley MI, 14:42.14 
6. Harv VanderBurgt, Dordt IA, 14:50.23 
MILE RELAY 
1. Texas Southern (Carey Lamb, Tyrone Cross, John Wallace, 
Nigel Gabriel), 3:18.87 
2. Ouachita Baptist AR (Anthony Daniels, Loyd Campbell, 
Tyrone Hill, Keith Baker), 3:19.72 
3. Saginaw Valley MI (Craig Tatum, Rick Brown, Gene 
Schroll, Ed Brown), 3:21.43 
4. Hampton Institute VA, 3:21.47 
5. Northwood MI, 3:24.00 
6. Southern Arkansas, 3:26.13 
'IWJ-MILE RELAY 
1. Prairie View TX (Mel Trahan, Ernest Bell, Clifford 
Boyce, Eric Pierce), 7:46.74 
2. Saginaw Valley MI (Ken Plude, William Hill, Rick Brown, 
Ed LaBair), 7:47.19 
3. Wisconsin-LaCrosse (Rick Meister, Aaron Williams, Mike 
Wilkinson, Paul Soto), 7:48.26 
4. Oklahoma Christian, 7:50.15 
5. Liberty Baptist VA, 7:52.71 
6. Hampton Institute VA, 7:53.75 
5. Livingstone Marshall, Hampton Institiute VA, 1:55.37 
6. Ken Plude, Saginaw Valley MI, 1:55.81 
1,000 YARD 
1. Joel Ngetich, Wayland Baptist TX, 2:11.29 
2. Ed LaBair, Saginaw Valley MI, 2:12.75 
3. John Kiser, Adams State CO, 2:13.14 
4. Edward Thornton, Texas Southern, 2:13.37 
5. John Johnson, Pittsburg State KS, 2:13.46 
6. Ricky Lozoya, Wayland Baptist TX, 2:13.70 
MILE RUN 
1. Peter Graham, Adams State CO, 4:08.81 
2. Mike Lambing, Southwestern KS, 4:09.28 
3. Charlie Blueback, !ietropolitan State CO, 4:12.15 
4. webster Peterson, Wisconsin-Stout, 4:14.53 
5. Marc Ryan, Moorhead State MN, 4:15.62 
6. Dan Pavlik, Kearney State NE, 4:15.88 
89 
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY 
1. Oklahoma Christian (Joe Alexander, Mark Clift, Mark 
Young, Steve Guymon), 10:04.69 
2. Saginaw Valley MI (Dave DuMonte, Dave Johnson, John 
Stadwick, Charles Balderstone), 10:11.11 
3. Nebraska Wesleyan (Pat McFadden, Jeff Heng, Ron Moran, 
John Ross), 10:13.34 
4. Pittsburg State KS, 10:15.39 
5. Adams State CO, 10:16.39 
6. Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 10:16.43 
TRIPLE JUMP 
1. David McFadgen, Virginia State, 16.39 (53-9 1/4) 
2. Bradford Johnson, Texas Southern, 15.52 (50-11) 
3. Edward Williams, Prairie View TX, 15.24 (50-1/4) 
4. Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 15.07 (49-5 l/4) 
5. Morgan Tharpe, Texas Southern, 15.07 (49-5 1/4) 
6. Chris McCollum, OUachita Baptist AR, 15.00 (49-2 1/2) 
HIGH JUMP 
1. Orville Peterson, Campbell NC, 2.105 (6-11) 
2. Bryan Richardson, Manchester IN, 1.055 (6-9) 
2. Cliff Holding, Fort Hays State KS, 2.055 (6-9) 
2. Nayne Wallace, Bethany KS, 2.055, (6-9) 
LONG JUMP 
1. James Palmer, Texas Southern, 7.47 (24-6 1/4) 
2. Denny Hensch, Hamline MN, 7.33 (24-1/2) 
3. Bradford Johnson, Texas Southern, 7.31 (24-0) 
2. Dennis Holtz, Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 2.055 (6-9) 
2. Mark Elliston, Oklahoma Baptist, 2.055 (6-9) 
4. David McFadgen, Virginia State, 7.31 (23-11 3/4) 
5. Dan Hunter, Henderson State AR, 7.27 (23-10 1/2) 
6. Jim SOuthwick, Oklahoma Christian, 7.10 (23-3 3/4) 
SHOT PUT 
1. Mike Manders, Hamline MN, 18.01 (59-1) 35-POUND WEIGHT THROW 
2. Paul Kendrick, Hamline MN, 17.17 (56-4) 1. Mike Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 17.02 (55-10) 
3. Brett Ailts, Moorhead State MN, 16.43 (53-11) 2. Mark Negro, Northwood MI, 16.84 (55-3 1/4) 
4. Dan Kenwell, Northwood MI, 16.41 (53-10) 3. Ron Ponciano, Azusa Pacific CA, 15.92 (52-3) 
5. Brian Slater, Central Arkansas, 16.15 (52-11 3/4) 4. Gilbert Hornbeck, Central State OK, 15.76 (51-8 1/2) 
6. Keith King, Prairie View TX, 16.07 (52-8 3/4) 5. Kip van Camp, Bethany KS, 15.26 (50-1) 
6. Jeff Chambers, Oklahoma Baptist, 12.61 (41-4 1/2) 
POLE VAULT 
1. Rory Chilton, Arkansas Tech, 4.95 (16-3) 
2. Kurt Siebold, Oklahoma Christian, 4.87 (16-0) 
3. Jim Vise, Bethany KS, 4.57 (15-0) 
3. Brad Nachtigal, Fort Hays State KS, 4.57 (15-0) 
3. Scott Foutch, Kearney State NE, 4.57 (15-0) 
3. Dave Wenberg, Hamline MN, 4.57 (15-0) 
NCn'E: Top 6 individuals in each event and top 3 in each relay were named NAIA All-Americans. 
YEAR SITE 
1966 Kansas City, 00 
1967 Kansas City, 00 
1968 Kansas City, 00 
1969 Kansas City, 00 
1970 Kansas City, 00 
1971 Kansas City, 00 
1972 Kansas City, 00 
1973 Kansas City, MJ 
1974 Kansas City, MJ 
1975 Greensboro, NC 
1976 Greensboro, NC 
1977 Kansas City, MJ 
1978 Kansas City, MJ 
1979 Kansas City, 00 
1980 Kansas City, MJ 
1981 Kansas City, MJ 
1982 Kansas City, MJ 
1983 Kansas City, 00 
Jackson State MS 
Eastern Michigan 




TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
CHAMPION 
Southern-Baton Rouge LA 
Southern-Baton Rouge LA 




Dallas Baptist TX 
Jackson State MS 
Texas Southern 
Jackson State MS 
Jackson State MS 
Jackson State MS 
Abilene Christian TX/ 
Jackson State MS 
Jackson State MS 
vacant 
Texas Southern 
Saginaw Valley MI 




















ALL-TIME TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS 
southern-Baton Rouge LA 
Texas Southern 




ALL-TIME INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
RUNNER-UP 
Fort Hays State KS 
Texas SOuthern 
Texas Southern 
Prairie View A&M TX 
Prairie View A&M TX 
Dallas Baptist TX 
Prairie View A&M TX 
Eastern New Mexico 
Jackson State MS 
Eastern New Mexico 
Eastern New Mexico 
Oklahoma Christian/ 
Southern-Baton Rouge LA 
Southern-Baton Rouge LA 
(third place) 
Abilene Christian TX 
Prairie View A&M TX 
Jackson State MS 
Texas Southern/ 
Abilene Christian TX 
Texas Southern 
Dallas Baptist TX 
























--·---~ckson . .State. MS ······--··--·--········-24 ...... 
Prairie View TX 22 
·······--Eastern ·Washing ten·····-················· ····-·-·--5·····--·-···~ ···········-Westmont··CA···· ···················-·· ·· -3· 
Ouachita Baptist AR 4 Arkansas Tech 2 
Southern-Baton Rouge LA 18 Concordia NE 3 Central Michigan 2 
Texas Southern 18 Doane NE 3 Delaware State 2 
Adams State CO 12 Emporia State KS 3 Delta State MS 2 
Abilene Christian TX 11 Fresno Pacific CA 3 Grambling LA 2 
Eastern Michigan 11 Harding AR 3 Hillsdale MI 2 
Eastern New Mexico 9 Nebraska-Omaha 3 Kearney State NE 2 
Fort Hays State KS 8 
Oklahoma Christian 8 
wiseonsin-Parkside 7 
North Carolina Central 3 McMurry TX 2 
Northwood MI. 3 Marymount KS 2 
Occidental CA 3 Pembroke State NC 2 
Mississippi Valley 6 Oregon College 3 Pittsburg State KS 2 
Wayland Baptist TX 6 
Angelo State TX 5 
Redlands CA 3 Saginaw Valley MI 2 
St. Cloud State MN 3 u.s. International CA 
Arkansas AM&N 5 Southern California c. 3 Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
Azusa Pacific CA 5 
90 
The following institutions each have had one championship: Alabama State; Alcorn State MS; Biola CA; Campbell NC; 
Carson-Newman TN; Central Arkansas; Central State OK; Dallas Baptist TX; David Lipscomb TN; Dordt IA; Fisk TI~; Frostburg 
State MD; Hamline MN; Hampton Institute VA; Langston OK; Loras IA; Malone OH; Moorhead State MN; Norfolk State VA; North 
Carolina A&T; Northwestern Louisiana; Ottawa KS; Pasadena CA; Simon Fraser Cfu'l; Southeastern Louisiana; Southern-New 
Orleans LA; Southwestern Louisiana; Southwestern Oklahoma; Sul Ross State TX; Tarleton State TX; Virginia State; 
... Whitworth WA; Wisconsin-LaCrosse; Yankton so. 
INDIVIDUAL ~~IONSHIPS-ONE YEAR 
FIVE TITLES FOUR TITLES 
Jackson State MS 
Prairie View TX 
Eastern M1chigan 
Jackson State MS 


























Hobert Butler, Jackson State MS (pole vault, 1975-76-77) 
Ricky Davenport, Southern-Baton Rouge LA (60-yard high hurdles, 1976-77-78) 
John Esquibel, Adams State CO (mile run, 1979-80-81) 
Ray Geter, Prairie View A&M TX (600-yard run, 1972-73-74) 
Frank Gross, Adams State CO (shot put, 1976-77-78) 
Jim Heiring, Wisconsin-Parkside (two mile walk, 1975-76-77) 
John Mason, Fort Hays State KS (mile run, 1966-67-68) 
Van Nelson, St. Cloud State MN (two-mile run, 1966-67-68) 
Joel Ngetich, Wayland Baptist TX (880-yard run, 1981-82-83) 
Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX (pole vault, 1978-79-80) 
Andy Steben, Occidental CA (pole vault, 1967-68-69) 
Evans wnite, Prairie View A&M TX (880-yard run, 1978-79-80) 
OUTSTANDING PERFORMERS 
George Anderson, Texas Southern 
Jim Hines, Texas Southern 
Van Nelson, St. Cloud State MN 
Eric Nesbitt, Eastern Michigan 
Al Feuerbach, Emporia State KS 
Rex Maddaford, Eastern New Mexico 
Ricky Parris, Ma~urry TX 
Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico 
Tonmy Fulton, Texas Southern 
Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico 
Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico 
Gerald Masterson, Ouachita Baptist AR 
Kenneth Brimmer, Jackson State MS(Field) 
John Kebiro, Abilene Christian TX (Track) 
Billy Olson, Abilene Cnristian TX (Field) 
Evans White, Prairie View A&M TX (Track) 
Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX (Field) 
Evans White, Prairie View A&M TX {Track) 
Kevin Jones, Northwood Institute MI 
Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX 



















NATIONAL !'1EET RECORDS 
COACHES OF THE YEAR 
Richard Hill, Southern-Baton Rouge LA 
Richard Hill, Southern-Baton Rouge LA 
Hoover Wright, Prairie View A&M TX 
Robert Parks, Eastern Michigan 
Robert Parks, Eastern Michigan 
Robert Parks, Eastern Michigan 
Cleburne Price, Dallas Baptist TX 
Martin Epps, Jackson State MS 
Dave Bethany, Texas Southern 
Martin Epps, Jackson State MS 
Martin Epps, Jackson State MS 
l'lartin Epps, Jackson State MS 
Martin Epps, Jackson State MS 
Don Hood, Abilene Christian TX 
Martin Epps, Jackson State MS 
vacant 
Dave Bethany, Texas Southern 
Doug Hansen, Saginaw Valley MI 




* Earl Thomas, Jackson State MS, 1976 




* Jerrold Wynia, Dordt IA, 1982 
'IW)...~HLE WALK 
13:57.88 
Jean Louis Ravelomanantsoa, westmont CA, 
1971 (p); Jim Hines, Texas Southern, 1967 * Ray Sharp, Wisconsin-Parkside, 1981 12:56.89 
60-YARD HIGH HURDLES 
* Steve Parker, Abilene Christian TX, 1982 
+Charles Foster, North carolina Central, 1975; 
Rodney Milburn, Southern-Baton Rouge LA, 
1972 (p) 
440-YARD 
* Kevin Jones, Northwood Institute MI, 1981 
600-YARD 
Eugene Sanders, Mississippi Valley State, 
1981 
880-YARD 
* Evans White, Prairie View A&M TX, 1979 
1,000 YARD 







* Prairie View TX (Alvin Scott-Clifton 
Terrell-Evans ~~ite-Joe Johnson), 1980 
+ Southern-Baton Rouge LA (Robert Johnson-
webster Johnson-Everett Mason-Theron Lewis), 
1966 
'IW)...MILE RELAY 
* Prairie View TX (Ray Roberts-Jody Cleveland-
Terrence Ross-Evans White), 1980 
DISTANCE HEDLEY RELAY 
* Oklahoma Christian (Bobby Smith-Gary Tatum-






Joshua Owusu, Angelo State TX, 1972 
2:09.93 91 
7.81 (25-7 1/2) 
MILE RUN 
* Kregg Einspahr, Concordia NE, 1982 
+ John Mason, Fort Hays State KS, 1968 
'IW)-MILE RUN 
* Kregg Einspahr, Concordia NE, 1981 







David McFadgen, Virginia State, 1983 16.39 (53-9 1/4) 
HIGH JUMP 
Mark Norman, Northwood Intitute MI, 1982 2.20 (7-2 3/4) 
SHOT PUT 
Al Feuerbach, Emporia State KS, 1970 19.12 (62-8 3/4 
35 LB. WEIGHT THROW 
Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX, 1982 5. 74 (18-10) Doug Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 1982 19.88 (65-2 3/4) 
ALL-TIME INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS 
George Anderson, Southern LA, 6.0 
James Hines, Texas Southern, 5.9 
Clyde Duncan, Texas Southern, 6.1 
Bobby Brown, Arkansas AM&N, 6.1 
Jack Phillips, Grambling LA, 6.2 
60-YARD DASH 
1975 Earl Thomas, Jackson State MS, 6.0 
1976 Earl Thomas, Jackson State MS, 6.17 
1977 Joe Franklin, Southern-New Orleans LA, 6.32 
1978 Nate Johnson, Hillsdale MI, 6.23 










Jean Louis Ravelomanantsoa, Westmont CA, 
Jean Louis Ravelomanantsoa, Westmont CA, 
Willie McGee, Alcorn State MS, 6.0 
6.0 1980 Alvin Matthias, Adams State CO, 6.1 
6.0 1981 Larry White, Mississippi Valley, 6.22 
Larry Black, North Carolina Central, 6.1 
1982 Freddie Johnson, Hampton Institute VA, 6.18 
1983 Innocent Egbunike, Azusa Pacific CA, 6.20 
60-YARD HIGH HURDLES 
1966 Willie Davenport, Southern LA, 7.1 
1967 Willie Davenport, Southern LA, 7.0 
1968 Roy Hicks, Texas Southern, 7.3 
1969 William Tipton, Eastern Michigan, 7.4 
1970 Rodney Milburn, Southern LA, 7.1 
1971 Fuller Cherry, Arkansas AM&N, 7.4 
1972 Rodney Milburn, Southern LA, 7.0 
1973 Rodney Milburn, Southern LA, 7.0 
1974 Charles Foster, North Carolina Central, 7.3 
1966 Theron Lewis, Southern LA, 48.9 
1967 Oliver Ford, Southern LA, 49.2 
1968 Henry Smothers, Arkansas AM&N, 49.3 
1969 Fred Newhouse, Prairie View TX, 49.5 
1970 Fred Newhouse, Prairie View TX, 48.6 
1971 Alvin Dotson, Prairie View TX, 49.7 
1972 Larry Stinson, Southwestern Oklahoma, 49.7 
1973 Larry Ellis, Jackson State MS, 50.2 
1974 Steve Nichols, Adams State CO, 49.5 
1966 Henry Brown, Southern LA, 1:14.1 
1967 Larry Dillon, Texas Southern(746 yds), 1:37.5 
1968 Thurman Boggess, Prairie View TX, 1:13.4 
1969 Pat Bynoe, Eastern Michigan, 1:13.0 
1970 Paul Blalock, Yankton SD, 1:13.0 
1971 Larry Zaragoza, Adams State CO, 1:12.2 
1972 Ray Geter, Prairie View TX, 1:12.2 
1973 Ray Geter, Prairie View TX, 1:12.4 
1974 Ray Geter, Prairie View TX, 1:12.2 
1975 Charles Foster, North Carolina Central, 6.9 
1976 Ricky Davenport, Southern LA, 7.34 
1977 Ricky Davenport, Southern LA, 7.33 
1978 Ricky Davenport, Southern LA, 7.26 
1979 Edgar Fordham, Southern LA, 7.26 
1980 Steve Parker, Abilene Christian TX, 7.2 
1981 Dwayne Allen, Harding AR, 7.46 
1982 Steve Parker, Abilene Christian TX, 7.19 
1983 Robert Johnson, Wayland Baptist TX, 7.33 
440-YARD DASH 
1975 Lawrence Davis, Norfolk State VA, 49.50 
1976 Jim Bloomingburg, David Lipscomb TN, 49.75 
1977 David Law, Langston OK, 48.94 
1978 Dennis Ducksworth, Jackson State MS, 49.19 
1979 Theodore Davis, Prairie View TX, 49.5 
1980 Vacated 
1981 Kevin Jones, Northwood Institute MI, 47.35 
1982 Kevin Jones, Northwood Institute MI, 48.27 
1983 Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley MI, 48.51 
600-YARD RUN 
1975 Aubrey Wilson, Fisk TN, 1:12.52 
1976 Robert Bryant, Delaware State, 1:11.90 
1977 Gerald Masterson, Ouachita Baptist AR, 1:09.97 
1978 Rickey Myles, Jackson State MS, 1:12.01 
1979 Robert Bryant, Delaware State, 1:12.68 
1980 Joe Johnson, Prairie View TX, 1:12.23 
1981 Eugene Sanders, Mississippi Valley, 1:09.63 
1982 Eugene Sanders, Mississippi Valley, 1:11.66 
1983 Eric Pierce, Saginaw Valley MI, 1:12.67 
880-YARD RUN 
1966 Jack Harms, Fort Hays State KS, 1:55.9 1975 Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico, 1:55.40 
---------i~~~--~~i~!?~~;~o~!1~i!h~~~&l~l1_fx7=·t~5~:·a··-- --------~---~-------1~~--~i~l~--~H~~%~ri;--~~~-~ ~i-:~~i-~~~-;--i-~~~:~; .. --····--·------·-·· 
1969 Felix Johnson, Prairie View TX, 1:55.1 1978 Evans White, Prairie View TX, 1:54.16 
1970 Cornelius Shoaf, Grambling LA, 1:56.1 1979 Evans White, Prairie View TX, 1:51.69 
1971 Thomas Bryan, Loras IA, 1:55.8 1980 Evans White, Prairie View TX, 1:51.34 
1972 Bruce Vogel, Oregon College, 1:55.4 1981 Joel Ngetich, Wayland Baptist TX, 1:53.04 
1973 Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico, 1:57.4 1982 Joel Ngetich, Wayland Baptist TX, 1:52.03 
1974 Tommy Fulton, Texas Southern, 1:57.0 1983 Joel Ngetidh, Wayland Baptist TX, 1:52.60 
1966 Bruce carter, Texas Southern, 2:14.6 
1967 Terry Morman, Eastern Michigan, 2:13.0 
1968 Eric Nesbitt, Eastern Michigan, 2:12.2 
1969 Eric Nesbitt, Eastern Michigan, 2:12.5 
1970 Kenth Andersson, u.s. International CA, 2:12.2 
1971 Steve Boehmer, Fort Hays State KS, 2:14.1 
1972 Don Hampton, Simon Fraser CAN, 2:15.1 
1973 Jon Nelson, Fort Hays State KS, 2:12.9 
1974 Dennis Biel, Wisconsin-Parkside, 2:11.5 
1,000-YARD RUN 
92 
1975 Jeff Cushing, Pembroke StateNC, 2:18.40 
1976 Richard Newman, Texas Southern, 2:11.22 
1977 Richard Newman, Texas Southern, 2:09.93 
1978 Gerald Masterson, Ouachita Baptist AR, 2:14.44 
1979 Michael Watson, Jackson State MS, 2:13.33 
1980 Michael Watson, Jackson State MS, 2:11.17 
1981 Clifton Perry, Texas Southern, 2:13.53 
1982 Joel Ngetich, Wayland Baptist TX, 2:11.02 
1983 Joel Ngetidh, Wayland Baptist TX, 2:11.29 
1966 John Mason, Fort Hays State KS, 4:20.5 
1967 John Mason, Fort Hays State KS, 4:14.0 
1968 John Mason, Fort Hays State KS, 4:06.0 
1969 Jim Crawford, Harding AR, 4:10.7 
1970 Dennis Savage, Westmont CA, 4:11.5 
1971 Bob Maplestone, Eastern washington, 4:10.5 
1972 Bob Maplestone, Eastern Washington, 4:13.9 
1973 Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico, 4:12.3 
1974 Tommy Fulton, Texas Southern, 4:11.3 
1966 van Nelson, St. Cloud State MN, 9:06.7 
1967 van Nelson, St. Cloud State MN, 9:04.0 
1968 Van Nelson, St. Cloud State MN, 8:53.1 
1969 David Ellis, Eastern Michigan, 8:54.9 
1970 David Ellis, Eastern Michigan, 9:00.5 
1971 Rex Maddaford, Eastern New Mexico, 8:47.7 
1972 Rex Maddaford, Eastern New Mexico, 8:49.0 
1973 Jeff Mathews, U.S. International CA, 8:57.6 
1974 Tony Brien, Marymount KS, 8:58.8 
1979 Fred Torneden, Fort Hays State KS, 14:08.42 
1980 Tim Terrill, Adams State CO, 14:03.33 
1981 Joel Marchand, Malone OH, 13:59.86 
1972 Steve Tyrer, Oregon College, 14:50.3 
1973 Steve Tyrer, Oregon College, 15:04.1 
1974 Ed Bouldin, Southern California College, 14:37.8 
1975 Jim Heiring, Wisconsin-Parkside, 14:14.6 
1976 Jim Heiring, Wisconsin-Parkside, 14:07.30 
1977 Jim Heiring, Wisconsin-Parkside, 13:39.8 
1966 Southern LA(Robert Johnson,Webster Johnson, 
Everett Mason,Theron Lewis), 3:15.0 
1967 Arkansas AM&N(Henry Smothers,Harold Francis, 
Walter Smith,Elbert Stinson), 3:17.3 
1968 Prairie View TX(Fred Newhouse,Henry Henderson, 
Alvin Dotson,Finnis Taylor), 3:19.2 
1969 Arkansas AM&N(Henry Smothers,Earl Goldman, 
McArthur McLaughlin,Harold Francis), 3:17.1 
1970 Prairie View TX(Jesse Ball,Henry Henderson, 
Alvin Dotson,Fred Newhouse), 3:1.9.9 
1971 Prairie View TX(Roland Martin,Morlin Wade, 
Alvin Dotson,Henry Henderson), 3:21.1 
1972 Nebraska-Omaha(George Davis,Gary Bragdon, 
Willie Bob Johnson,Craig Forney), 3:21.7 
1973 Jackson State MS(Robert Hulbert,Barney King, 
Larry Ellis,Joe Washington), 3:21.2 
1974 Mississippi Valley(Douglas Davis,Arthur Davis, 
Thomas Mallard,Warren Brown), 3:20.2 
1966 Pittsburg State KS(Thorn Wilkins,Johnny Fite, 
Greg Wilson,Don Hemme), 8:08.0 
1967 Eastern Michigan(Ray Pihalja,Randy Hillman, 
John Daniel,Terry Norman), 7:55.0 
1968 Eastern Michigan(Glenn Dusek,John Carroll, 
Randy Hillman,Eric Nesbitt), 7:56.8 
1969 Eastern Michigan(Glenn Dusek,Wayne Seiler, 
Roger Tremblay,Eric Nesbitt), 7:56.8 
1970 Kearney State NE(Tim Enck,Nate Butler, 
Wayne Phillips,Rich Molczyk), 7:53.8 
1971 Eastern Michigan(Marvin Lynch,Fred LaPlante, 
Floyd Wells,wayne Seiler), 7:50.4 
1972 Nebraska-Omaha(Tom McCormick,Bill Woods, 
Dave Michaels,Mike McCormick), 7:50.0 
1973 Nebraska-Omaha(Greg Rosenbaum,Mark Wayne, 
Dave Michaels,Tom McCormick), 7:50.9 
1974 Prairie View TX(Cornell ~vans,Tommy Pippins, 
Cleophus Sharpe,Ray Geter), 7:45.2 
MILE RUN 
1975 Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico, 4:16.99 
1976 Mike Boit, Eastern New Mexico, 4:11.39 
1977 Jim Hanson, Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 4:12.03 
1978 John Kebiro, Abilene Christian TX, 4:11.44 
1979 John Esquibel, Adams State co, 4:14.46 
1980 John Esquibel, Adams State co, 4:08.15 
1981 John Esquibel, Adams State CO, 4:08.15 
1982 Kregg Einspahr, Concordia NE, 4:06.34 
1983 Peter Graham, Adams State CO, 4:08.81 
'liD-MILE RUN 
1975 Tony Brien, Marymount KS, 8:55.50 
1976 Desmond O'Connor, Angelo State TX, 9:10.74 
1977 John Kebiro, Eastern New Mexico, 8:51.98 
1978 John Kebiro, Abilene Christian TX, 9:01.49 
1979 Ron Graham, Moorhead State MN, 9:17.13 
1980 Kregg Einspahr, Concordia NE, 9:01.64 
1981 Kregg Einspahr, Concordia NE, 8:50.88 
1982 Pat Porter, Adams State CO, 8:51.13 
1983 Troy Ouellette, Saginaw Valley MI, 9:02.14 
THREE-MILE RUN 
1982 Jerrold WYnia, Dordt IA, 13:57.88 
1983 Glenn Magrum, Hillsdale MI, 14:09.53 
'IID-MILE WALK 
1978 Carl Schueler, Frostburg State MD, 13:53.62 · 
1979 John Van Den Brandt, Wisconsin-Parkside, 13:10.43 
(one lap short) 
1980 Jeff Ellis, Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 13:53.35 
1981 Ray Sharp, Wisconsin-Parkside, 12:56.89 
1982 Torn Edwards, Wisconsin-Parkside, 13:32.71 
MILE RELAY 
'liD-MILE 
1975 Mississippi Valley(Thomas Mallard,Arthur Davis, 
George Johnson,Douglas Davis), 3:23.70 
1976 Texas Southern(Lendor Scott,Richard Newman, 
Ernest Pough,Charles Whigham), 3:20.81 
1977 Southern LA(Jesse Johnson,Fred Hall, 
Nathaniel Epps,Kenneth August), 3:16.24 
1978 Southern LA(Nathaniel Epps,Ken August, 
Fred Hall,Jesse Johnson), 3:18.92 
1979 Southern LA(Ken August,Anthony Cummings, 
Jesse Johnson,Gregory Issac), 3:19.45 
1980 Prairie View TX(Alvin Scott,Clifton Terrell, 
Evans White,Joe Johnson), 3:17.09 
1981 Texas Southern(Clifton Perry,Kenneth Williams, 
John Wallace,Tyrone Cross), 3:17.21 
1982 Mississippi Valley(Larry White, Nat Sloan, 
Randolph Dixon,Eugene Sanders), 3:17.22 
1983 Texas Southern(Carey Lamb,Tyrone Cross, 











Jackson State MS(George Handy,Aubrey Steward, 
Leroy Bell,Keith Lee), 7:53.7 
Oklahoma Christian(Bobby Smith,Steve Wolfe, 
Ron Stageland,Wayne Long), 7:49.77 
Jackson State MS(George Handy,Dan Watson, 
Joe Whitley, Keith Lee), 7:42.39 
Jackson State MS(Dan Watson,Michael Watson, 
David Melton,Joe Whitley), 7:44.14 
Oklahoma Christian(Gary Tatum,Tom Snider, 
Tom Story,Bobby Smith), 7:48.11 
Prairie View TX(Ray Roberts,Jody Cleveland, 
Terrence Ross,Evans White), 7:42.02 
Jackson State MS(Robert Wilson,Anthony Appoy, 
Napoleon Hooks,Michael Watson), 8:05.3 
Doane NE(Brian Commins,Shane Peterson, 
John Cox,Dan Riley), 7:48.58 
Prairie View TX(Mel Teahan,Ernest Bell, 
Clifford Boyce,Eric Pierce), 7:46.74 
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY 
1977 Oklahoma Christian(Bobby Smith,Gary Tatum, 
Ron Stageland,Steve Wolfe), 10:01.00 
1978 Oklahoma Christian(Milt Gilliam,Gary Tatum, 
Ron Love,Dave Cooper), 10:12.52 
1979 Oklahoma Christian(Gary Tatum,Tom Snider, 
Bobby Smith,Tom Story), 10:09.44 
1980 Jackson State MS(Ronnie Jackson,Alvin Jackson, 
Anthony Appoy,Michael Watson), 10:12.48 
1966 Joe Neihardt, Central Michigan, 15-2 
1967 Andy Steben, Occidental CA, 15-6 
1968 Andy Steben, Occidental CA, 15-6 
1969 Andy Steben, Occidental CA, 15-6 
1970 Curt Hisaw, Eastern Washington, 15-6 1/2 
1971 Rickey Parris, McMurry TX, 15-7 
1972 Rickey Parris, McMurry TX, 16-8 1/4 
1973 Steve Hardison, Fresno Pacific CA, 15-9 
1974 Steve Hardison, Fresno Pacific CA, 15-4 
1975 Hubert Butler, Jackson State MS, 15-8 1/2 
1981 Oklahoma Christian(Greg Norman,Blake Smith, 
Tony Yates,Jerry Bellrnyer), 10:11.23 
1982 Central State OK(Kenny King,Robert Diggs, 
Rick Baker,Charlie cedeno), 10:12.73 
1983 Oklahoma Christian(Joe Alexander,Mark Clift, 
Mark Young,Steve Guymon),l0:04.69 
POLE VAULT 
1976 Hubert Butler, Jackson State MS, 16-0 
1977 Hubert Butler, Jackson State MS, 17-1 
1978 Frank Estes, Abilene Christian TX, 16-6 
Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX, 16-6 
1979 Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX, 17-6 1/2 
1980 Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX, 17-6 1/2 
1981 Brad Pursley, Abilene Christian TX, 17-0 1/2 
1982 Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX, 5.74(18-10) 
1983 Rory Chilton, Arkansas Tech, 4.95(16-3) 
35 LB. WEIGHT THROW 
1981 Doug Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 59-1 1/4 1983 Mike Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 17.02(55-10) 
1982 Doug Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 19.88(65-2 3/4) 
1977 Moise Pomaney, Tarleton State TX, 52-3 
1978 Kenneth Brimmer, Jackson State MS, 52-10 1/4 
1979 Bill McClellon, Abilene Christian TX, 51-1 3/4 
1980 Larry Perkins, Jackson State MS, 49-7 3/4 
1966 Richard Boeringer, Emporia State KS, 23-2 
1967 Harvey Nairn, Southern LA, 24-7 3/4 
1968 Jerry Proctor, Redlands CA, 25-2 
1969 David Johnson, Central Arkansas, 23-10 3/4 
1970 Jerry Proctor, Redlands CA, 25-4 3/4 
1971 Jerry Proctor, Redlands CA, 25-4 3/4 
1972 Joshua Owusu, Angelo State TX, 25-7 1/2 
1973 Joshua Owusu, Angelo State TX, 24-8 1/2 
1974 J.O. Amoah, Eastern New Mexico, 24-5 3/4 
1966 Tom Bateman, Harding AR, 6-7 
1967 John Hartfield, Texas Southern, 7-1 
1968 Lloyd Higgins, Pasadena CA, 6-10 
1969 Phil Kastens, Whitworth ~. 6-6 
1970 Jackie Causey, Southwestern Louisiana, 6-8 
1971 Jim Sobieszcyk, Kearney State NE, 6-8 
1972 Walden Curry, Delta State MS, 7-0 
1973 Walden Curry, Delta State MS, 6-10 
1974 David Phillips, Pembroke State NC, 6-11 
1966 Elvin Bethea, North carolina A&T, 56-7 
1967 Fred Davis, Doane NE, 54-10 1/4 
1968 Fred Davis, Doane NE, 54-6 3/4 
1969 Al Feuerbach, Emporia State KS, 57-5 1/2 
1970 Al Feuerbach, Emporia State KS, 62-8 3/4 
TRIPLE JUMP 
1981 Cary Tyler, Biola CA, 52-2 3/4 
1982 Britt Courville, Texas Southern, 15.90(52-2) 
1983 David McFadgen, Virginia State, 16.39(53-9 1/4) 
LONG JUMP 
1975 Donald Dykes, Southwestern Louisiana, 24-7 
1976 Mike Brown, Northwestern Louisiana, 24-8 1/2 
1977 Larry Cooke, Carson-Newman TN, 24-11 
1978 Dennis Trott, Jackson State MS, 25-1 
1979 Dennis Trott, Jackson State MS, 24-9 1/4 
1980 Ricky Smith, Alabama State, 23-11 
1981 Britt Courville, Texas Southern, 24-4 3/4 
1982 James Palmer, Texas Southern, 7.31(23-11 3/4 
1983 James Palmer, Texas Southern, 7.47(24-6 1/4) 
HIGH JUMP 
1975 British Tharpe, Dallas Baptist TX, 6-10 
1976 Clark Godwin, Jackson State MS, 6-10 
1977 Dwight Stoppel, Fort Hays State KS, 6-9 
1978 Bob Bayless, Oklahoma Christian, 6-10 
1979 Vic White, Eastern Washington, 7-1 1/2 
1980 Vic White, Eastern Washington, 7-2 
1981 Albert Peacock, Ottawa KS, 7-0 
1982 Mark Norman, Northwood Institute MI, 2.20(7-2 3/4) 
1983 Orville Peterson, Campbell NC, 2.105(6-11) 
SHOT PUT 
1975 Don Turri, Southern california College, 58-3 1/2 
1976 Frank Gross, Adams State co, 58-6 
1977 Frank Gross, Adams State CO, 61-3 3/4 
1978 Frank Gross, Adams State CO, 60-7 
1979 Paul White, Arkansas Tech, 61-1 1/2 
-------~71---&-ieh--Haraaway r-SU1--Ross--State-TX1 -'57-3------
1972 Dennis Anderson, Fresno Pacific CA, 56-7 
1973 Wally Autem, Pittsburg State KS, 56-7 1/2 
1974 Don Turri, Southern california College, 58-3 
-------------- -----198(}-Harold---bedetT-Ange-lo-Stat-e-'l'X,--59-8-1-/2-----------------
1981 Harold Ledet, Angelo State TX, 60-11 3/4 
1982 Doug Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 17.54(57-6 3/4) 
1/2 1983 Mike Manders, Hamline MN, 18.01(59-1) 
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Texas Southern, Saginaw Valley 
Repeat Indoor Championships 
For the second straight year 
Saginaw Valley Ml and Texas 
Southern came away with team 
titles in the NAIA National Indoor 
Track and Field championships 
held in Kansas City's Municipal 
Auditorium. 
Led by Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley 
won the 18th annual men's 
division team title by piling up 79 
points while Texas Southern's 111 
points was more than enough for 
top honors in the 3rd annual 
women's division meet. 
Brown won the 440-yard dash, was 
second in the 60-yard high 
hurdles, took fourth in the triple 
jump and anchored Saginaw's 
mile relay to a third place finish. 
However, outstanding performer 
honors went to Joel Ngetich of 
Wayland Baptist TX who won the 
880 and 1,000 yard runs for the 
second year in a row. 
C Kathrene Wallace of Texas Southern won two events - 60 yard dash and long jump - in 
.-
pacing the Lady Tigers to their 
second title. Named as the meet's 
outstanding performer was 
Saginaw Valley's Cathy Schmidt, 
who established NAIA meet 
records in the 880 and 1,000 yard 
runs and was a double winner and 
MVP also for the second year in a 
row. 
In the men's division only one 
record was set - David 
McFadgen of Virginia State bested 
the former record in the triple 
jump by nearly a foot - while in 
the women's division nine records 
fell in the 14 events. 
Karen Waddell of Prairie View 
A&M TX became the first three-
time winner in the women's 
division with another record-
setting throw in the shot put. Her 
toss of 49-4 upped that event 
record for the third time in 
three years. 
The meet was televised nationally 
by the USA Cable Network. ~ 
Joel Ngetich (left) of Wayland Baptist TX and Cathy Schmidt (right) of Saginaw Valley Ml ... 
outstanding performers in NAtA Indoor Track & Field Championships. 
MEN'S INDOOR 
TRACK & FIELD RESULTS 
Team Scoring 
1. Saginaw Valley Ml 79 
2. Texas Southern 68 
3. Prairie View TX 48 
4. Wayland Baptist TX 31 
5. Hamline MN 27 
6. Azusa Pacific CA 26 
7. Oklahoma Christian 23 
8. Adams State CO 22 
9. Ouachita Baptist AR 21 
10. Southwestern KS 16 
11. HamptonlnstituteVA 15 
12. Bethany KS 14 
Northwood Ml 14 
Pittsburg State KS 14 
Virginia State 14 
16. Campbell NC 11 
17. Fort Hays State KS 10 
Moorhead State M N 10 
Metropolitan State CO 10 
Hillsdale Ml 10 
Arkansas Tech 10 
22. Wisconsin-LaCrosse 9 
23. Manchester IN 6 
Whitman WA 6 
Nebraska Wesleyan 6 
26. Central State OK 4 
Doane NE 4 
Harding AR 4 
Loras lA 4 
Wisconsin-Stout 4 
31. Kearney StateN E 3 
Liberty Baptist VA 3 
33. Concordia NE 2 
Oklahoma Baptist 2 
Central AR 2 
Southern AR 2 
Henderson State AR 2 
38. Dordt lA 1 
WOMEN'S INDOOR 
TRACK & FIELD RESULTS 
Team Scoring 
1. Texas Southern 
2. Prairie View TX 
3. Adams State CO 
4. Saginaw Valley Ml 
5. Hampton Institute VA 
6. Marquette WI 
7. Wisconsin-LaCrosse 
8. Moorhead State MN 
9. Midland Lutheran NE 
10. Nebraska Wesleyan 
11. Fort Hays State KS 
12. Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
13. Wisconsin-Eau Claire 
14. Wisconsin-Parkside 
Emporia State KS 
16. Kearney State N E 



















60-YARD DASH: 1. Innocent Egbunike, 
Azusa Pacific CA, 6.20; 2. Anthony 
Daniels, Ouachita Baptist AR, 6.30; 3. 
Renaldo Dawson, Texas Southern, 
6.36; 4. Tony McCoy, Harding AR, 
6.40; 5. Nat Johnson, Texas Southern, 
6.43; 6. Dennis Ketchum, Texas 
Southern, Disqualified. 
60-YARD HIGH HURDLES: 1. Robert 
Johnson, Wayland Baptist TX, 7.33; 2. 
Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley Ml, 7.34; 3. 
Robert Thomas, Prairie View TX, 7.35; 
4. Dennis Brantley, Texas Southern, 
7.46; 5. Mike Honnicle, Adams State 
CO, 7.49; 6. Orville Peterson, 
Campbell NC, 7.61. 
440-YARD DASH: 1. Ed Brown, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 48.51; 2. Robert 
Brown, Hampton Institute VA, 48.67; 
3. Tyrone Cross, Texas Southern, 
48.70; 4. Nigel Gabriel, Texas 
Southern, 48.81; 5. Scott Anderson, 
Moorhead State MN, 49.94; 6. Cecil 
Bland, Southern Arkansas, 50.19. 
600-YARD RUN: 1. Eric Pierce, Prairie 
View TX, 1:12.67; 2. Rick Brown, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 1:12.69; 3. John 
Wallace, Texas Southern, 1:13.56; 4. 
Keith Baker, Ouachita Baptist AR, 
1:14.67; 5. Tim Mommens, Concordia 
NE, 1:14.82; 6. Thaddeus Gamble, 
Prairie View TX, 1:14.82. 
880-YARD RUN: 1. Joel Ngetich, 
Wayland Baptist TX, 1:52.60; 2. 
Earnest Bell, Prairie View TX, 1 :54.63; 
3. Eric Pierce, Prairie View TX, 1 :54.69; 
4. Darren Harsin, Doane N E, 1 :54.89; 
5. Livingstone Marshall, Hampton 
Institute VA, 1 :55.37; 6. Ken PI ude, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 1:55.81. 
1000-YARD RUN: 1. Joel Ngetich, 
Wayland Baptist TX, 2:11.29; 2. Ed La 
Bair, Saginaw Valley Ml, 2:12.75; 3. 
John Kiser, Adams State CO, 2:13.14; 
4. Edward Thorton, Texas Southern, 
2:13.37; 5. John Johnson, Pittsburg 
State KS, 2:13.46; 6. Ricky Lozoya, 
Wayland Baptist TX, 2:13.70. 
MILE RUN: 1. Peter Graham, Adams 
State CO, 4:08.81; 2. Mike Lambing, 
Southwestern KS, 4:09.28; 3. Charles 
Bluback, Metropolitan State CO, 
4:12.15; 4. Webster Peterson, 
Wisconsin-Stout, 4:14.53; 5. Marc 
Ryan, Moorhead State MN, 4:15.62; 6. 
Dan Pavlik, Kearney State NE, 4:15.88. 
TWO-MILE RUN: 1. Troy Ouellette, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 9:02.14; 2. Willie 
Walsh, Pittsburg State KS, 9:07.9; 3. 
David Mitchell, Whitman WA, 9:10.57; 
4. John Liese, Metropolitan State CO, 
9:11.34; 5. David Cuadrado, Adams 
State CO, 9:11.59; 6. Johnny 
Engelhardt, Liberty Baptist VA, 
9:11.62. 
THREE-MILE RUN: 1. Glenn Magrum, 
Hillsdale Ml, 14:09.53; 2. Steve 
Delano, Southwestern KS, 14:23.19; 3. 
Mike Lasley, Saginaw Valley Ml, 
14:28.42; 4. Phill Kauder, Loras lA, 
14:37.82; 5. Tom Zarzycki, Saginaw 
Valley Ml, 14:42.14; 6. Harv 
VanderBurgt, Dordt lA 14:50.23. 
MILE RELAY: 1. Texas Southern 
(Carey Lamb, Tyrone Cross, John 
Wallace, Nigel Gabriel) 3:18.87; 2. 
Ouachita Baptist AR (Anthony 
Daniels, Loyd Campbell, Tyrone Hill, 
Keith Baker) 3:19.72; 3. Saginaw 
Valley Ml (Craig Tatum, Rick Brown, 
Gene Schroll, Ed Brown) 3:21.43; 4. 
Hampton Institute VA, 3:21.47; 5. 
Northwood Ml, 3:24.00; 6. Southern 
Arkansas, 3:26.13. 
TWO-MILE RELAY: 1. Prairie View TX 
(Mel Trahan, Ernest Bell, Clifford 
Boyce, Eric Pierce) 7:46.74; 2. 
Saginaw Valley Ml (Ken Plude, 
William Hill, Rich Brown, Ed LaBair) 
7:47.19; 3. Wisconsin-LaCrosse (Rick 
Meister, Aaron Williams, Mike 
Wilkinson, Paul Soto) 7:48.26; 4. 
Oklahoma Christian, 7:50.15; 5. 
Liberty Baptist VA, 7:52.71 ; 6. 
Hampton Institute VA, 7:53.75. 
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY: 1. 
Oklahoma Christian (Joe Alexander, 
. . 
· · Women's Indoor Track & Field Championships . -
. . 
60-YARD DASH: 1. Kathrene Wallace, Texas Southern, 56.87; 2. Lynn 880-YARD RUN: 1. Cathy Schmidt, 
( ----.._, 
, \ 
Texas Southern, 6.91; 2. Sheila Gamble, Prairie View, TX, 57.39; 3. Saginaw Valley Ml, 2:15.85 (NAIA 
LaBome, Prairle'iliewT)\,6-:-9-6;3·-. ----r.Ju:7.1'-ie,...:.JenK'i'ns~Adams State c-0~57-:-5-5;-----Record: Former recora-2:r6:~o"'y--
Eidece Clark, Hampton Institute, 7.00; 4. Sheila LaBome, Prairie View TX, Sandra Scott, Texas Southern in 
4. Lorie Risenhoover, Adams State 57.67; 5. Annie Eleby, Texas Southern, Semifinals, 1983); 2. Colleen Booms, 
CO, 7.12; 5. Gloria Gregory, 58.78; 6. Norrie McAfee, Prairie View Saginaw Valley Ml, 2:17.16; 3. Linda 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 7.16; 6. Diedre TX, 59.04. Jackson, Texas Southern, 2:17.64; 4. 
Jackson, Prairie View TX, 7.29. Kim Pfaffle, Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 
2:18.06; 5. Sandra Scott, Texas 
60·YARD HURDLES: 1. Anita Epps, 600-YARD RUN: 1. Easter Gabriel, Southern, 2:18.11; 6. Pamela Harty, 
--Texas Souffiern, 8-:-0-6; r :-.A:ud=:re:7y:-'-"----P-rairie-View-TX,-1.:23.16-(NAIA-F-lecord.--Mo.orbead_S.tate_MN,_2:.l8.63. _____ _ 
Johnson, Hampton Institute VA, 8.06; Former record 1:23.77 set by Joyce 
3. Carmen Porter, Texas Southern, Townson, Texas Southern in 
8.13; 4. Eugenia Perkins, Texas Semifinals); 2. Joyce Townson, Texas 
Southern, 8.31; 5. Loretta Jeffery, Southern, 1 :24.59; 3. Norrie McAfee, 
Hampton Institute VA, 8.40; 6. Brenda Prairie View TX, 1:25.83; 4. Mary Sedall, Adams State CO, 1:26.70; 5. 
Jarvis, Adams State CO, 8.46. Jeannette Palmer, Hampton Institute 
440-YARD DASH: 1. Joyce Townson, 
24 
VA, 1:27.49; 6. Kelly Vasold, Saginaw 
Valley Ml, 1:27.73. 
1000-YARD RUN: 1. Cathy Schmidt, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 2:37.43 (NAIA 
Record: Former record, 2:38.09 set by 
Denise Day, Midland Lutheran NE in 
semifinals, 1983); 2. Lillie Taylor, 
Prairie View TX, 2:37.49; 3. Paula 
Behrendt, Moorhead State MN, 
Men's Results continued __________ _ 
Mark Clift, Mark Young, Steve 
['"\Guymon) 10:04.69; 2. Saginaw Valley 
~ Ml (Dave Dumonte, Dave Johnson, 
John Stadwick, Charles Balderstone) 
10:11 .11; 3. Nebraska Wesleyan (Pat 
McFadden, Jeff Heng, Ron Moran, 
John Ross) 10:13.34; 4. Pittsburg 
State KS, 10:15.39; 5. Adams State 
CO, 10:16.39; 6. Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 
10:16.43. 
TRIPLE JUMP: 1. David McFadgen, 
Virginia State, 53·9% (NAIA Record: 
Former record 52-10% set by Kennith 
Brimmer, Jackson State MS, 1978); 2. 
Bradford Johnson, Texas Southern, 
50-11; 3. Edward Williams, Prairie 
View TX, 50%; 4. Ed Brown, Saginaw 
Valley Ml 49-5%; 5. Morgan Tharpe, 
Texas Southern, 49-5%; 6. Chris 
McCollum, Ouachita Baptist AR, 
49-2%. 
HIGH JUMP: 1. Orville Peterson, 
Campbell NC, 6·11; 2. Bryan 
Richardson , Manchester IN, 6-9; 2. 
Cliff Holding, Fort Hays State KS, 6-9; 
2. Wayne Wallace, Bethany KS, 6-9; 2. 
Dennis Holtz, Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 
6-9; 2. Mark Elliston, Oklahoma 
Baptist, 6-9. 
SHOT PUT: 1. Mike Manders, 
Hamline, MN, 59·1; 2. Paul Kendrick, 
Hamline MN, 56-4; 3. Brett Ailts, 
Moorhead State M N, 53-11; 4. Dan 
Kenwell, Northwood Ml, 53-10; 5. 
Brian Slater, Central Arkansas, 
52-11 %; 6. Keith King, Prairie View, 
TX 52-8%. 
POLE VAULT: 1. Rory Chilton, 
Arkansas Tech, 16·3; 2. Kurt Siebold, 
Oklahoma Christian, 16-0; 3. Jim Vise, 
Bethany KS, 15-0; 3. Brad Nachtigal, 
Fort Hays State KS, 15-0; 3. Scott 
Foutch, Kearney State N E, 15-0; 3. 
Dave Wenberg, Hamline MN, 15-0. 
LONG JUMP: 1. Jim Palmer, Texas 
Southern, 24·6%; 2. Denny Hensch, 
Hamline MN, 24-0%; 3. Bradford 
Johnson, Texas Southern 24·0; 4. 
David McFadgen, Virginia State, 
23-11 %; 5. Dan Hunter, Henderson 
State AR, 23-10%; 6. Jim Southwick, 
Oklahoma Christian, 23-3%. 
35 LB. WEIGHT THROW: 1. Mike 
Barnett, Azusa Pacific CA, 55·10; 2. 
Mark Negro, Northwood Ml, 55-3%; 3. 
Ron Ponciano, Azusa Pacific CA, 52-3; 
4. Gilbert Hornbeck, Central State OK, 
51-8%; 5. Kip Van Camp, Bethany KS, 
50-1; 6. Jeff Chambers, Oklahoma 
Baptist, 41-4%. 
Women's Results continued _________ _ 
c 
2:41.27; 4. Denise Day, Midland 
Lutheran N E, 2:41.53; 5. Madonna 
Redd, Texas Southern, 2:41.53; 6. 
Colleen Booms, Saginaw Valley Ml, 
2:42.46. 
MILE RUN: 1. Leslie Devereaux, Texas 
Southern, 5:04.49; 2. Denise Falzone, 
Adams State CO, 5:05.64; 3. Diane 
Held, Marquette WI, 5:05.90; 4. Linda 
Marquardt, Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
5:05.94; 5. Lesha Wood, Emporia 
State KS, 5:06.23; 6. Laurie Hottinger, 
Marquette WI, 5:07.45. 
TWO-MILE RUN: 1. Tori Neubauer, 
Wisconsin-LaCrosse, 10:22.21 (NAIA 
Record: Former record, 10:37.37, set 
by Tori Neubauer, Wisconsin-
LaCrosse in Semifinals, 1983); 2. 
Katie Webb, Marquette WI, 10:23.52; 
3. Leslie Devereaux, Texas Southern, 
10:44.77; 4. Deanna Marchello, 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 10:50.60; 5. 
Kathy Bowman, Saginaw Valley Ml, 
1 0:51.08; 6. Carolyn Shield, 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 10:55.60. 
r' MILE RELAY: 1. Prairie View TX 
\.......- (Shelia LaBome, Norrie McAfee, Lynn 
Gamble, Easter Gabriel) 3:48.31; 2. 
Texas Southern (Kathrene Wallace, 
Jennifer Cottingham, Linda 
Omegbemi, Annie Eleby) 3:51.48; 3. 
Adams State CO (Connie Calkin, Julie 
Jenkins, Leanna Jackson, Lorie 
Risenhoover) 3:51.94; 4. Hampton 
Institute VA, 4:03.83; 5. Saginaw 
Valley Ml, 4:07.79; 6. Kearney State 
NE, 4:09.31 . 
TWO-MILE RELAY: 1. Prairie View TX 
(Regina Bennett, Cynthia Bosie, 
Easter Gabriel, Lillie Taylor) 9:18.69 
(NAIA Record: Former record, 9:19.17, 
Texas Southern, 1982); 2. Saginaw 
Valley Ml (Colleen Booms, Karen 
Foulds, Kelly Vasolo, Cathy Schmidt) 
9:25.74; 3. Moorhead State MN (Traci 
Fie, Angie Jungwirth, Paula Behrendt, 
Pamela Harty) 9:25.88; 4. Midland 
Lutheran NE, 9:31.80; 5. Marquette WI, 
9:32.65; 6. Texas Southern, 9:37.36. 
HIGH JUMP: 1. Leanna Jackson, 
Adams State CO, 5·11 (NAIA Record: 
Former record, 5-7 set by Vivian 
Garner, Jackson State MS, 1981); 2. 
Sybil Reddick, Texas Southern, 5-10; 
3. Roberta Harper, Texas Southern, 
5·6; 4. Erika Hohenstein, Moorhead 
State MN, 5-4; 5. Jacqui Newman, 
Moorhead State MN, 5-4; 5. Trece 
Burge, Fort Hays State KS, 5·4; 5. 
Amanda Abshire, Adams State CO, 
5-4; 5. Vicki Wamberg, Wayne State 
NE, 5-4. 
SHOT PUT: 1. Karen Waddell, Prairie 
View TX, 49·4 (NAIA Record: Former 
record, 47-10% set by Karen Waddell, 
Prairie View TX, 1982); 2. LuAnn 
Soderling, Nebraska Wesleyan, 46-9; 
3. Vandora Wilson, Fort Hays State 
KS, 46-3; 4. Loretta Fidel, Adams 
State CO, 46-8; 5. Victoria Gay, Texas 
Southern, 45-5%; 6. Sue Maceroni, 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 42-7%. 
LONG JUMP: 1. Kathreen Wallace, 
Texas Southern, 20·7 (NAIA Record; 
Former record, 19-4% set by 
Thomasina Busch, Hampton Institute 
VA, 1982); 2. Lorie Risenhoover, 
Adams State CO, 19-10%; 3. Lynn 
Gamble, Prairie View TX, 18-9%; 4. 
Audrey Johnson, Hampton Institute 
VA, 18-9%; 5. Thomasina Busch, 
Hampton Institute VA, 18-7% ; 6. 
Deirdre Jackson, Prairie View TX, 
18-6%. 
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY: 1. 
Wisconsin-LaCrosse (Mary Kastelic, 
Patty Heimerman, Doreen Ludlow, 
Tori Neubauer) 12:09.55 (NAIA Record: 
Former record, 12:41.01, Texas 
Southern, 1982); 2. Marquette WI 
(Kara Hughes, Colleen Ballman, 
Laurie Hottinger, Katie Webb) 
12:12.56; 3. Midland Lutheran NE 
(Mary Drey, Denise Day, Susan 
Downer, Amy Doerr) 12:15.01; 4. 
Moorhead State MN, 12:26.10; 5. 
Wisconsin-Parkside, 12:27.19; 6. 
Saginaw Valley Ml, 12:45.97. 
25 
Wrestling Title Claimed by 
Southern Oregon 
MINOT, ND- Southern Oregon State 
College benefited from a strong 
balance of team scoring enroute to the 
championship of the 26th annual NAJA 
National Wrestling Tournament, March 
3-5 at Minot State College. 
The Raiders placed eight of their ten 
wrestlers in the top seven of their 
respective weight classes to 
accumulate 98% points and 
outdistance Simon Fraser University 
CAN, which had three individual 
champions and 89% points. The team 
title was the second for Southern 
Oregon, having previously won an 
NAIA mat championship in 1978 at 
Whitewater, Wisconsin. 
Southern's only individual class winner 
was Brent Lofstedt, who was 
victorious at 134 pounds for the 
second straight year and was given 
the tournament's outstanding wrestler 
award. The other individual title 
repeater was Ronnie James of Central 
State OK, who won his first 
championship at 142 pounds after 
capturing two consecutive first place 
finishes at 134 in 1981 and 1982. 
A total of 67 teams and over 250 
athletes competed in the three-day 
event at the Minot State College 
Dome, drawing nearly 6,000 spectators 
in the beautiful multipurpose arena. 
In other related announcements, 
Southern Oregon coach Bob Riehm 
was named the NAJA National Coach 
Brent Lofstedt 
of the Year for the second time in his 
career. Three more individuals were 
inducted into the NAIA Wrestling Hall 
of Fame Banquet during a dinner 
preceeding the tournament. Honored 
were two former athletes, Wade 
Winters of Westmar lA and Rick 
Stuyvesant of Moorhead State MN, 
and a coach, Clayton Ketterling, who 
spent time at Dickinson State ND, 
Waynesburg PA and Jamestown ND. 
The 1984 NAJA National Championship 
Wrestling Tournament is slated for 
Central State University, Edmond, 
Oklahoma, March 1-3. ~ 
Southern Oregon ... 1983 Wrestling Champions 
26 
1983 
WRESTLING TEAM STANDINGS 
1. Southern Oregon ....... 98% 
2. Simon Fraser CAN ...... 89% 
3. Augsburg MN ............ 72 
4. Jamestown ND ......... 66% 
5. Central State OK ....... 621/z 
6. Huron SD ............. 60% 
7. Adams State CO ......... 57 
8. Pacific OR ............ 431/z 
9. Wisconsin-River Falls ... 43% 
10. Dickinson State ND .... .411/z 
11. Carson-Newman TN .... 36% 
12. Central Washington ....... 34 
13. Southwest State MN .... 271/z 
14. Loras lA .............. 251/z 
15. Liberty Baptist VA ...... 22% 
16. Waynesburg PA .......... 22 
17. Northern Montana ...... 18% 
18. West Liberty WV ....... 18% 
19. Fort Lewis CO ........... 18 
20. Mayville State ND ...... 16% 
21. Elon NC ................ 15 
22. Chadron State NE ...... 14% 
23. Pfeiffer NC .............. 14 
24. Siena Heights MI ....... 101/z 
25. Anderson IN .............. 9 
Concordia MN ............ 9 
27. Northwestern lA ......... 8% 
28. Fort Hays KS ........... 8% 
29. St. Thomas M N ........... 8 
30. Kearney State NE .......... 7 
31. Hanover IN ............. 61/z 
Northern State SD ....... 61/z 
Saginaw Valley MI. ...... 61/z 
24. Biola CA ............... 41/z 
Malone OH ............. 41/z 
Oregon Tech ............ 4% 
Western Montana ....... 41/z 
38. Mesa CO ................. 4 
39. Wisconsin-Superior ...... 21/z 
40. Pittsburgh-Johnstown .... 2% 
41. Black Hills SD ............ 2 
42. Wisconsin-Parkside ...... 1% 
43. Wisconsin-LaCrosse ..... 1% 
44. Livingstone NC ........... 1 
Minot State ND ........... 1 
Moorhead State MN ....... 1 
Northwest Nazarene ID ..... 1 
Pacific Lutheran WA ....... 1 
Urbana OH ............... 1 
Westmar lA .............. 1 
·---+··--·-···-·---·WISGic>A!~ IA··ba. U·-·l;lalre-~-.···-·····-,-1-·-·----·--··--·-
Wisconsin-Stout .......... 1 
53. Taylor IN ................ 1fz 
54. Baptist Bible PA ........... 0 
Bethel MN ............... 0 
Catawba NC .............. 0 
Chicago State IL .......... 0 
Dana NE ................. 0 
Davidson NC ............. 0 
Defiance OH .............. o 
New Mexico Highlands ..... 0 
Olivet Nazarene IL. ........ 0 
St. John's MN ............. 0 
Southern Colorado ........ 0 
Willamette OR ............ 0 
William Jewell MO ......... 0 
Wilmington OH ........... 0 
